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Tilt earth Is wrapped in a dream
In a rest complete;
And the touch of the air is like a
Comforting, sweet.

drainage?

borough drainage deepens the soil. Ot
use is it to
plough deep and manure

what

while the soil is full of water? j
The roots of plants will not go down into j
stagnant water; the elements of plant
food are not at ail on ihe surface; many

heavily,

of them have been washed down by the
rains; some ot them are Sound in tire decomposing rocks themselves. Take away
the water, and the roots will find them.
Drainage lengthens the seasons. In our !
climate this is an important point to be
gained, it by drainage one or two weeks |
could be gained it would be quite a relief
in our backward springs, when there is so 1
much to be done in a short space of time
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And the tiny creatures are singing low
As a lullaby;
Aud the watching silence doth stir and
As the wind creeps by.
And

there is the sun’s

own

On the chestnut
And
And
A

mantle

llung

tops,

yonder are tangled rainbows hung
With shimmering drops.
over the things so soon to die

Is a gentler law,
hush of peace and a tenderer
Than the summer saw.

sky

Open the windows wide to-day,
Where a soul may dwell,
In the heart of a palace
Or a prison cell.

grand

glow

“Fact,’’ chimed in tho smallest ami eel’s hand,
thinuest man of tho party. "The Bible i colonel was

says somethin’ mighty hot 'bout that. 1
disremember ezneklv how it goes; but I’ve
heeial Parson lluz/y, down in Maine,
preach a ri].‘pin’ old sermon from that text
many a time. The old man never tiiort
what a comfort them sermons wuz a-goin’
to be to a road-agent, though.
That time
we stopped Slim Mike's stage, an’ he didn't
liev no more manners than to draw on me.
them sermons wuz a perfect blessin’ to me
—tiie thought of 'em cleared my head es
quick es a cocktail. An"-"
“1 r.ou't want to disturb Logroller's

colonel, "out
pious yarn, interrupted
ez it's Old Black that's a-driviu’ to-day itistid of Slim Mike, an’ ez Old Black oilers
makes his time, bed n't we better vamose
The door of the shantio was hastily
closed ami the men tiled through the
thicket near the road, when they marched rapidly on parched lines with it. Alter about half an hour Perkins, who was
the

and gay,

O look, ye happy, till pleasure grows
To a nobler thing;
oiler libera! prizes for
TUI you bring your Joy as the amber flows,
increases the effect of the appliDrainage
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And look, ye weary, till grief and pain
the manure is :
wtli the waste and unproductive more easily worked tine;
Transfigured shine;
The water,
Kejoice for the crimson giory’a gain,
tnd n nv eoiuuiou in some parts also more evenly distributed.
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also passing through the soil, carries fer.V »".a liusetts, seems to them to be of
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"Taint no use bein' a gentleman ef yer
These sweetest da>s.
manure must decompose slowly, if at all; j
■! not less than ten
uthlall
her to work too hard.”
but let the water pass off, the air is admitOften and often will skies be gray,
extent, made on land untit lor
“Safe enough, 1 reckon,” replied the
And hearts be sad,
and decomposition takes place. What I
.cultural purposes; and of the led,
liut the Lord hathjmade us a perfect day
colonel. “We’ll do the usual; I’ll halt
man is there who does not know ;
observing
Let
us
be
Cod
•
and
lids, except on Cape
glad.
’em, Logrollcr ’tend to the driver, Cranks
that his crops are improved in quality by [Carl Spencer.
j
ghboriug island, where plantations
takes the boot, an’ Mac an" Perk takes
clover j
Sweet
and
English
drainage?
grass
s,
uf Corsican
pint-s are pre- take the
right an' left. An’—-l know its tough—
of
and
rushes
place
sedge
pi i/.e f j lot II.1. divided jilt'' l't
but 'onsid’rin’ how cverluslin’, eternally
I- im plantations of not less than
Retiring from Busine&s
hard up we are, 1 rekon we’ll hev to ask
;
The Mangold.
extent ot the American white
H hut the colonel’s business was nobody contributions from the ladies, too, ef tilers
: .'ii is
probably the most profitable
It is quite time new that the seed of the | knew, nor did any one care, particularly, any aboard—ell, hoys iJ"
winch ii i.e gi"\vn in Xew
“Reckon so,” replied Logrollcr with a
marigold were in the ground We trust lie purchased for cash only, and ho never
ii, cultivation.
"l s'i ill;
tanner wiio believes in the econo- grumbled at the price of any thing that he chuckle that seemed to inspire his blank
every
,-t v-u
reprint troin the my ot
a merry wrinkle or two.
cultivating and feeding root crops, wanted; who could ask any more than domino withuse
"I the slate Hoard
t.11
nv women’s rights efthey
“Wlmt’s the
lias devoted reasonable space to lids par- ; that ?
;
Air Sargent's
Curious people occasionally wondered don't ever hev a chance ov exercisin’ 'em ?
of
ticular one
is
fhe
variety
mangold
Jo tlii, \\ ill he
mi
beet probably ubt lined by cultivation hum how. when it had been fully two years lievin’ ther purses borrowed ’mi show
a e
ii directions for
since the colonel, with every one else, cm the hull doctrine in a bran-new light.”
J:, i'u vult/ari.'.
ultimo!) weed on the seal r t ie cultivation of
l"
:
shore of Europe.
It lias been cultivated abandoned Duck Creek to the Chinese, he
“They’re treacherous critters, women
.•
.n- oilered
and
the
|
on the continent than in England,
managed to spend money freely, ami to is.” remarked Cranks; "some of ’em
u
a
d at what price they lunger
where it was introduced a hundred years lose considerable at cards and horse races. might put a knife into a feller while he
■e".
Iiusi les all the details in
hs great use is as li-cd fur cattle, In fact, the keeper of that one ot the two wuz ’pologizin
ago.
l
iinpoi taut prizes. Mr.
"Ef you're afeurd ov ’em.” said Perkins
milch cows.
Challenge Hill saloons which the colonel
specially
mis enlarged will then be
.pi1 be Long Ked, and the Long Eellovv, did not patronize was once heard to ab- "Von ken go back an’ clean up the shan;, d
tiiroiighout the State the Ked Globe and the Vellow Globe are sent-mindedly wonder whether the colonel ty.”
ivi.i'i, and iiliers interested
“Reminds me ov what the Bible sez,”
the varieties most cultivated.
The Long hadn’t a money-mill somewhere, whore he
;
>les;re i stimuis.-.
Ked grows mostly out of ground, while turned out double eagles and ‘•slugs” (the said Logroiler; tiler's a lion on the trail;
I'll ho chawed up, sez the lazy galoot,’ or
Coast name for tifty-dollar gold pieces).
the < Kobe varieties are belter covered. \\ e
pe bi it tin- enlightened incline to think a
When so important a personage as a words to that effect.”
acre can
larger
yield
per
nil
1-d S' letety. which
“Come, come,
iie got from the Long Ked than any other bar-keeper indulged publicly in an idea,
boys” interposed the
: Massachusetts agriculture
the inhabitants of Challenge Hill, like colonel, "don't mix religion an’ hizness.
v ariety.
-iiv o;igations, will
meet
The
requires a mellow loam to good Californians everywhere, considered They don't mix no more than —Hello,
..agemenuVom our iarmers llourishmangold
best, yet it will do fairly well on themselves in duty bound to give it grave ; thar's the crack of Old Black's whip I l’ick
I tnal competing plantawhen 1
a considerable
range and variety of soils. consideration, so for a few days certain in- j yer hushes—quick ! All ju up
:
f irnied all over the State to
With an abundance of manure and deep dustrious professional gentlemen, who 1 whistle 1
e
ot
the
and
wisprolit
vauipies
Each man secreted himself near the
and careful culture, it will yield a large won money of the colonel,
carefully !
seiontilie f armer.
p.anting
and valuable crop
Level cultivation is weighed some of the brightest pieces and roadside. The stage came swinging along
preferable, though many farmers cultivate tested then with acids, and tasted them handsomely; the inside passengers were
and sawed them in two, and retried them laughing heartily about something, and
in raised d:ills.
("Mass. Ploughman
Scratching Hens.
and melted them up, and had the lumps Old Black was just giving a delicate touch
,:ij. 1j• i> are often a great nuito the Hank ot the off leader, when the
assayed.
,.s their
owner stands viewing
The Age of a Pyramid.
The, result was a complete vindication colonel gave a shrill, quick whistle, and
'.ere
his
last
“carried
on,”
they
Modern scholarship seems destined to of the colonel, and a loss of considerable the five men sprang into the road.
a is often,
They have destroy-- win its most
bar-keeper.
The horses stopped as suddenly as if it
signal triumphs through the custom to the indiscreet
a
than their necks were worth."
The colonel was as good natured a man were a matter of common occurrence, Old
of
a careful seientiiie method
application
Inis vigorous use of the dnnnknown
at
as
had
ever
been
Challenge Hill, Black dropped the reins, crossed his legs,
t > its researches into the past history of
ii
put tv a good purpose. We our race. It
but. being mortal, the colonel had his oc- and stared into tho
sky, and the passenmultiplies its aids, extends casional
■red a large dock of liens and
times of despondency, and one of
the lange of its evidences, and, by lookall put out their heads with a rapidity
gers
.-run
in a eornlield. vviiere by
alter a series of races in
ing far beyond the Held of the old chroni- them occurred
equaled only by that with which the) withit ir worms, they kept the soil
cler'. is at last able to correct their dis- which ho had staked his all on his own drew them as they saw the dominoes and
I line, thereby giving us a line
the records of earth bay mare Tipsie, and had lost.
revolvers of the road-agents.
S
instead of sewing up crepancies. Where
g- tin
are at variance, it consults the unerring
Looking reproachfully at his beloved
“Seems to ho something the matter
a.-' feet in leather stockings, or
ot
to
heal
the
void
animal
failed
aching
stars, ami lixes the chronology of events
gentlemen,” said tho colonel blandly, as
Me patent “anti-hen scratcher,”
swearand
hi->
pockets,
drinking deeply,
“Won t you please
more wi-cly than the historian who wrote
ho opened the door.
itlaiiig the fowls in close quaring eloquently and glaring defiantly at all git out? Don’t trouble yourselves to draw
a few generations after their occurin list
eie you
keep them with only
I he German astronomer, Hansen, mankind were equally unproductive of Vos
rence.
my friend here's got his weepon cock:
iia,.y. take your movable poul- was one of the first to determine the
ed an' his lingers is rather nervous. Ain't
day coin.
ise t
the eornlield or the orchard,
The boys at the saloon sympathized
and hour of an ancient battle by calculatgot a han’kereher, hev yer ?” asked the
Seep it :111■ 1 the liens there, and let
the eclipst of the sun which occurred most feelingly with the colonel; they were colonel of the first passenger who descending
it
out
ii
that
line.
Their
sera! h
at the same time; and now the Trench
unceasing in their invitations to drink, ed from the stage. “Ilev ? Well, now
vv
jjn
especially beneficial
exhibited considerable that's
even
the
remark- and they
by
profiting
Egyptologists,
lucky, Just put yer hands behind
I growing fruit of the apa
Christian forbearance when the colonel
aide astronomical knowledge of the old
yer please—so—that's it,” And the unn. apiieot. and nectarine trees,
one
who
with
dissented
every
fortunate man was securely hound in an
Egyptians, are applying the same meth- savagely
w.iriiis ati-1 eiireul&s corng a
ods of verification, with wonderful suc- advanced any position, no matter how in- instant.
:..
aeli i,[ their vigorous invescontrovertible.
to the hieroglyphic recoi Is.
The remaining passengers were treated
A hen house oil wheels or run- cess,
IJUL uim[tpcuaiuu
1
uipatnj giuwa uc- | with similar courtesy, uud the colonel
;u 111'
UU- 1 lull
iVU^lil^
!
d Yciy convenient, as it
of Inscriptions, on the 7 th ot April, M. do cidediy tiresome to the giver, ami it was and his friends examined the pockets of
imove 1 from place to place,
with a feeling of relief that the boys saw the
a
paper in regard to a discaptives. Old Black remained unmoI rse, as occasion Sauley read
the colonel stride out of the saloon, mount
covery by the scholar Chains, which for
lested, tor whoever heard ot a stage-drivrequire
and
gallop furiously away.
first time introduces a positive date Tipsie,
er having money ?
,1
el
rnal, Philadelphia, in- the
Killing on horseback has always been
••Boys,” says the colonel, calling his
of Colonel Taggart, into the oldest Egyptian history. Hither- considered an excellent sort of
tie p-. e-t
exercise, brother
to, the distinguished Egyptologist, M. de
agents aside, and comparing reu.d
mii m
i.ntv. Pa as beneficial
in establishing and fast riding is universally admitted to
“taint’ much of a haul; but flier’s
:
ceipts,
m
The editor describes the Houge, has only succeeded
three dates with absolute certainty—the be one of the most healthful and delight- old}' one woman, an’ she's old enough to
a- to.;, a
We found here severand 'JOJ l>. C„ the last of lul means of exhilaration in the world.
Better lot her
lie a feller’s grandmother.
U about thirty feet square each, in years l:!0U. 12-10
But when a man is so absorbed in his
theso being that of the taking of Jerusaalone, eli ?”
1
several
Mi
faggart burie .>ata,
to
he
not
to
exercise
that
will
stop
sperk
I
the Shishak of the
“Like enough she’ll pan out more 'n all
t
Me
The grain begins at lem by Sheshonk
a friend, and when his exhilaration is so
or three months ago M.
the rest ov tho stage put together,” growlswell and germinate, and the liible. lint two
wellhis
from
eyes
was fortunate enough to succeed
complete that he turns
eb Cranks, carefully testing the thickness
hat ; free access to it, scratching and Chaims
meaning thumbs pointing significantly in- of case of a gold watch
“Jest like the
tender sprouts to their heart's in reading a doubtful cartouche (royal to
doorways through which a man has of- low-lived deceittulness ov some folks, to
inclosed in an oval Jigure) in the
While the fowls are thus busy name,
famous libers papyrus, a lac-simile of ten passed while seeking bracing in- kerry their money so it'd go safe. Mebbe
w one is
a i,
prepared which which was
natural that people
what she's got hain’t nothin- to some folks
published last year. It prov- fluences, it is but
c.vi.ne-s
the
tirst
is
tne
time
by
should express some wonder.
to be the name of l’haraun, Menaeres,
thet’s got bosses thet ken win ’em money
i. tills wav the fowls enjoy not ed
at
was
well
known
The
colonel
Toddy- et races, but -”
the
of the Greek historians,
:;. iiis of
vegetation but have and Myeerinus
Bar
Murderer’s
Lone
Hand, Blazers,
the builder of the third or smallest Flat,
The colonel abruptly ended the conver\ei -i.-c at
the same time. The
at Gizeh.
Attached to the car- and several other villages through which sation. and approached the stage. The
a
<1 one an t we are glad to call pyramid
touche was an astronomical note, stating he passed, aud as no one bad been seen to colonel was very chivalrous, but Cranks
t
it. In our own yards we have
of the star Sethis precede him, betting wien were seen of- sarcastic relFerence l“ Tipsie
needed
ie
••nett of it and re glad we are that the heliacal rising
occurred 111 the ninth year of the reign ol fering odds that the colonel was running avenging, and as lie could not consistently
re in the practice.'
away from somebody.
Menkeres.
with business arrangements put an end to
f’he ancient Egyptians had the habit of
Strictly speaking they were wrong, but Cranks, the old lady would have to sutlthat
been
had
all
the
won
of
Fruit
Trees.
Natural Age
money
er.
signalizing important political events by they
staked against them, for within half an
some contemporaneous astronomical phe“I beg }ei parding ma'am,” said the
ti be L■ 1
ivmnwn belief that
the
same
over
of the latter could scarce- hour’s time there passed
colonel,
raising his hat politely with one
;.
limit lo t ie natural age of ap- nomenon. Many
road an anxious-looking individual, who hand while lie
be identified or determined now; but,
opened tho coach door with
Hut liiicertainly a mistake. ly
since we know that their Sethis is our star reigned up in front of the principal saloon the other, “but we’re takin’ up a colleci;:...w iliat tintree
usually
peach
of each place, and asked it the colonel had
we are easily able to li\ the rare
tion fur some deservin’ object. We. wuz
profitable at twelve to fifteen Sirius, of its heliacal
This is the passed
to make the gentlemen fork over
rising.
periods
in. 1 the .berry ami
!_'•
plum
ilad the gallant colonel known that he a-goin
astronomical term used when a star, after
tho hull amount, but ez they h.nin’t got
u.\ twenty to
thirty years; the
would
there
aud
was
whom,
followed,
w ilh the sun and inby
,i
enough, we'll htiv to bother you."
umstances, forty to being in conjunction
visible, emerges from the light sufficient- have been an extra election held at the
are eases a much longer
The old lady trembled, felt for her poekfor
colthe
M. Cha- latter place very shortly after,
to be scon just before sunrise.
appie ree lias its natur- ly
etbook, and raised her veil. ’The colonel
was no other than the cononel’s
his
pursuer
lets
to
the
took
discovery
a ml
immediately
.imigli, like man's life, the
looked into her face, slammed the stage
Lite necessary stable ot Challenge Hill, and for consta.el t.h
peri mI ..if health ami vigor astronomer Biot, who made
door, and, sitting down on the hub of one
of
law
the
colonel
all
oilicers
the
bles
and
it
that
the
whence
appeared
of the wheels, stared vacantly into space.
eor.ting to mstitutiou, calculations,
of
hatred
intensity.
unspeakable
heliacal rising ofbothis, in the ninth year possessed
lunate, etc its approaching ter“Nothin’?” queried l’erkins in a whisOn galloped the colonel, following the
of the reign ol .Menkeres, must have taken
a i'
and with a taco fuli ol genuine symciearly indicated l>y signs of
per,
the
old
minwhich
threaded
and disease. On very deep and place between the years 30U7 and 3010 B. stage-road,
pathy.
on
Duck
Creek
but
;
C
.M. de Sauley stated that lie had made ing-camps
suddenly
luh-soils, and, where the trees are
"No—yes,” said the colonel dreamily.
lio turned abruptly out of the road, and
u
the stage go
ureil by severity of climate, up- the calculations independently, and with
the young pines “That is, untie cm, an’ let
his
horse
the
same
urged
through
he
was
result;
precisely
on. N are <■ •casionalh found bearing
entirely
to his
and hushes, which grew thickly by the ahead,” lie continued, springing
of
the
correctness
of
convinced
the
date.
.s ot fruit at
“I’ll hurry back to tho cabin.” And
eighty to one hundred As the lirst assured
while tho constable galloped rapid- feet.
road,
toward
establishstep
the colonel dashed into tho bushes, and
age, but these are nearly as rare
ii‘ onU ia its general outlines, the ly on to the next camp.
owners to live so long.
leit ins lollcnvers so panuyzeu wiui astonVery ing,
the
seemed
be
no
There
to
path through
v > :1s are of the best kind for an orchronology of the Ancient Egyptian Emishment that Old Black afterward remarkhad
thicket
into
which
tiie
colonel
turned,
pire, this discovery is of incalculable imal.1 everywhere our climate is
to hold
but Tipsie walked between trees and bush- ed that "ft' ther'd ben anybody
portance. It fixes the age of the third
'i' warm or at times too eold for
hov cleaned out the
es
as
if they were but the familiar objects the bosses lie could
of
Gizoh
at
about
48S0
years,
pyramid
•ict health of the trees.
hull crowd with his whip.”
Injury by
and antedates by fully 1770 years the. ear- ol her own barn-yard.
id blackening all tue wood, J am
The passengers, now relieved of their
.Suddenly a voice from the bushes shoutliest
in
anascertained
accurately
.■. ineei! i- a
point
,,,1
very common cause of the
were unbound and allowed to
weapons,
cient
• ::
chronology.
iturc lailure ol orchards; butstarvare-enter the stage, and the door was slam•-What's up?
These detached epochs are like so many
e
of
of
exhaustion
the
nsequence
“Business—that's what.” replied the med upon which Old Biack picked up his
is still more common, and this is a solid piers in the llood of Time, and,
reins as coolly as if he had lain them down
though still too far apart to bo bridged, colonel.
; o dillieuit matter to remedy than most
“It’s time,” replied the voice, and its at the station while horses were being
furnish secure resting places for the
they
wlien
trees
p." suppose, especially
emerged changed; then he cracked his whip, and
historian, it is not too much to expect, owner—a bearded six-footer
attained full-bearing size
[Culti- that
when the aid of astronomy is called from the bushes, and stroked Xipsie’s nose the stage rolled oft, while the colonel's
with the freedom of an old acquaintance.
party hastened back to their hut, fondly
to the investigation of the Assyrian as
“We ain’t had a nip sence last night, an’ inspecting as they went certain Husks
well
as the Egyptian records, we may reCultivation of the Carrot.
store the chronological charts of both em- thar’ ain’t a cracker or a handful of flour they had obtained while transacting their
old gal go back on business with the occupants of the stage.
it is tim desire of farmers to raise
pires from the silent testimony of the in tho shanty. The
Great was the surprise of the road-agyer ?
ge and paying crops of the carrot, such heavens.
be produced with a great degree of
‘•Yes,” replied the colonel, ruefully, ents as they entered their hut, for there
race.
’Twasn’
her
stood the colonel in a clean white shirt,
Minty by a liberal dressing of good and Cooking Bread for Almost Nothing, “lost ev’ry blasted
'■■!! decomposed manure to the land,
fault, bless her—she done her level best. and in a suit of clothing made up from
in
There
was
exhibited
Hartford
last
a ll
should lie well ploughed in as early
the limited spare wardrobes of the other
Ev’rybody to home ?
the spring as possible. As soon as the week a recent invention, which may rev“You bet,” said the man. “All ben a- members of the gang.
It is an oilIs have come up, the ground should olutionize the cooking stove
But the suspicious Cranks speedily
prayin fur yer ter turn up with the rocks,
illuminating an’ somethin’ with more color than spring subordinated his wonder to his prudence,
inss-ploughed as line as possible with cooking and oil-heating and cast
and Rus- water.
swivel plough; the land should then stove, made of galvanized
Come on.”
assaying on the table a watch, two pistols,
e a arrowed and
rolled, when it will he sian iron, so that it will last tor years
The man led the way and Tipsie and a pocket book and a heavy purse, he exwithout repairs. Ordinary kerosene oil the colonel followed, and the trio sudden- claimed :
•ady for the seed.
flic seed should be soaked in warm is used, and the combustion is so perfect ly found themselves before a small log
“Come, colonel, bizness before pleasthat the gasses arc consumed, and no hut, in front of which sat three solemn,
iTei twenty-four hours previous to planture; lets devide and scatter. Et anybody
a
smell
is
emitted
of oil, gas, or smoke
;
disconsolate looking individuals, who should hear ’bout it, an’ tied our trail, an’
g. and sunned a short time to dry the
mice moisture, that the seeil may not ehihl can work the stove, and accident is looked appealingly at the colonel.
ketch us with the traps in our possession
is insu“Mac'll tell yer how ’twus fellers,” said they might-"
g in the sower. The seed may he well-nigh impossible, as the stove
mted with any suitable machine that lated from the oil reservoir, and heat can- the colonel, “while 1 picket the mare.”
‘•Divide yerselves!” said the colonel,
.-ow thin.
The colonel was absent but a few mo- with abruptness ami a great oath. “I
Two pounds of seed per not radiate to the oil. At a trial of the
'■re is
cooking stove recently, the first batch of ment’s, but when he returned each of the dont want none of it.”
more than enough if judiciously
anted. Too thick sowing results in very bread was perfectly baked in 25 minutes, four was attired in pistols and knife, while
“Colonel,” said Perkins, removing his
and the second batch in 23 minutes, at a Mac was
distributing some dominoes, own domino and looking anxiously into
(necessary ami expensive thinning; or,
than
of
less
one
halt
cost
a
cent for bak- made from a rather
the leader’s face, “be you sick?
llere’s
dirty flour-bag.
neglected, in a small growth of roots,
’Tain’t so late ez all that, is it? in- some bully brandy 1 found in one of the
'pensive to harvest and to handle. 'The ing, and cold flatirons were made hissing
'<aal may be planted from early in May to hot in six minutes.
quired the colonel.
passenger’s pockets.”
'be loth of June. Our
“Better be an hour ahead than miss it
“1 hain’t nothin’,” replied the colonel,
practice is to plant
“1
one
of
the
tour.
with averted eyes. “I'm a goin’, an’ I’m
The exciting question in California, this ’ere night.” said
straight rows twenty-two inches apart,
and thin the plants to three or four inches next in interest to the Mongolian immi- ain’t ben so thirsty sence I come ’round a-retirin’ from this bizness forever.”
“Ain’t a-goin’ to turn evidence ?” cried
apart in the row. The after cultivation of gration, is the condition of the Nevada the Horn, in ’50, an’ we run short of wat'he carrot should be always prompt; “hoe bonanzas.
Are they becoming exhausted er. Somebody ’ll git hurt ef ther’ ain’t no Cranks, grasping the pistol on the tablo.
dm ground and not the weeds” should he or are
“I’m a goin’ to make a lead-mine of
they as rich as ever? Senator bitters on the old concern—they will, or
die motto. The horse hoe can be used in Jones of Nevada, in his speech in the Senyou ef you don’t take that back 1” roared
my name ain’t Perkins.”
■he cultivation of the carrot to a very con- ate in favor of making silver equally with
“Don’t count yer chickens ’fore they’re the colonel, with a bound, which caused
i' table extent, and our cultivation is
gold a legal tender, gave it "as the can- hatched, Perky.” said one of the party, as Cranks to drop the pistol and retire prev-'v like that
given the mangold. Eng- did opinion of a man who has devoted he adjusted his domino under the rim of cipitately' forward, apologizing as he
i'h
turnips can be sowed between the nearly thirty years of his life to the prac- his hat. ” “S’posin’ ther’ shud be too many- went. "I am goin’ to ’tend to my own
rows w ith the seed sower, by the 20th of tical
business, an’ that’s enougli to keep any
working and management of gold fur us ?
duly, without injury to the carrot, and and silver mines, that so far as the Com"Stiddy, stiddy, Cranks!” remonstrat- man bizzy. Somebody lend me fifty till 1
"ill add
materially to the product ol the stock lode is concerned, we have arrived ed the colonel. “Nobody ever gits along see him ag’in.”
•and. [O. B. Hadwen.
Perkins pressed the rnony into the coloef they ’low ’emselves to be skeered.”
at the beginning of the end.”
■
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despair.

It looks

a*

search of employment, only to find the labor
market overstocked, with scarcely a chance for

to their

better climate and the various
the lorests yield,
in Massaehu-

a

e

prolitable

seized with

it isn’t well to make haste to be rich.
A sadder thing than this is the disappointment of the crowds of people who come here in

suites millions of trees have of late years
■ ii
planted by the farmers, not for ornat.

are

though they will be ruined if they don’t reduce
prices, and ruined if they do. There is somewhere, I think, a proverb which declares that

and within two minutes the

i

Homnaco

at

the

SritisU

The

Court.

Centennial

Seen

Thro’

Spectacle*.

on Tipaie’s back, and galloping on in the direction the stage had taken.
He overtook it, he passed it, and still he

Maine

Private letters state that the Prince of
[Editorial Correspondence of the Journal. 1
Wales is wonderfully well, considering
Philadelphia, Mav 15th.
i the change of climate which he has under! golloped on.
The art department of tin* Exposition seems
blit that he has grown so stout that
|
gone,
l'lte people at Mud Gulch knew the
to attract the largest crowd to-day. The vast
he closely resembles in appearance his un- j
colonel well, and made it a rule never to
the ••fat friend” ot Beau fjrumme!. J spaces assigned to paintings, sculptures, phocle,
be astonished at anything he did ; but they
His friends have not been so fortunate in | tography. &c. are thronged by admiring sightj made au exception to the rule when the i point ot health as himself. Canon Dueti- i seers. But though there is much beauty api colonel canvassed the principal bar-rooms
worth, tiie chaplain pro tem., has been ill parent to the actual beholder, there is little that
lor men who wished to purchase a horse;
the greater part of the time he has been can be adequately described by a pen and ink
! and when a gambler who was flush obI in India with a malignant dysentery •ketch. The products of art must be seen to he
tained I ipsie in exchange for twenty slugs
brought on, it. is said, by drinking soda understood. Memorial Hall is of itself a splen—only a thousand dollars, when the col
water and lemonade of native manufac- did architectural work—built for the use of the
onel had always said that there wasn’t
ture.
Centennial by the state of Pennsylvania, at a
to
the
on
ot'
ground
buy
gold enough
top
The Canon was the principal player in cost of a million and a half of dollars. It is a
her—Mud Gulch experienced a decided
a little scandal that took place at our
sensation.
fire-proof structure of hewn granite, that covers
court a few years ago.
lie was then only
an acre and a halt of ground, being 3G5 feet
One or two enterprising persons speedij
long
a reverend, and a tutor of the
royal childly discovered that the colonel was not in ren. The Princess houise was observed 210 feet wide, and 59 feet high above the busea communicative mood, so every one -ewhich is 12 feet high. The great dome
to be growing out of childhood, and one ment,
tired to ids favorite saloon, and bet acRev. Duotiworth was observed whis- ! rises 150 feet, and is surmounted by a colossal
day
of Columbia. An enormous granite eagle
cording to Ids own opinion of the colonel’s pering soft nothings in her not
unwilling isfigure
| motives and actions.
at each corner of the roof.
This elperched
ear.
said
that
the
of
Cynics
Marquis
Hut when the colonel, after remaining
Lome, Her Majesty's model of what a no egant building gives 75,000 square feet of wall
; l*i a barber shop for half an hour, emerged
bleman should lie, was called into the roy- room for paintings, and 20,000 square feet ol
; with his face clean-shaven and his hair al
presence and commanded to marry the floor room for statuary. Great as this space is,
neatly trimmed and parted, betting was Princess with as little
delay as possible, another structure had to be put up close >*t
I so wild that a cool-headed sporting man and that
Duotiworth, who surrendered his hand to accommodate the immense contribuI speedily made a fortune by betting against claims to her hand, was made a Canon on
tions that poured in—a buiMing moiu capacious
I every theory that was advanced.
tliA lirst
opportunity; iit iil! events the even than the original.
Then the colonel made a tour ot the
marriage of the Marquis with the PrinIt is impossible eveu to attempt a description
j stores, and titted himself to a new suit of cess has never been a happy one.
oi the treasures of art which these floors ami
all
of
the
clothes, carefully eschewing
Her majesty might have sympathized a
galleries contain. I'nfortunately the oflicial
generous patterns and pronounced colors little with the unfortunate
lovers, for she,
j so dear to the average miner. He bought when she was unmarried, if rumor says catalogue ;s an unsatisfactory affair, encumber
a new hat, and put on a pairot boots, and
ed with advertisements and ncomplete in its
aright, loved Lords Alfred Paget and Llpruned Ids tinger-nails, and, stranger than
B-side tlu>, many
who were both mentioned as arrangements uml details
phinstone,
all, he mildly but lirmly declined all iu- men
of the contributions arc not yet in plan*, the
upon whom, in their seasons, site devitations to drink.
lighted to honor. The latter, a striking- process of unpacking still going on. The EngAs the colonel stood in the door of the
j
ly handsome man. was appointed to In- lish, whose contribution of paintings
large
where
the
saloon,
principal
stag, always dian service, which kept him in
foreign ami tine, have adopted the simple and satisfacthe
Hill
constable
Challenge
stopped,
climes for live or six years: the funner tory plan of labelling each picture with the subwas seen to approach the colonel, and tap
was sent away for a time, during which
ject and name of the artist. Of course the Italhim on the shoulder, upon which all men
the Prince Consort was married to
period
ians excel in statuary, and much of this is very
who bet that the colonel was dodging
the Queen. Lord Alfred is the last man
somebody claimed the stakes, llut titose to have cherished a romantic affection, beautiful. There is the kneeling tigure of a
entitled Tin; Prayer, which is not
who stood near the colonel heard the conbut lie has never married.
He is still one young girl,
stable say :
and attractive, bu: shows the arof the best known men in London, a great only graceful
tistic triumph of cutting in marble a veiled face.
•■Colonel, 1 take it all back, an’ 1 own friend of the drama and ballot, lias
lately
A little girl playing blind man’s buff i- much
up fair ’an’ square. When 1 seed you git returned from India, and is
spoken of as
out of Challenge Hill it come to me all of
bv his most intimate ac- admired. There is a tigure of Cupid attach.d
“naughty
Ally”
a sudden that you might lie in the roadquaintances rLondun correspondence ol to the side of a bouquet, vet so tinelv managed
agent biziness, so I fullered you—duty, the
as to appear to he fly ing past it.
A line
eoj^y ol
Troy Times.
you know. Hut after 1 seed you sell Tipsie
Michael Angelo’s David adorns this collection.
I
I knowed 1 wuz on the wrong trail.
Also a group illustrating the Scriptural passage
Tlio Power of Ignorance.
wouldn’t suspect you now el all the stages
which alludes to the loves of tin* angels with the
Elliot
in
“Daniel
in the State wuz robbed ; and I'll give yon
[Ucorge
Deroiuia.Q
v rv curious bust
of men. There i>
satisfaction any way you want it.”
it is a common sentence that Knowl- daughters
•■it's all right,” said the colonel, with a edge is power; but who hath duly consid- of Othello in which the man is of bronze and
The constable afterward said that ered or set fortn the power of Ignorance ? the draping of niarbie. The statue* arc reckoned
smile
nobody had any idea ot how curiously the Knowledge, slowly builds up what Igno- almost by the thousand, with a great profusion
colonel smiled when his beard was off. rance in an hour pulls down. Knowledge of Cupid, Venus and the general nude warmth
••Give this fifty to Jim 1‘erkius fust time through patient and frugal centuries, en- of the Italian school. Yinnie Hearn, the AmerI’tu leavin’ the State."
yer see him?
larges discovery and makes record of it. ican sculptress, lets a grout* of statuary, among
■Suddenly the stage pulled up at the Ignorance, wanting its day’s dinner, lights which are the triumphant Jewish Miriam, uml
door with a crash, and the male passen- a lire with the record, and gives a flavor The Spirit of the Carnival—the latter a very
gers hurried into the saloon, in a state of to iis one roast with the burnt souls id gay and festive female tigure. Days may hi
utter indignation and impecuniosity.
many generations. Knowledge, instruct- passed in the art department in viewing with
The story of the robbery attracted every- ing tiro sense, refining and multiplying
gratification what can only be \ ery inane pi ate
body, and during the excitement the col- needs, transforms itself into skill, and lv described.
onel slipped quietly out, and opened the makes life various with a new six day's
In looking through Machinery Hall, a few
door of the stage. The old lady started, work ; comes Ignorance drunk on the sevand cried:
enth, with a lirkin of oil and a match and days ago, i missed the very attractive works ol
the Waltham Watch Co. Their delicate machin••George'”
an easy "Let there not be"—and the many
And the colonel, jumping into the stage, colored creation is shrivelled up in black- ery is placed very near the great Corliss engine,
and putting his arms tenderly about the I ness. Of a truth, Knowledge is power, and in contrast with its pondrous strength,
trembling form of the old lady, exclaimed : but it is a power refined by scruple, liav where a dozen gil ls guide the machines that cir
‘•Mother!”
iug a conscience of what must be and the wheels, A *. In the Main Budding thiwhat may be; whereas Ignorance is a
company makes an elegant display of watches.
blind giant who, let him but wax unbound,
A Metamorphosis.
The Great Exposition embrace contributionwould mako it a sport to seize the pillars from the whole world,
every country being
in New York city the other day an el- that hold
up the long-wrought fabric of
Greece and a few insignitirepresented
except
a
hut
dotriin
with
hair,
lady
deriy
gray
human good, and turn all the places of
C
V .i
........
Fv...» l?tMl
crepid tigure, and a clear but tremulous
over
the
door oi lie:
ail
is
lit
with
box
office
ot
Filth
re,
at
the
the
asked
inscription
voice,
ing at life parcel wise, in the growth of a
Avenue i iieatre lur seats for John Brougthat “The oldest Nation
saying
department,
who
a
visiu
lot,
practised
having
single
ham’s benetit
to the young st.” J-gypt lias a
may not see that ignorance of the true >en ls greetings
John, the official in charge, politely of- bond between events, and false conceit of Hue show of antiquities, and many tilings which
fered the lady the box plan to select her means
whereby sequauces may lie com- would be very interesting it we kuew nion
places.
that falsity of eye-sight which about them. There are line photographs of the
pelled—like
“Oh, 1 don't care about that plan,” she over looks the gradation of distance, see- ancient ruins, the
pyramids, &e. In the line o:
“You know that you turn it
exclaimed
ing that which is afar olt as if it were ornamentation of personal attire and household
all round in the evening, and put the front within a
step or a grasp—precipitate the articles, the Jggyptiun dispiav is exceedingly
row people in the back seats?”
mistaken soul on destruction?
rich, lb ie are elegantly inlaid and engraved
an
accusation
so
monstrous
Against
coib■<; trays worth $20';0 each, oeautiful little
John was almost speechless; but lie manAcross the Canada border come notes i'bonv c.ibiuels, carved and inlaid, that cost
aged to stammer out a warm disclaimer.
“Nonsense!” replied the old lady. “! of discontent at the working of reciproci- I $,">000 each. 1 hero are hanging lamps the proknow all your tricks and your manners.”
ty; of so much of it, at least, as is pre- duet of a for gotten art, that are valued at $5000
i lie per pair.
John writhed in anguish, and suggested served in the treaty of Washington,
Among the literature are Aruba
j
fishermen of the extreme easterly pro- j books bound in velvet and gold, and rare old
sending lor Mr. Fiske.
“Very well,” said the old lady; “send vinces are soured about it; the owners of manuscripts. Splendid tails, gorgeous robes,
inland shipping complain ; the backwoods- and
for Mr. Daly, too. if you like.”
elegant rings are shown. There are curiMr. Fiske arrived, and to him the old men of British Columbia are malcontent. ous
jewels and gold ornaments, the work ul
in
the
thinking
advantages hands that became dust thousands of years ago.
lady reiterated her astonishing statement. They agree
“You are entirely mistaken, Madame,” of the compact all accrue to tile Yankees,
The Chinese have a large space fenced in and
said Mr Fiske : “but i! 1 believe as you do and while they do not gild us directly,
ornamented in tin* tea-chest style, with colored
1 should buy my seats in the last row.”
they complain of the complacent laeility
lettering, dragons in g >id. and horrible crea“What! Ami be topsy-turvietldown to with which the imperial government sur
They come in strong on
tines in every style.
in
Untheir
interests
rendered
?
P”
lrout
Not
indeed
the very
negotiating
1,
and delicate enough
Just then Mr. Daly drove tip, and Mr. objectionable connection, it would seem t*.-a and "ilk—the latter rich
Fiske explained to him the old lady’s de- that Canada lias still to learn that the eol- j lo -et a dressy lady in a frenzy of covetousness
The Japanese department adjoins that of the
Mr. Daly looked at the oid lady onial policy of the mother country has al j
lusion
and tapped ids head signiticantly.
ways looked to the advantage of England. Chinese, and with less gingerbread work, ha>
"Mad as a March hare,” he whispered If the homo government concedes any- : much more ol interest. The Japs are patient
“You had better get rid of her quickly
tiling to the colonies, it is upon a careful j and skillful laborers and ab undant producers
“Well. Madame.” said Mr. 1 iske. “un- calculation that the benefits of the con- | In lacquer work they excel the world, and
der the eiieumstanees I should advise you cession wiil accrue mainly to the prosperi- sc* in to be proud of their show in that line.
Then when ty of tile home population, and its wealth
to buy one of the top boxes.
Their ornamented bronzes, mostly cases and
and taxable power. To England its col
we turn the theatre upside down at night
utensils, were very line, many of them being
a
deal
a
in
with
are its feeders; if,
you will appear in one of the lower pros- onies
400 years old. Such fans as they "how, so delicenium boxes—the best in the house. foreign government, they can bo so used
cate and beautiful, are math* nowhere else. In
more than they can themas to obtain
What do you think of that idea ?”
j
it would be contradictory wood carving they are very skillful, and proselves
indeed?
clever!’
supply,
Very
Very good,
cried the old lady. “Give mo a top box,” of tho commercial policy of England to due*? the most horrible monsters oi imagination.
i'o quiet such as are not m the heavens or the earth or
with
And John, wide-eyed
wonder, pass- consider them for a moment,
out the ticket and received the ii I teen dol- too clamorous discontent, to appease the the sea under the earth. They show beautiful
lors.
impatience natural to dependence, a large ] lustrous silks In which threads of gold are wo“And now. Madame." said Mr Fiske, measure of political independence lias j ven. producing various figures. And Japanese
them,
fiicy have their teas are displayed of course in abundance.
escorting tiie old lady to her carriage, been vouchsafed
“what shall 1 tell the coachman—liloom- legislatures, and they are free from im- These people who take so kindly to Americans,
perial taxation ; but it is upon condition are verv unlike them in them way of doing
ingdalc or—"
“Here is the ad iress,” replied the old of letting tlio government at Loudon i
1 was amused to see a Japanese cartne control of their eonimer- j tilings.
lady, pushing her wig aside, and handing monopolize and
smooth a board by drawing tin? plane topenter
ministrant
to
make
them
cial
j
affairs,
out a card upon which which was daintiwards him, and another with a cloth wrapped
the arms of the entire empire.
ly written “Miss Fanny Davenport
Little as they may like this, the Cana- around the small end of an American handsaw,
dians should certainly understand it; and divide a board by drawing it towards him for
also consider whether the release front the cut, instead of pushing it as an American
Spring Goods.
false position does not lie in annexa- does. Yet their carpenter work is hard to be
their
'l'lio first importations of spring goods
tion—eventual annexation, wo mean, for bea:.
w. n. s.
received at the wholesale houses, a New
the United States as well as they are at
York fashion journal tells us, are soft
for that alterPhiladelphia, May 10th.
wooled de beiges, arranged, as most new present wholly unprepared
native
to
show
three
different
will
be,
fabrics
This lias Int'ii a very unfavorable day for
patterns in a costume, viz : plain grounds,
„islit seeing, mid Centennial business generally.
A Chinese History, in eight volumes, oi
graduated stripes, and plaids. The natur- tlio French ami
Thu thunder shower of last evening developed
lias
War
German
recently
al beige brown is tho popular color among
into a dreary drizzle of rain, with a cold east
of
tiro
the
licitto
been
Library
presented
theso goods, and is shown in the plain
ish Museum. The authors, Wang Taou wind, and the weather predictions give no
part of tho costume. The stripes consist
in tho promise of present amendment. The attendof three tones of color—dark, medium and and Chang Tsung-leang, as stated
collected the materials l'or their ance ut the grounds has been small, for everyare
of
width.
Merpreface,
graduated
light—and
of
chants say that theso graduated stripes of work front foreign newspapers, and the body who has once experienced the qualities
account they have compiled from these the mud of this region, which sticketh closer
tones
are conspicuous features rethree
utterances is highly creditable to than a brother, won't a second time encounter
peated in all the various kinds of materials daily
In it
for spring suits, from silk down to tile cam- their critical and editorial abilities.
upon slight provocation. Of those persistent
tho authors
bric. The plaid part ot the beige costume the present state of Europe
people who were out, it is observable that
to
the
condition
of
China
a
liiul
parallel
shows the same tones arranged in cross
gentlemen with polished boots skipped with
bars. The French costumers make the about 600 years beioro Christ, and as that great agility, and ladies elevated their skirts, as
in
sleeves, lower skirt, and flounces of tho was one of the most disturbed periods
they joined the innumerable caravan of umbrelhistory, they evidently consider las
plain stuff; the stripe forms bias bands on Chinese
that liled through the gates. The grounds
to continue
is
not
that
likely
while
long
on
the
peace
flounces
and
the
overdress;
were dripping wet, and the guards had a forlorn
In
the
us.
fact,
only
they
entile
prospect
is
the
overdress
among
used for
the plaid
of avoiding hostilities is in a firm alli- and bedraggled rooster appearance very differly. Hlaek and gray shades are also much see
ent from the gay and soldierly air of yesterday,
ance between England. France, Russia and
used in these costumes.
For handsome suits for tho early spring Prussia ! Thu history begins with a gen- but it lias been a good day for those who really
the choicest materials are the damask lig- eral sketch of Europe, and then proceeds went to observe things carefully and quietly,
to the immediate causes ot the war. The for there was room ami verge enough, aud no
ures wrought by the Jacquard loom as
rich and heavy looking as the brocaded celebrated interview between Benodetti, crowding around matters of special interest.
called “Peen-ni-teh-ti,” and the But the
receipts at the gates must have been
lamps used by upholsterer. Theso will who is
be used for habits, polonaises, and other King of Prussia, at Eras, which appears as
seriously affected. And the grounds aud buildoverdresses with skirts of silk or velvet. “Imsze,” the various battles, with the ings are so vast tiiat any number less that: !!5,The best colors are cream, faded looking crowning disaster at “Sze-tan” (Sedan), 000, looks lonesome therein. Besides this, there
tho siege of Paris, are all fully depale blue, darker gray blue, French gray, and
must be a pretty extensive attendance to pay
and the rich dark blue that China collec- scribed, and the book closes with the elec- the
running expenses. Those ol the manugers
of
as
President
the
“Mak-ma-han”
tors know and like to call "old blue.” tion of
w ho have figured it, say that a daily attendance
Cream colored damask is imported in French Republic.
of 00,000 will be required to pay the bills, exlarger quantities than any other shade;
•‘Printer’s Devil.”
clusive of any dividends on the stock. This has
there are also a great many cases of cafe
on any day since the opening,
au la it damasks.
The origin of the term “printer’s devil" not been reached
Cream color will be more abundantly has been traced back to Aldus Manutius. and it looks as though, however great a success
used next season than it is at present. Im- a printer of Venice. In the establishment the Exposition may be iti other respects, it is
porters show three shades of cream color of this worthy was a ncgio boy who ren- likely to be a failure financially. The attendin lino tissues, grenadines, and damasks. dered assistance in tho multifarious work ance may indorse, us settled wcathercomes on,
The lirst and lightest is ivorie, or ivory; of the office, and who on account of his and the various plans for associated attendance
the next, a tint deeper, is ble vert, like dusky color, was believed by the supersti- are developed. Undoubtedly the hard times arc
naif ripe wheat; and the third is ble mur, tious to bo an emissary of the Prince of seriously affecting the matter. The mass of the
or ripe wheat.
Darkness. From this notion of the cred- people are feeling poor, and find it difficult to
ulous, the boy gained the sobriquet of take a sufficient sum from |their shrunken inHorses and Fires. A writer in the Lon- “printer's devil,” by which he was known comes, even to serve a patriotic purpose and
don Daily News says: "It is not unfortu- all over Venice. To dissipate the ridieu
gratify a desire so laudable.
nately generally known that in case of lous superstition, Manutius one day pubThe people who feel and look the bluest are
if
with
tho licly exhibited the lad to the populace
tire in buildings containing horses,
harness be merely put on (however rough- the announcement:
“I, Aldus Manutius, the proprietors of the large hotels that have
in the neighborhood of the Exposily) the horses will quit their stables with- printer to the liolv Church and Doge have sprung up
out difficulty. A knowledge of this fact this day made puolic exposureof the prin- tion. designed to accommodate people by the
All who think that ho is not thousand, and to make the owners wealthy in
may be the means of saving many a valuable aiiimal from a horrible death.”
a short six months campaign of bed and board.
Mood, come and pinch him.”
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unemployed man to earn even hi< board. I
personally knowing to some very

have been
hard

cases

here

depending

of this kin l.

No one should

come

upon chance employment to
nice: any portion of the expenses.
The printing department of the Exposition
has great interest for newspaper men. Of the
man}’ type founders of the country, however,

only

one

makes

an

exhibit—the leading founJordan.
in actual

dry of this city, McKellar, Smith &
They show the process of type casting

operation—one of their machines throwing out
ninety perfect type a minute. Beside it. for
contrast, is one of the old style moulds, in use
hundred years ago, which can make two type
minute, at most. These are types of the
change in matters and tilings generally. The
show of printing presses is very large and tine,
and attracts a great deal of attention. Tli
New York Herald’s fast press now prints, at 3
o’clockHn the morning, the Herald of ihat date,
and tiie pressmen toss them over the rail gratis
u
a

the crowd. This is done by taking dupliof the stereotype plates, and sending
them by a fast train to this city.
Among all this powerful, shining and wonto

cates

derfully

efficient machinery, there stands an
old, battered press, dark, grimy and rusty with
age, in presence of which even the most accom-

plished and successful printer of to-day has an
impulse to bow his uncovered head. Jtistlic
press at whiah Ben. Franklin worked in London 140 years ago. It was .presented by the
owners, Harrild A Sou, of that city, l* John B.
Murray of New York, in mi, and by him presented to the Unit d States Government, by
which it is loaned for this occasion. Hoc &
Co.

are

ful

peifeeling

creeling bc-ide it

one

of their wonder-

pr* >«••--, which runs like lightning, priuts on both sides at once from a continuous roll of paper, and delivers the papers,
cut and folded in a heap.
These two machine*
will represent tiie elder and latter dine, in the
facilities for telling the news of the day.
In an annex to Machinery Hall, opposite the
great Corliss engine, is what may be called the
department of wind and water, made up oi
fails, blowers, Ac,, as well a*, pumps and id varieties of hydraulic mm hinery. The proprietor
of a blower, the discharge from which comes up
a huge pipe
through the floor, has stretched
large U. s. flag some distance above the open-

ing, and the
that

current

of air never fails to keep
at the roof.
There U
big as ILnford Hall, Irow

ffag pointing straight

immense tank, as
which huge pumps are constantly drawing water and sending it back in torrents.
Iv-duy 1 stumbled upou another Lx position
ioke. Tiie exhibitor of a rock drilling machine,

an

has

an immense picture of the world, from the
top of which a lank yanket is engaged in sending down a dri I. On the other side a Chinaman is amazed to see the end of the drill coining up in his garden patch. You see that even
the jokes partake of the magnitude of the occasiou.
w. ii. s.

Philadelphia, May

17th.

To-day,

for the first time, the passenger railway about the grounds lias run with regularity.
Uy it, for the sum of five cents, visitors may
encircle the exhibit, or get oil' at any desired
portion. It U a great saving of leg weariness.
L took advantage of it* faeilitie* to visit the far
)lf Agricultural llall, for the first time. Lik<all the other departments of the Kvposiiion,
this astonisl es by its vastu* as. The construction of the building differs from the others—

being made up of a nave, or main portion, '<20
feet long by 100 wide, crossed by three trailsepts, 4fij feet by 10'J. The centre archway
to

rises

a

height

of 70 feet.

Such is the bulld-

architecturally speaking; m)st people.
However, will better comprehend it from the
og,

statement that it covers twelve acres in extent.
The exhibition of agricultural processes, tools,
fertilizers and products is immense and bewildering. I)ivs would be consumed in merely
glancing at the goods, and mouths in making
mything like mention of them. The United
■States exhibitors oeeu; > a good deal more than
half of tin? space. The general unreadiness is
conspicuous her*—perhaps more so than in the
other buildings—as much is yet unpacked, and
lie busy hammer of the workman is heard con<Dually. Some states arc preparing to make
line exhibits <d agricultural resources and prolucts.
11ms far Iowa takes the lead, having

glass cylinders showing heciem* of her deep
md rich soil, with the fruit and grain product.
A New York seed firm make a show ing of hundreds of varieties and samples of potatoes—a
rerx fine display.
The Dunn Kdge Tool Co. of
Maine make an admirable showing of agricul-

implements.

tural

The Tortland Tacking Co
attractive prvamid of canned good*.
L’he contribution of Gloucester, M tss., i-, mer-

has

an

itorious and peculiar—consisting of a tank in
which float exact models of the fishing vessels
in use in the hundred years p v-'. There G
also

miniature wharf, showing the work of
Other countries n. ke similar
exhibits.
a

curing tho fish.

itui*

111

uip ui

|',u

imnii

for the results of agriculture » get itself int
:t*k* ami bottles.
I’here an portly barrels » t
'Chnapps, huge butts of wine, ami butt le> inn * s
meniblc. South American Caraec.is mines out

strong on Old Imperial Hum. Norway has a
pyramid of bottled \iuous products, surmounted by a figure of a
liy fellow, .seated on a cask

holding others and- r his arms. Sonin has
•vine asks tenderly wi apped in mats, suggest
ive of something peculiarly rare and nice. (*etinany has a 1 irge wine department enclosed

and

within four towers composed of bottled wines,
each crowned by a huge bottle of a barrel’s a
parity. If the tasting committee does its duty

here, it will be liable

to come out in a demoraliz'd condition. It is probable, however, that
there can be found patriots who will not Hindi

in the time of duty.
It
ment

my intention to look up the
of mowers and reapers, which I

was

departam

told

is very large and line—but somehow missed it
in the immense floor. At an early day I shall

investigate the collection, where, I am told, the
Meadow King Mower,so extensively introduced
in Maine by Fred Atwood, is first favorite.

Maiue,

I regret to say, makes no show of ngriproducts. A collection and display

cultural

was all agreed upon by the commission, in
which the State Society, or its officers, were to
furnish samples, and the Commission was to

take care of them thereafter. Hut the* professors of the peaceful calling of agriculture got
discordant and belligerent on the question of
their rights and duties in this connection—*o
Maine has no exhibition of the kind, and people
left to infer that we raise nothing but granite ard the ice that jingles in their punch.

arc

The show of carriages and carriage const meting materials is held in a separate building, and
is very line. The English have contributed
largely to this, their vehicles being remarkable
for solidity of build rather than grace or elegance. The durable old English coach is there,
suggesting the trips of the Pickwick Club; and
the family carriages with a big wicker lunchbasket tucked under the seat, is a reminder of
the British love of good cheer. There are also
French, Spanish and Italian carriages. The
Americans make a most excellent show of tine,
light, durable vehicles, as well as the more substantial kinds, 'I he Yankees excel the world in
this kind of work. Brewster & Co. of Broome
street, New York, make the best display of tine
carriages and sleighs, but announce that as
lion C. I*. Kimball, of their firm, is one of the
Executive Committee that appoints the judges
they do not enter for medals or premium. 1
did not

see

any

large

carriage of Maine build.

The factory of children’s sleds and carriages, at
Paris Hill, makes a good showing of its wares,
which are having a large sale all over the country. There was among the display one hearse,
made splendid by sable plumes, silvering and
black broadcloth, that suggested the very luxury of woe. If it is of importance to make the
last earthly journey in gorgeous style, that carriage ought to satisfy the most exacting, and
flatter even “the dull, cold ear of death.” Iti
this department are also the.railway cars, souio
of which are most elegant.
The attendance to-day has been very fair in

numbers, although it has been wet, and the
mud still reigns. It is said that all the great
expositions have opened with light attendance,
the enthusiasm and numbers growing as time
It is believed that this will be the

progressed.

with the Ameiican National Fair. It certainly will be. if its merits are understood.

ca-e

W. II. s.

Phi:, vdf.li’iiia, May 1‘ ib.
Th

United States Building contains a world
of interesting and instructive exhibits, and it
undoubt ally, in comprehensiveness and com-land- at the head of the Exposition.
l i< t>-m
In a stroll therein this morning, J discovered
much that had escaped observation at the first
\ i-it.
I lu re are two or three carefully guarded -la-- ea-c-, containing very interesting relics
<•»' C»ill. W ashington—his military suit, sword,

1'
camp furniture, consisting of bed, chairs,
table furnishing, Ac. There is a set of porcelain. much cracked by service, that was presented by Lafayette to Mrs. Washington. The gold
heaued cane willed by Franklin to Washington
i> among the curiosities. It was of this sword
and cane that

well known American poet
wrote the stirring lines commencing—
a

"The sword of the hero and staff of the sage,
Whose alor and wisdom are stamped on the age;
Time-hallowed mementoes of those who have riven
ine sceptre from tyrants, the lightnings from
heaven.”

Washington’s surveying instruments have a
conspicuous place here. Also Baron de Kalb’s
saddle, and Jackson’s coat, worn at the battle
of New Orleans.
There are two flint lock
guns, chased and inlaid with gold, that were
presented to President Jefferson by the Emperor of Morocco.
One object of the elaborate display of arms is
to show the improvements that have been made
in the century, and this lias brought out some

interesting relics. There are two very Denutiluiiy ornamented six pound bronze cannon,
that were presented to the government by LaWhen the Spanish held Louisiana,
li.ieP
they had, in one of the old forts, twelve brass
cannon eailed 'The Twelve Apostles.
They
took but a portion a.vav, and the rest fell into
the hands of the United States, in consequence
of which schism in the church, four of the
saint-, lettered as Mathew, Mark, Luke and
John, now exhibit themselves at the Uenteunial. Tin", are hard looking old chaps.
l ie.- show <-t swords, cutlasses, Ac. is very
<—among them some tine specimens of
>• ■•-in make, such as
Malay Kreeses and Toled
-words that can be bent until the point
"Uehe» the hilt, and then will fly back as
\te11-i\

modest case of compounds I saw to-day. Dr.
J. 0. Ayer has been ail advertiser in the Journal for about thirty-live years. No one is better
entitled to appear at the World’s Fair, since his
remedies are known and appreciated by all the
nations of the loot-stool. They go everywhere
and heal everybody without regard to “race,
color or previous condition of servitude.”
Near by is the case of artificial limbs manufactured by L. F. Pingrec of Portland, Me., who
makes a tine showing of handsome, durable and
very ingenious inventions lbr the unfortunate
class who have sutiered amputations. Mr. P.

good nature.
And speaking of Main® men, I am reminded
Air'S. R. Niles, No. 6 Tromont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
to sav that S. T. Pickard, Esq., of the Portland
and orders are always recognized.
Transcript, arrived yesterday at the Grand ExAdministrators, Executors and Guardians
position Hotel. He recently married a niece of
their advertisements published in the JourJohn G. Whittier, the poet, and is accompanied desiring
nal Will please so state to the Court.
his
wife.
will
remain
about
two
weeks.
by
They
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
1 learn that John S. Ileald, of Portland, has
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
been appointed to an important position on the the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.
detective branch of the Exposition Police, and
if
he
in
June.
will,
accepts, go upon duty early
It'Batks & JLocke, 34 Park Row, New York,
authorized agents for procuring advertisements
Capt. Wyman, of Augusta, as Captain in the are
for the Jouruai.
Centennial Guards, has charge of the force in
Geo. p. kowell & CO., 40 Park Row, New
the Main Building, and has a careful eye to its
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
good order.
Prof. Johnson, Maine Superintendent of Ed- attention.
jK^Horack Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
ucation, is here getting that portion of our state is an authorized Agent lor the Journal.
exhibition into shape—but it will not be ready
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
for sometime. It will compare favorably with date on the colored slipa attached to tbe paper. It

painting which is painfully suggestive of “man's
inhumanity to man.” It represents a Roman
arena, r. ndy for the sacrifice of a Christian, by
being thrown to the lions. The foreground is

me

curious

I

leak tin command concerning the sin of eoveiou-nr-s.
This department is exhaustive,
v* iti
its en<ile-- variety of weapons of bone,
stone, copper and iron.
1 here are
stufiVd figure*' of Indian braves, with spears,
arrows and shield*. all ready lor the
war-path.
wood,

There

the costumes of gay young Indians,
dandies among the squaws, no doubt. There
are ueeklaces of bear claws and
dangling huare

scalps.
Among those furiosities is

man

a

very

interesting

required

unhesitatingly
commemorating

—

for
Jt is

a

mend itself to

well

the movable torpedo is the lay. One of these,
here exhibited, made of wrought-iron plates,
has somewhat the vhape of two cones joined at
th' ir base*, and i* about is feet long and
1-2
feet in diameter. Its interior Is divided into
four section.*, separated by bulkheads. In the
~

forward section i*, placed the charge of seventy-live pounds of dynamite or three hundred
pounds of powder, on the outside of the shell
being the concussion fuses. In tlie second section are vessel.* of carbonic acid gas, which furnishes tlie motive power to the engine, the lai“
ter operating the helm. The engine is connected by electric wires—a reel of which is in tlie
third section—with the operator on land or
shipboard, the electric current opening or closing the throttle-valve, and thus causing the
of carbonic acid flowing through pipes
to have th«* '.ime effect upon the engine as
steam. The after section contains the engine,
which guide* the infernal machine at the will
streams

the operator. From each end of the torpedo
rises a pole four or five feet long bearing a signal flag, out* being red and the other white, so
that the operator can the better distinguish a
line in sighting. The signals appear just above

water, the torpedo floating underneath, and,
shark-like, awaiting its prey. Jt is sometimes
far as three miles from the operator, and can bo drawn back at will. The towing torpedo in towed alongside from the foreyard of a vessel, while the spur torpedo is li ved
sent out

as

upon a little craft of its own, above water, aud
upon spars extending out over the bow.
This morning there was rain again, with the

accompanying mud. to the discomfort of everybody abroad, and consequent small attendance
at the Centennial grounds.
This afternoon
there i-

an

uppearum

<-

of sunshine

once
\v

more.

II. s.

Philadelphia, May 20th.
The Exposition is truly a world's fair, at
which are met all nationalities and heard all
languages. A visitor soon learns that to open
conversation with a stranger, it is first needed
to inquire if he speaks English.
At Tischner’s
Cerman restaurant, yesterday, I noticed that
tlie ]-:titio-i at five tables in my vicinity all

spoke foreign languages; but that popular
place i' supt lied with polyglot waiters, who
know what the
At the;

bill of fare means in any
Hotel some of the
foreigners would have a hard time in getting
their food, were it not for the patient and polite French cashier of the restaurant, who

tongue.

Exposition

translates for them. The Turks, like the Japanese, to avoid being so much stared at, have
adopted the American costume, except the fez,
or red tasselled cap, which the subjects of the
Sultan adhere to, even at the dinner table.
Speaking of restaurants, reminds me to say
that the Commissioners have summoned before
them each of the furnishers of refreshments
within the grounds, and “made the keepers of
the house to tremble.” They were reminded
that their contracts were to furnish food and
drink at reasonable prices; and the consequence

is

that

they have

largely in

down very
told that the

come

their demands. I am
baked bean dinner may now be duplicated for

thirty

cents.

Constant additions

are being made to the
contributions of nearly all the nations. A few
days ago a large French steamer, the Amerique, arrived full of exhibits and passengers
attracted by the great occasion.
The Russians, who are assigned space ad-

joining that of Spain, are just constructing
their cases and unpacking their goods. It is
reported that they will make a large show.
The devices to attract the attention of visitors to exhibits are many and curious.
The
sale of catalogues and guide books, by loudvoiced and persistent boys, is a nuisance very

annoying

be supplanted by some other method. A young man
and a girl who exhibit some fine scroll saws,
have gorgeously decorated themselves with
to

visitors, which ought

to

head gear, watch chains, bracelets, necklaces,
Ac., all made on the spot bv the wonderful invention. The exhibitor of the Remington type

as

provide

a

The State Committee will be in session the night
previous at the Bangor House, ami on the morning
of tin convention at Norombega Hall, to receive the
credentials of delegates.
Arrangements have been made with railroad'and
steamboat lines to convey delegates at the usual|half
F. I>. LYFORD, Androscoggin.
J. < MADIGAN, Aroostook.
L. B. 1’ILL.SBUKY, Franklin.
A. A. DART LETT, Hancock.
J. II. MARTIN, Knox.
R. F. RUN DLETT, Lincoln.
A. S hi M BA LIOxford.
WYATT WEED, Penobscot.
HENRY HUDSON, Jr., Piscataqui-.
ARIEL LIBBY, Sagadahoc.
ALBERT MOORE, Somerset.
L. Ii. MUKUH, Waldo.
W S. PEAVY, Washington.
EDWIN STONE, York.'
E. F. PILLSBURY, Chairman, Kennebec.
D. H. INGRAHAM, Secretary, Cumberland.

The

splendid recreation. A second

opportunity of the kind will come to

none

of

What

us.

in

secret session Wednesday, May ITiIj, considering the jurisdiction of
impeachment, and only a brief executive session was held. Jn the House a hill abolishing
the tax on savings banks receipts was passed.
The I'ost-oflice appropriation bill, after many
amendments, was also passed.
In the Senate Thursday a resolution authorizing an investigation into the Mississippi and
Louisiana troubles was agreed to. A bill authorizing the appointment of receivers for National
Hanks was passed. The-House bill, making appropriations for the payment of claims reported
to ( ongress under Section 2, of the Act of June
H»* 1*74 was also passed. The consideration of
the impeachment question was then resumed
with closed doors. In the House a bill was
passed acceding to ('ierk Adams’ request fur ail
investigation ot the charges against him, and a
committee of live was appointed for that purA resolution relative to the government
pose.
printing was passed. The Indian appropriation

bill, appropriating $"1,003,771

was

of

Turkey-

unhappy gentleman, is Abdul
of Turkey.
In the way

of wives alone he has enough care to make
any man round shouldered, for he supports

Congress.
was

an

Sultan

Aziz, the Sultan

YV. H. ,s.

The Senate

Convention.

to nominate a candidate for Governor, two candi
dates lor Electors at Large, to choose four Delegates
at Large, and a State Committee fur the political
year, commencing January 1st, 1877.
Every city, town and organized plantation will be
entitled to on*1 delegate, and an additional delegate
for every seventy-live votes for the Democratic Candidate for Governor at the State election for 1872,
and a majority fraction will entitle to an additional

a

eav—probably for security, broken pottery
and ornaments curiously inlaid, taken from
these ruins, evidence a high state of refinement.
That region is full of the relies of a lost
civilization, the mystery of which no research
has yet been able to penetrate.
The torpedo service, which is a mystery to
most people, is here made plain.
Torpedoes
are represented in their three classes of movable, towing and spar. The best specimen of

On

visit?” I answer

American. It cannot fail to enlarge the ideas
and increase the knowledge of every visitor, as

a

their
make

sixteen harems and maintains more than
twelve hundred women. If he loves them
all, his heart must be “a harp of”—more
than—"a thousand strings.” Before such
blaze of connubial profuseness, our own
Salt Lake Prophet doth pale Ids ineffectu-

a

al lires, and doth dwindle to the proportions of a tallow dip before the noon day
sun. Then to have three thousand servants
at one’s elbow for personal attendance
as the Sultan does, would breed accident and confusion in any well regulated
family, and must do so even in that of the
Grand Turk while to be eared for as he
is by fifty physicians, would seem cause

alone,

reported.

The House then went into committee of the
sufficient to send any man to two or three
whole on the naval appropriation bill.
The Senate, Friday, resumed the considera- dozen deaths.
J lie Eastern followers of
tion of articles of impeachment against ex-Seeare surely not so
no
ami
oilier
Eseulapius
busienergetic as
retary Belknap,
important
ness was transacted,
lu the House the Senate are our Yankee
fur it only takes
doctors,
amendments to the bill relieving Wm. Maury
one or two of the latter to kill a man.
of political disabilities
were concurred in.
There was some discussion regarding the omis- Prom one
point of view the Sultan’s malsion from ihe Congressional Record of certain
remarks made by members during Mr. Single- ady calls—
ton’s recent speech, but no blame was attached
•‘Not Cor Esoulupian, but lor moral ai.i.”
to the reporters, who had omitted them underBut of all the eleven thousand persons
standing it to be the wish of the members. 'Hie
House then went into committee of the whole, who compose the retinue of Abdul Aziz,
(Clymer in the chair,) on the naval appropria- those watchers over the
harem, the black
tion bill, and the debate continued throughout
the evening session.
eunuchs, described as two hundred strong
In the Senate. Saturday, the <*«>mmittee on
—and no doubt they are—must be the
elections reported in the case of Senator Spencer of Alabama—one member dissenting.
The least agreeable
persons to have around.
naval committee reported adversely on the frigate Colorado prize-money petition, and the i Considering his extravagant court, it is
committee were discharged. A resolution to not
surprising that the Sultan of Turkey
print 5000 extra copies of the Starkweather
eulogy was passed, and a relief bill paying (L is a defaulter, well nigh hopelessly in
B. Tyler anu E. 11. Luckett, $104 for money debt.
wrongfully collected of them, was passed over
But all these harrowing domestic trouthe ITesident’s veto. The Senate then went
into secret session on the question of jurisdic- bles and cares are
mere bagatelles—trifles
tion in the impeachment case. Mr. Boutweli
speaking in opposition thereto. In the House light as air—compared with the prese nt
a resolution was adopted directing counsel or
political difficulties of the Sublime Porte,
agents employed in the interest of any pending
which the recent murders at Salonica have
measure, to have their names and authorities
tiled with the clerk of the House. The resignaThe llauies of a religious
tion of W. H. Barnum, representative from aggravated.
Connecticut, was received and accepted. A warfare are ready to burst forth at
any
committee of live was appointed to investigate
moment in the Ottoman Empire, and
the official conduct of the clerk of the House,
and the House went into committee of the blaze into horrors never before
equalled
whole on the naval appropriation bill.
An
amendment was adopted making the pav of the in tlie history of the world. The feronavy $5,750,000, and allowing officers a mileage cious
spirit of the Mohammedans would,
of eight cents on a mile, instead of actual expenses, A bill to amend the Paeitie railroad at the least opportunity, stalk forth and
1

cii u lit was

reponeu.

11. W. Harmmi on Monday May 22d. took his
seat iu the Senate as successor of the late Senator Ferry of Connecticut. A petition was presented from A. M. Clapp, congressional printer,
complaining of injustice, and was referred to
tile committee on Privileges, with instructions
to enquire into the truth of the allegations contained therein. The remainder of the day was
spent with closed doors, considering the impeachment question. In the House. Speaker
Kerr's leave of absence was extended live days.
A message from the President vetoing the hill
for the relief of G. li. Tyler and E. 11. I.uekett,
(the same that passed the Senate over the veto)
was referred to the judiciary committee. A resolution discharging doorkeeper Fitzhugh, and
transferring the duties of doorkeeper to sergeant-at-arms until further orders, was adopted. A resolution was adopted requesting oilicial Information from the President respecting
the present situation of American citizens in
tlie Ottoman Empire, and requesting him to
take measures for their protection. The House
then went into committee of the whole on the
naval appropriation hill.
Senate. May 23. Mr. Conkling, from the
Committee on Foreign ltelations, reported with
an amendment the House joint resolution suggesting the intercession of the United States to
secure the release of Mr. O. M. Condon, now
confined in an English prison. He asked the
present consideration of it.
Mr. Edmunds said lie would like to examine
it and asked that it he laid over until to-morrow
and it was so ordered.
Alter reports on a number of unimportant
bills, the Senate at 12.20 resumed consideration
oi the impeachment ease, with closed doors,
liefore reaching any decision the doors were
reopened at 5.45 and the Senate adjourned.
House. The House went into Committee of
the Whole on the Naval appropriation bill, the
question being on the discontinuance of certain
navy yards.
The House at 4 o'clock, again went into Committee of the whole. Springer in the chair, on
the Indian appropriation hill.
Without making any progress in the bill the
Committee rose.
Mr. Blackburn offered a resolution authorizing the Louisiana Investigation Committee to
act by sub-Committec.
Adopted.
The House at 5 o’clock adjourned.

Wednesday May,

18. was a gala day at
Marblehead. One hundred years ago Captain Janies Mugford, in command of the
writer, which by touching keys prints the al- Continental cruiser
Franklin, with a crew
phabet rapidly and distinctly, has three or four of twenty-one men, put out of the harbor
young lady operatives, who do a thriving busi- of Marblehead and after a severe encountness in writing letters from visitors to the folks
er, captured the Hope a British ship of
at home, for a small sum each. The exhibitors
JoO tons and six guns, and took the valuof some foreign cologne have a roguish girl able prize into Boston Harbor. The peowho gives passers by odoriferous sprinklings, ple of Marblehead revere the memory of
as samples.
Some object to this unsolicited the gallant captain, and having erected a
baptism, but it is mostly taken good humored- suitable monument to his memory, Wedwas selected for its dedication and
iy. The almighty dollar is the motive power nesday
as a general holiday throughout the town
at the bottom of it all. The exhibitors of the
visitors from surrounding places
endless varieties of sewing machines under- Many
were present and the weather being beaustand the policy of nicely fitted apartments and
tiful, nothing occurred to mar the pleasattractive young ladies as operators.
ures of the occasion.
The buildings were
There is an exhibitor in the medical departgayly decorated and the ringing of bells
ment of the Exposition who is entitled to hongave the first tidings of the character of
orable mention in these columns, and whose the day.

line, occurred

Mississippi

a

store

ol a white man, called him to the door and

riddled him with bullets.

A

Sara went out for the

Bayou

negroes would not

It is claimed that the
deposits from these semirings will be carried down with such force as to fail into

gulf currents and be distributed beposse from yond the possibility of the formation of

body.

it up.

give

i at the lower 1000.

Friday May j

About thirty negroes went to

12th.

near

A

The

fight

and live Hendrick delegates. The Kentucky republican convention elected Bristow delegates,
and the Tennessee fifteen for Morton and seven
for Bristow.

the

new

bars.

On the same

day

massacre

Christians with

religious fanaticism.

Dr. Kaufman.

dispatch

Sheriff ot East Feliciana Parish, dated
Bayou Sara, May 15th :—
“lu reply to your telegram 1 have to
say that seventeen colored men are killed
and many wounded on the line of Mississippi and Louisiana. A large number of
armed white men are approaching this
1 cannot summon and secure a
town.
posse comitatus for the support ol the civil
authority and the suppression of riots
and the prevention of further bloodshed.
Nothing but the military authority will
keep tiie peace here. 1 therefore respectfully request that military aid bo placed
at my disposal.”
There is every reason to believe that
this was a grossly exaggerated report. The

dispatches from New Orleans
only two white men and four

more recent

ing the advanced guard of General discobedo's army, by the Consuls of the United
States and Germany, on Friday evening.
Escobedo arrived at Matamoras Saturday
morning. General Diaz is reported at
San Fernando, in the interior, whither
Gonzales has gone to join him.
Thus,
Diaz is cut oil from his base of operations
and the government forces gain command
ot the Rio Grande and are able to unite
with the troops of the United States stationed along that line, to keep the peace
and protect the
and outrages.
Jn

regard

people of Texas from

to the hostile

Sioux,

raids

the Now

confirmed

ly

bate

by

the Senate without de-

follows:

were as

Piorropout of
England in

Edward

York llerald has

New York, to he
the place of Mr.

a

ol murdered white men.

beginning

—

Minister to

to feel

Ranchmen
Col,

terror

great

are

Roy-

al's column and the detachment of Colonel
Mills will change their course by order of

Schenck of Emma Mine notoriety; Al- General Crook, and cross the Platte river
The river
phonse Tall, of Ohio, now Secretary of at Fort Laramie Iron bridge.
War, to tie Attorney-General in the place is at the llood.

Pierrepont; <7. Donald

ot

Pennsylvania,

Cameron, of

[Telegraph

of Senator Cameron, to

son

to the

Journal.]

Waldobobo, May 21, Thomas Firm, a
be Secretary of War. The last named
partially deranged man living in lire north
seems the most absurd ot those strange
western part of Waldoboru, murdered his
appointments, tint it lias its meaning.
youngest child Maud Finn aged lour years,
This “Don” Cameron's only recommenon Tuesday, by
cutting her throat and
dation is that he is the son of iiis father,
her head open with an axe. Finn
splitting
tho wily old Simon, who holds the place
was at
at last accounts.
of

privy counsellor to Grant. It is a significant. appointment, and is intended doubtless to influence Pennsylvania in favor of

Conkling; it means death to Maine. Old
Simon Cameron's order will be obeyed by
tho delegates to Cincinnati, and lie is ringmaster in the Grant-Conkliug circus.
The story told by Miss Sweet before the
Committee at Washington, is undeniably
true, and reveals an alarming system of

blackmailing, and shows the
corruption existing in our official service.
political

The story in brief was that she paid S-,ijOO for an appointment as Pension Agent

Chicago, besides making a good deficiency of S3,000 in the cash account of
hei predecessor in office. She paid the
money to 15. 11. Campbell, Gen. Babcock's
at

father-in-law, then

as now

New York Mar-

shal of that district.

said,

put

It is

stop

mean

ejaculatory

means

“old

story,”

into

use

Anybody

spies,
to

go

sought toengraft as a doctrine upon the National Democratic creed, but the marked division

The Katahdin Iron Works are now turning out
about thirteen tous of number 1 X iron, which is a
very superior quality of soft iron.

sentiment over it leads to the belief that this
local falsity will in due tune be entirely extirpated from tlie party. The Republican party at

“Silver threads among the gold
Four men,
aged respectively 70, 72,75 aud Ml, arrived at the
Black Hills last week, to try their luck.

j
j

place acceptably.

unusually quiet about the wharves now, ami
shipping going on. Pitcher Sc Gorham

It is

but little

loaded

have

hay for Boston, the L>

vessel with

one

K. Aver'

“bright notes of Spring" are now heard
from the festive hand-organ. AsiirPartington says, iluvv well that orgaulst plays for
one so young.”
The lirst

in

streets

our

W. C. Tuttle, of Belfast, has lately been called to
made one hundred and sixt>
dozen photographs of the students attending t;.
Kent's liill where lie

The Anchor Works at Camden have just turued
two large lrotmau anchors, weighing respec4700 and 4000 pounds, for a Kenuebuuk ship.

out

Seminary at

tively

place.

that

of two young

men In hauliug a lobster pot
the monument, Friday, fell overboard, and th
boat tilled with water. He was re.-cut*d by his com

One

Henry C. Bowen says that a Beecherite D worse
than the devil. Rebuke the devil and he wili liy
from you, but rebuke u Beecherite and he llit-s at

in the Republican party as the
Now York Times is obliged constantly to admit
that tlie iicresy is more or less prevalent in its

has recovered sufficiently from
charge of his train. Mr.

to take

Thomas T. Phinney, of this city is temporary
acting as overseer of the Maine State Prison shoe
shop, during the illness of the regular overseer.

When a young man goes home with one of those
new-fashioned plaid suits on, the old man goes
quietly to the stable, and counts the horse blankets.

leading a journal

tinder be

this office?

at

Sullivan has tilled the

Jerry

one.

Wild geese are going northward, not single
but in battalions.
must be a goose
in that direction until it’s warmer.

the West is afflicted with the same disease
which lias shown itself among tlie Ohio Democracy. It is tlie natural result of living under a
bad currency system for so many years, and
time is to be allowed for getting rid of it. So

!« ave it

to

white silk hand

a

Will the

black border.

jamming

his recent

has 2:15 beer breweries; Wisconsin,
232; Ohio, 210, New York, 203; California, 202; llii
nois, 105; aud Michigan, H'J.

of

Church street

on

a

Conductor Mace

or

Pennsylvania

ed. They could net quite overcome the heresy,
says the Boston Post, which certain men have

enough

kind

will be

“old joke.” We
the vegetable chestnut, but the technical,

“Chestnut”
don’t

season

lady has lost

A

near

panion, the boat bailed out with their hats, and
is not a strictly masculine accomplishment in Russia. 1.adies not only smok
in their
rooms but join the gentlemen in a cigarette at tintable.

The

to-

up.

Prog. Age.

organ of the temporal;

the

as

party, *>ays that the Republican leader
deceived in two of their Aldermen, who voted

prohibition
are

of the wr “eked emigrant ship Strath,
more will make a hands une present to Capt. Gifford,
of the American wlialei Young Phtenix, for his aid
to survivors.
The

given

voyage

Smoking

party, which it cannot deny is tlie parent
and propagator of the whole pernicious paper
system. The minority report was adopted in
tlie Ohio convention by a majority of only (IS in
own

owners

>

revelation of fraud and cruel oppression of helplessness that ought to
a

bring

a

blush to the check

even

subjects—though it is
does evidently desire to

charged

with

in the murders,
but what the effect of this prompt action
will be, the future will show. On the
other hand, as a sop to Cerberus this
frightened Sultan (remembering the fate
oftSelim 111. in 1808) has lately yielded

complicity

to? the will of the Mohammedan

mob, led

Thursday

and

l'riday;

Hendricks

was

Democratic
Democratic

County

of

The

testimony

mittee

taken

by

the House com-

naval affairs concerning the
and Boston navy yards has been
printed, making COO pages. It shows,
among many other things, that during the
time the elections were pending in the
on

Kittery

laborers, mechanics, etc.,
of them worthless, were employed

state of Maine,
some

from Maine in excess of those from New

Hampshire,
pending in

and when the election
New

Hampshire,

employed from that state

men

was
were

in excess ofthose

from Maine. Mr. Fairfax testified as to
abuses in the navy, that one is that naval
constructors, chiefs of bureaus of construe
tion, and chief engineers have under this

“one man

power.”

i lie Boston l’osl of

May 20th, kindly

following compliment:—

Mr. tV. II. Simpson, the accomplished editor
of the Belfast Journal, is writing exceedingly
interesting letters about the Centennial Exhibition to his paper. The Journal is one of the
brightest and ablest weekly papers in the coun-

try.

‘•Centennial Inauguration
said to be a very enjoyable
composition, which like all of tiiis great
German composer's music, steadily grows

—Wagner's

March” is

upon one's appreciation with each repetition
Though not equal to the best music which Wagner has written, this march
is certainly a massive and powerfully writ-

work, full of broad, strong effects and
rich tone color.
ten

—Temperance

men

and reformers of

The editor of the Progressive Age is in
had way because there is no liquor
cry for it, over at the
Toward the end ot a lengthy
the discontinuance of the liq-

also frankly admits that the discontinuance
of the agency is as good as a hundred votes
to the democratic party. It is a well known
fact that during the term of a legalized
were

rum,
own

shop

republican, many votes
influenced to that side by republican
but no one expected to see the Age
run

by

the Ottoman Empire—while Russia, more
impatient than the others, waits for a
chance to pocket the Golden Horn. Alit is predicted that the final and inevitable result must be the expulsion of
the Sultan from Europe.

ready

The lacetious suggestion has been made
two journals
political parties

that the managers
wait upon the energetic Emperor of Brazil and invite him
to exchange his southern throne for the
executive chair at our White House. It is
one or

of tho

fact that in comparison with the public
of this country Horn Pedro has all the
advantage. Here is an Emperor who rises
a

men

at four o’clock in the

morning, retires at
and in his waking hours does
the fair work of two days. There is plenty
midnight,
“push

and

go”

what Webster

steam-engine
Thomas W.

hung

in Dom

was

called

Pedro;
—

“a

ho is
human

a

up to the fact

so

honestly.

Another of those

frequent and terrible
mining explosions has occurred—this time
at the old Midlothian coal pit in ChesterHeld county, Virginia. The accident hap-

organized independent action.
a Muscovite and you find a
scrape one of Grant’s official pets
and you will scratch a rascal.

—Scratch

murderer will be

to-morrow, the 2Gth, without fail.

Tartar;

occupied
escaped at

checks contained in

Post.

It

was

voted that the Democratic

tion for this

County be held

at

the

County

Conven-

Court House in

be fixed

The following purports to be Walt Whitman’s “Ode to the Centennial Anniversary,’7
which was not delivered at the opening

lately leceived from Lari
the Secretary id State. The
contents will not be made public until
Secretary Fish has sent his reply.
—

It is said that

our

brilliant President

couldn't tint! a word to say to the Empress
of Brazil, during their long walk, on the
opening day of the Exposition, from Memorial Hall to tiie great Corliss engine.
War

Between

Oautemala

nnd

Sal-

vador.
Fighting lias been going on between the
troops of Oautemala and Salvador and the loss
on both sides lias been
heavy. The army of
Oautemala under Oenerul Barrios, lias been
successful in every quarter, having driven the

On

The Boston Advertiser, republican,
thinks that punishing General Custer anil
retaining General Babcock in high position, is not easily reconciled with the popular instinct of justice.

Mr.

Charles U

lfuzeltine, i.

city recei>

ol this

;

by express from Cleveland, Ohio, on Saturday, »
gunning-iioat of a peculiar pattern to be used on the
inland pomls and rivers. It Is made of galvanized
iron and is put together in sections, shutting up

that church.

jack-knife : it weighs but ninety pounds and

like

a

can

easily be carried anywhere by

A young

couch

night last

oue

and
a

week

enjoy

to

hard day's work.

a

How the animal

ot

shortly

was

>rie arm

drew

there is

ou

a

m>
that he don’t wear hit

mouse !

came

tery, tin: young man declaring
clothes a sufficient length of time

The Hartford Courant (Republican) thinks that
“Mr. Blaine makes an egregeous blunder in pushing his candidacy so sharply. The people want to
have some voice in the matter themselves.”

the comforts
He

a peculiar twitching under
reaching underneath that tucuibe

on

live

two men.

city retired to his peacefu

in this

man

repose, after
awakened by

lie porgy ousines- in i.inooln county is inning
usual spring awakening, and will be pushed thi-* season with great vigor.
Several new s;«-am* rs are in
readiness to put into the business.

create

to

a

mouse

nest.

dwelling house, ell and barn of M
Monroe, together with the larger part
of the furniture was destroyed by tire one day la-;
FtRF.s.

It is announced from St. Louis that more than one
hundred railroad and steamboat lines centering in
and pointing toward that city, have agreed t<> tak»those who w ish to go to the St. Louis convention at
half fare.

The

K. Curtis of
Mr.

week.

The Union Mills, of Orono, Me., which are owned
by Messre. Gilman & Webster, have been almost entirely washed away by the high water in the river
undermining them. The damage is estimated to be
between $7,000 and $$,000.

C

at work Su the tleld and his wll

was

neighbor’s h

was at a

when the lire

m-e

was

discov-

$1500; insured for $000. Un fri
day the store and work shop owned by J, W. Math
ewiJ, of North Searsport was destroyed by lire. I.o-insured for $500.
ered.

The Kennebec Valley camp-meeting will begin at
Richmond on Monday, the 7th day of August, conone w'eek.
The State camp-meeting w ill be
held on the camp-ground at Richmond, beginning on
Monday, the 14th of August.

Loss about

always contended that the cir

The .Journal has

agency was but a political machine for tie
manufacture of Republican votes, by runuing a sub

liquor

tinuing

agency in every ward

election

on

I’rog. Age frankly says that

Squedunk,

out of thee
Oshkosh, thee—thee, New Jersee.
Springtime cries —It rains Aw ay 1
Mimmer cries—It’s warm
Away !
Winter cries—It snows ; A way'

cv

is

good

as

cratic side.

as

one

I'his

troi those hundred

Temperance

The Police of Portland have three hundred dollars
worth of unclaimed gold chains, taken from two
pickpockets convicted there of larceny. The thieves
claim to have come from Philadelphia
The police
invite owners to claim property.

;

[
j
I
1

The date of the presidential inauguration will ocyear on Sunday. It will also occur on that
1*77, H*ls, im;,, 1 *.*7-:.
day in the following years
2(nil, 202'J, '-‘<'o7, 2o77>, etc. .Just make a note of that
aud remember it when these dates come round.
cur next

if it

the

of

the agen

it

men

means

anything, tha

Republicaus could
now deplores us

cou

lo-u

think of that state

what do you

men,

Now the

days.

closing

the

hundred votes to the Demo

means,

liquor agency

with the

When Dom I'edro visited the penitentiary In Pitts
burgh and was told that the building had cost
000, he remarked that "tile man who built It should
be in it now,” and added that this country is a country of jobbery.

i

The slauder case of Frank Wit more vs. lord G a
lias been put over to next term ot court. [ Journal.
What is there about this case that requires sue
special mention. 1 here was a number of all sort- <<;
In several of them
cases put over to next term.
this included, both parties were ready but the ourr
1 he c ase ubov
term.
was unable to try them th
w ould hardly seem calculated to excite much curiod
tv, a- the pleadings simply deny the utterance o
Age
publication of the .iluinicrous words u]l*g<
'l lu re’s

trying

nothing at all in

help

We

tne case.

yon, neighbor, by
to jew Whitmore again

to

onl

are

giving

you an >p
as you did recent)
him $2 for writing a seven lim

Arise, snakes, and climb, for Walt, the old man, Is

Codfish balls and

picks.

of

Oh

conduetaire.
Camerado, oh brother, oh tall leaning sunflower,
why did you not dead-head me?

Oh I.ibertad!
Then 1 saw that bald headed eagle, Phillips, member of Congress from Missouri, coining along
Chestnut street.
moon was rolling in delicious intoxication; the
I The
gas lamps were skipping about like rams of
the flock.
“Come on; come on !" I said, (in tierce joy, for I felt
like lighting; the war-horse sniffed through
my nostrils and the leviathan llutti red in inv

heart.)
Come

sweet democratic despot ot the West! I
lick the head oil' you in six seconds.
And the haughty monarch sailed into me.
Stars flew, comets glittered, immense sauroids shook
themselves, the earth stood still, then arose
and walked around.
I chewed up one of his
hands, but he wiped the street up with me, and
he macerated, mangled and demolished me.
He mopped up the sidewalk with me!
Then they put me in the hole for assault and battery
and it cost me twenty balls to get out. 1 have
had an elegant sufficiency of Centennial—more
would be a vulgar redundancy.
Shoot it.

It

on
can

that the Berkshire Woolen
Great Barrington, whose disastrous failure has just been announced,
lias been accustomed for many years
to receive loans from many poor of
the vicinity, upon whom their losses at
this time will fall with great severity. One woman has deposited her little earnings with the company for thirty years, and when the officers knowing the concern insolvent, refused last
week to receive more oi her money,
she reproached them with tears for what
she supposed their hardheartedness. The
amount thus owed in small sums to the
people in Great Barrington is §130,000,
and about §73,000 has been loaned to the
company by residents of other towns.
There was no suspicion of the company’s
involvency, and the sudden collapse of a
large savings bank could not cause greater excitement or consternation.
Perlcy
A. and George E. ltussels are personally
ruined by the failure, under the operation
of the law which makes officers ot corporations personally liable for the excess of
debts over the capital, the liabilities amounting to §420,000, while the capital
seems

Company ot

of thin paper.

at

may be

as

follows, supposing the visitor

practice such economy as is not inconsistent with comfort amt with the objects
of his visit:

re

a

:

gion when the fatal accident happened. We are u
possession of the full particular- >f the sad event
which

grounded

got out

assist in

to

two

getting

|

were

in hTv
Mr

boat oil, and

tne

lie: leave

curr« n;

Til** annual session «»f the

Templars, held

others

sand bur iu the river.

mi

swept away by the rap 1
ly in Central America.

a

w«

fa ini

County Lodge of Good

Searsmout last week with Goldeu

at

largely attended, aud was a \ei
interesting gathering. Lvery Indue
in the couuty was reported, and eight ol‘ the seven
teen represented by delegate-. A prize of a quart
illustrated Bible was offered t-» tlie lodge iu the
county that would make the largest gain of no n
bet s during the quarter ending July dial, and a g.tvt
Lodge,

Band

was

successful and

the

lodge making

and block to the

time.

largest

relative

Belfast

lodge courteously
withdrew from the competition, as having great,
I he next quarterly
facilities than its sister lodgt

gain
1 lie *■<i<t ol a month's stay in Phihulelwith daily visits to tin; Exhibition

has been

in

nan tare

phia

s.

affair', and was about to return
country, with a fortune accumulated in tliut

but learn that he with

to delegate# attending the National Kepuhhcau Con
vention in Cincinnati, June U. and to the Democrat
ic Convention in M. Louis, June
other visitor# at
Cim inna-i
the rouud trip of $30 from New York t
New
York to St
and return, and at #10.50 from
Louis and return. Tickets for the Republican Con
vention to Cincinnati are good from June 5 to the
for return.
15th going, and until June
In ket#
for the Democratic Convention at St. Louis will be
good from .June 15 to the ‘-’Mil going, and until July
10for return.

Mr.

had settled his
this

callaire,

me trims lines announce tickets

and cousin of the edit-

drowned in the San Juan

was

ident of Central America for about 12 years, when
he had been engaged in various enterprises. H

Pinch your card in the presence of the waitalrt
The right upper corner lor the consolaire,
The left ditto for the usual visitaire,
The right under corner pour con ye prenduir.
Pinched in the presence of the wuitiaire.
Pinch, sisters, pinch! Pinch with caire.
Pinch in the presence of the waitaire.

aii

He

river, Nicaragua, April 11th.

Bartlett, the Bowdoinham hank robber in the
Maine State Prison, is now in tin- last stage of consumption. It is impossible for him to recover. He
is in the hospital department and wasting away
The term ol his sciitencgradually day by day
does not expire for about four years.
as a

Simpson of Searsport, and Mrs. Georg-

of Daniel

Cunningham ot Kllsworth,

Herald.

.Saratoga chips, crackers and tooth-

I ate and enjoyed my soul.
The incongruous and the incompatible mingled with
the physical of my specific being.
1 grew inebriated with joy.
1 refused to pay my car fare, and w as ejected by the

was

Miss Dickinson will probably not be ou the
stage long before she finds that sin- has themeenough for the platform. We should judge that she
might present a graphic picture of "Behind the
Scenes,” and "preach” a vigorous sermon thereon.

—Sister, when you start out

1

piled alongside the roa
entirely'destroyed, flir damage was lmmedi
ately repaired and ou Monday the traiu went through
all right.
Intelligence has been received of the death of Mr
Josiah U. Simpson, formerly of this place, brothe.
the railroad company and

On Wednesday la9t, while a girl was caring for an
infant sou of Mr. J. M. .Smith of Gardiner, she at
tempted to toss the little fellow in her arms towards
the ceiling, when Its head came in contact with tinknob of a gas-burner overhead, which entered the
skull half an inch, indicting a painful and dangerous
wound.

[Boston

A SONG OF THE CLN 1 F.NNIAI

Oh, Walt! I ejaculated, (communing with myself
outside of the outer world, inside of wn essential nature.)
Oh, Walt! you are a h—1 of a fellow.
And my soul the etherial, immaterial substance unsound, answered,

case, has been

in tire K.

next room

early hour. Several
Chase’s pocket-book weran

not taken.

It is announced that Gen. Garibaldi will forthwith
retire from the Italian « hamper of l>< pitties, and
seek leisure and health at Caprera. The reason alleged for this step is ill health.

August, the date [
hereafter by the Chairman of the County
Committee.
L. II. Murch, Chairman.
Belfast sometime in the month of

to

•—llx-Cuvernur Bill Allen of Ohio said
to Llio hard-money democrats, "We shall

Derby by

the

who

The thief

Custer gets back on Grant bv writing in the Galportunity
whose mental
axy that McClellan was a soldier
when you charged
Thompson.
training and abilities were of a higher order, and
Searsport. Edward H. Chase, W. D. Smart,
whose military qualifications nr.d knowledge were j retraction notice, that’s all.
E. W. Seavey, Wm. Larrabee, K L. Patterson.
to
those
officer
who
subby any
The afternoon train from this city .Saturday waStockton—elected, C. C Roberts, .Joel F. Berry, 1 superior led the possessed
sequently
Army of the Potomac to battle
Harrison Small, /. F. Shute, Simeon F. Ellis, L. U.
! unable to reach Burnham ou account of tire in th
Crocker, Frank S. liarrlmun, Jeremiah Ladd, James
The rumor that a woman in New Hampshire had
woods which crossed the track at a place called L uitv
C. Lanpher.
made a death-bed confession of the murder of the
Swanyillk. George O. Holmes, Miles Staples,
Grade, five miles from Burnham. A train from the
two Christiansen women at Smutty Nose Island,
Marius Stevens, John Kimball, Hollis Peavey.
other end of the route came down with the pasaen
appears to have been an ugly sensation, probably
Thorndike. John N. Harmon, Charles Lord, A.
suggested to some monger of horrors by the mania gers who crossed the burnt district, when the trail
W. Ward, Eliphalet Pease, Darius Philhrick.
fo'- confession that Jias recently prevailed in some
Troy. 1. M. Knowles, George L. Tyler, Enoch
backed down to this city. The fire was set by sotu<quarters.
Al. Barker, James B. Morrill, Alonzo B. Shaw.
It burned over a large tract ut
one clearing land
Unity. Charles Taylor, Crosby Fowler, X. W.
are
made
in
Gardiner for the
Arrangements
being
land on each side of the rail- file sleepers for about
Vickery, R. P. Murch, Mini Dodge.
dedication of the soldiers’ monument on Decoration
Wintekport. George White, Joseph Wardwell,
Day by a committee from the city government and twelve rods were destroyed, and the iron for eigh
Fred. W. Ritchie, iloseu Sullivan, Augustus Rich.
Heath Post. There will be a parade by some of the rods was heated until it warped and twisted out ui
WALDO. A. J. Clements, John S. Gilmore. L. G. I different organizations in Augusta. Hon. F. A. Pike
shape. Four hundred cords of wood belonging t
Burrill, Wm. Hall, D. C. Lozier.
of
Calais has been engaged as orator of the day.
;

I felt elated—the body electric seized hold of me;
I walked three squares on my ear in ecstacy of joy
I said, “The Centennial opens to-day and i’ll just
step over and beat a free lunch out of them.
Hopkins of Pennsylvania, the chairman of the cen
tennial committee, is a bull> good friend of

Salvadorians from every Held. At dawn oil Hie
llUli,of April tile city of San Miguel was captured.
the dll of April 2,000 Salvadorians attacked
Colonel Morales’ redoubt at the Blatanar, but
were repulsed after five hours
lighting, leaving
57 dead, 35 prisoners and 200 Remington guns.
Tiie Oautemalan loss was two killed and 25
wounded. On the 13th the Oautemalan position
at Apaneea was attacked by Salvadorians, who
Judge Ilarvey Jewell, of Boston, broth- were repulsed and put to lliglit leaving 5 prisoners, 3” dead, many wounded, 112 Remington
er to the
postmaster-general, has come to guns,
mules, horses, etc. The Oautemalan loss
Maine on his annual fishing excursion. lie was one officer and five men killed. On the
Oenerul
Mill,
Cruz, the victor of Apaneea, athas come to a fishing preserve in the retacked the Salvadorian division of Oenerul
of
a
gion
Sysladabaris Lake, tract about Francisco Menediz, of 1,000 men. Cruz, after a
live hours’
was victorious, capturing a
seventy-five miles north-east of Bangor, mitrcllcusestruggle,
with all its ammunition, and twenty
the right to which is owned by a club of Remingtons. The Salvadorians left thirty dead
and many wounded on the field. On the
gentlemen in Hartford Conn, and that vi- Oenerul Pimentel gained a victory over the13th,
Salcinity. Land-locked salmon is the spec- vadorians at. or near Ahuachapan, their headquarters. The Oautemalan steam transport
ially of this preserve.
General Barrios landed a large force of Guatemalans near La Union, which captured that
The “Centennial Political Conference” place and marched on to San Miguel tinder Gen.
Soloris. At Passaguiua, on the road to San
held lately at the Fiftii Avenue Hotel in
Miguel, General Brioso, with 1,500 men awaitNew York, amounted to simply this: A ed them. Oenerul Soloris, with 1,800 men, attacked him at 2 A. M. April 17. The battle lastfew independent, kind-hearted old gentle- ed
during the lTlh, 18th and 19th. Both parties
received
headed
Carl
Schurz
of
reinforcements din ing the three days.
men,
Missouri,
by
On tiie afternoon of the 19th Briosso’s commumet together and aired their opinions on nication with
Sun Miguel was cut off and his rethe political situation. But they deemed inforcements intercepted and whipped. On tiie
20tli, at 2 a. M.. lie escaped through the Gauteit inexpedient to express a preference for niulan lines with 200 men.
One cannon, one
mitrelleuse, some 1,500 Remingtons, sixty cases
a presidential candidate, and decided to
of cartridges and several boxes of specie fell inawait the action of the convention at Cin- to the hands of the victors. The loss
of men on
cinnati and St. Louis before deciding upon both sides was very great.

in trousers.”

Piper the

tel.

scalpers.

Waldo

heart ami soul in the
movement,—“a few extreme and inconsiderate temperance men.” I low do you
like it ?

meetings

abroad.

ruin

by a stranger

1 In*

The New York journals employ
Anna
Dickinson say* so, adding that the Tribune, in its
criticism of her debut, was malevolent, the Times
brutal and the Herald stupid.

in

Belfast, you who have been trying to supgoing to sing;
Cheeky in them fellows to select Whittier in prefsystem of bureaus to decide the character
and as a means to
erence to me—
press
intemperance,
of ships to be built and the style of engine
is a fraud.
this end, last tail closed the city agency, Whittier chewers
and chin-musicians *«t oilier
Language
boilers, without consulting tlio.se who
shores, harken.
are now called by the editor of the
For Walt is going to wing
have to handle the ship and to light the, you
Age, who recently declared at one of your I arose in my humble home in Camden, and, don
ship, and who represent the country
ning my trousers, I perambulated out;
that he was

a

Philadelphia speech.

Henry C. Bowen was excommunicated from
Plymouth church la<t Thursday night, by a umiui
of one of the largest church meetings

mous vote
ever held in

Committee.

County Committee

that

Mr.

favor there.

The

years,

never wrote

’[Pittsburg

it.

vada democrats met in convention May loth.
The delegation to St. l.oms is unpledged.
The Kansas Democratic state convention for
the choice of delegates to St. Bonis was held
last

se>*.

personal pronoun “1” only occurs three times in
sixty-seven lines. I hat shows somebody else wrote

County met at Belfast May 10.
Ilf' laughing stock at Washington at this time is
The following Town Committees were appointed,
the Hon. Mr. Blackburn, the low browed, heavy
with the understanding that if any town has elected
jawed ex-guerrilla, who, being sent to represent a j
a Committee other than is given below, the one
Bourbon district in Congress, and being put prominently into the work ol' investigation, took occasion, elected supersedes the appointed one.
j
on the :id of April last, to bring forward a resolution
Belfast elected, W. II. Simpson,,las. It. March,
requiring of Hie President a statement whether he : Geo. K. Wallace,
Simon A. Payson, Jos. II. Kaler.
had not at times exercised the functions of the ExBelmont.
M. Cunningham, A. J. Donnell, F.
j
ecutive while personally absent from
Washington.
A. Tower, Chas. Wetherbee, 8. F. Jordan.
;' leveland Leader.
Brooks. John I. Watts, Isaiah Gould, Henry
Mr. Blackburn is neither low-browed nor Reynolds, Alonzo Roberts, Gideon Bralev.
Burnham. Win. Berry, K I. Doe, Geo. E. Berry,
heavy-jawed. lie is a very intelligent-looking,
Braley, J. 1\ Brown’
uuassuming man of the people. Mr. Blackburn Jas.
Frankfort. R. A. Treat, M. A.
I>. N.
the
district
of
represents
leading
Kentucky. Ewell, James Halev, A. R. Fellows. Merrill,
The people of his district respect him and know
Freedom. Joiiu. II. Fuller, Otis Harvey, T. M.
his worth. Mr. B. certainly has a right to in- Moulton,
Page Young, Alvah Hutchins.
Islesuoko. C. W. Sherman, Charles Nash, Mark
quire into the President’s official acts, and the
F. B. Ivellar, Lorenzo Pendleton.
in
his
boorish
Pendleton,
President,
reply, displays nothing
Jackson. James W Wallace, Abner lv. Webb,
but a mean party spirit. Nobody ever accused
Sam’l
C.
Eli Cook, M. 8. Stiles.
Snow,
(irant of being a gentleman.
[Cincinnati EnKnox. Chas. F. Chandler, Chas. Elliot, Fieeman
quirer.
Alex.
Wentworth,
Stevens, 1 hos. Linekiu.
And we can add truthfully to the above that
Lirerty. C. W Lewis, Daws Woodman, II. T.
Mr. Blackburn is wiun big for himself in Con- Gove, Freeman Linekin, George Lampsoii.
Lincoln ville. John A. Brackett, Levi Mathews,
gress the opinion expressed at his home, that
lie is a gentleman of rare intellect and rich at- Henry Knight, F M Russ, Henry 1). Norton.
Monroe. D. S. Handers, .John McKennev, John
tainments. qualifying him for what he is hound D. Crowell, Thos. C.
Bacheider, Win. S. Plummer.
to have, the position of leader among men.
It
Montville. I. B. lliompson, Leonard Cooper,
is In he regretted that we have not more such Amos W. 8pro\vl, Harrison Wallace,
Voluey Thoinpitourhons. [Washington Capital.
Mokrill. Thos.
Robert Cushman, EphThe article from tiro Cleveland Leader raim Rowe, Jos. W. Storer,
Cross, George Wing.
North port.
Win. A. Pendleton, James M.
is a lair sample of the cowardly and low
James
iv.

pays the

by the softas of the mosques, so far as to pened last Saturday afternoon, and was
change his Prime Minister or Grand Viz- the result of the accumulation of the gas
known as lire damp. Eight men were
ier at their demand.
An additional cause for the Sultan's un- killed outright and two others are not exeasiness is in the fact that the jealous
dogs pected to recover. How much longer is
of foreign war lie watching off the shores the penurious policy of insufficient ventilaof Turkey in their iron-clad ships,
ready tion of mines to be allowed to thus often
to spring at the throat of the Porte. The sacrifice human life?
three great Christian Powers, Russia, Austria and Prussia wish an excuse to destroy

(.frailt

tlie practical teachings of its enemy.
The Utli and 10th of the resolutions of tlie Ohio
democracy present the name of William Allen
for President and instruct tlie Ohio delegates to
St. Bonis to vote for his nomination. Tlie Ne-

large

of Bab-

cock's father-in-law.

To control the Mos-

to his Christian

thirty-two

Ohio Democracy will he grateful for the exercise by their brethren of oilier states of that sober second thought which is to steer tlie organization clear of tin: total heresies which form

the

Cooper,

self-approving agency,—children

fact that ho
deal justly with them.
Last week he
caused six of the assassins at Salonica to
be executed, and put two hundred and
sixteen persons under arrest, who are

of

the next charming reminder ot the
nankeen pants.

convention was held at Cincinnati. There were
two parties represented in the convention,—the

When flic King of
traders in Government places, of which
Stevens,
Duueau.
Lancaster, Lucius
Campbell is the manager, attempted to
David Drinkvvater.
bleed the poor lady further, she remon- abuse, which Ihe administration organs
Palermo. II. F. Fove, S. 1“ Murden, James S.
seek to pour upon the devoted heads ot Glidden, Eli Carr, John 1'. Perkins.
strate so loudly that it came to the Pre.-iProspect—elected, S. s. Trevett, Thos. Clark
dent’s ears, and to his credit it may lie those Servants of the people who try to do | Alex. Cummings, N. II. Mudgett, W. II. Genu.
Seausmonw. Edward Burgess, Austin Mariner,
their duty in exposing the evils of the Win.
he
a
to the business at once.
James
Lassell, Alex.

to subdue these turbulent

a

by

coming

are

hand.”

over

kerchief with

Bursting buds and trilling frogs have come, and

have probably ator Thurman. The committee on resolutions
ensued, causing some blood-shed and rousabout reached an end. Matamoras is in presented two reports, one being in favor of
blaze
of
the
to
a
excitement.
ing
country
the hands of government forces, having hard money, and the other of greenbacks. The
Acting Governor Antoine received the
been surrendered to the Officer command- latter—the minority report—was finally adoptfrom

following

“hand

oil.

the Ohio democratic State

Age office.
zealots, lament over
meet again at Philippi,” which means
must be the labor of the Sultan, if he
uor agency, the Age
cruelly “goes back that the rag liahv is going to St. Louis. It “You bet the old man is.”
keeps his throne. And yet he must not on’' two very respectable republican aider- will meet there with
And 1 went over and they fed me
rough usage
for a moment appear to show undue fa- men who voted
Lager beer, prietzels, German sausages compel d
against an agency, and
A note, "ii tiie Winslow extradition
canines, Limberger cheese and onions.
lems,

vor

Beaufort, N. C., has captured another whale. Thi~
is sixty feet long, and will yield 2000 gallons of

by

striped stockings
striped gloves, which

rush of

one

friends of William Allen, and his nephew Sen-

'1 be troubles in Mexico

Eighth

nominated Colonel Win. McLean for Congress.

have

liquor agwucy, thereby losing
agniust reopening
special dispatch, from a full vote of U08, which shows that a return to
one hundred voters, you
dated
21st.
The
sound Democratic views is a question of time
Wyoming Territory,
May
negroes were killed.
A boy in this city has quit learning to smoke on
substance of the news is that troops in only. A party that locally persists in adopting
The Commercial Advertiser suggests to Mr. Blaine
the assertion of a physician that it interferes
reading
tin*
of
his
Col.
of
Scott a pair
propriety
sending
President Grant sent some queer nomi- moving northward
frequently meet par- tlie principles and practice of its already con- slippers or a nice family Bibie. send along a little with the molecular changes coincident with the d<
demned opposition can hardly expect to name hatcher, too.
nations to the Senate on Monday, —these ties of discouraged miners, who
velopmeut of the tissues, aud makes the blood cm
report a Presidential candidate who shall draw to his
puscies oval and irregular at the edges.
Next month Pio Nono will have been Pope thirty
in the Cabinet are rather surpris- many Indians on the road from the black
changes
Tuesday, the 13th day of June next,
support the suffrages of tlie Democrats of the years, and if lie lives two years longer he will have
Mr. Michael Chase, of Brooks, was robbed of $
the full term of >t. Peter’s primacy, which
at 10 o'clock A. M.,
ing. The nominations, which were prompt- Hills. The trail is strewn with the graves whole country. Tlie time will come when the outlived
at the Adams House, Portland, on Monday nigh;
was

a great occasion,
great event, and should comthe patriotic pride of every

yes.

State

to

the

states that

trary umverssii politeness.
The one question to be asked by all who have
not been here is **Is the Exposition worth the
time and money

In

atLaurel ilill—West Feliciana Parish

The Democratic, Conservative and other citizens
of ihe several cities, towns and plantations of the
State ot Maine, irrespective of past political association'-, desiring to co-operate with the Democratic
party in its present efforts and objects, are cordially
invited to join in sending delegates to a Convention
tote held, in NOKOMBEGA HALL, in BANGOR,

I cannot say whether Philadel-

ruin found on the Rio do Chelly, in
Arizona—m ancient town built partially in a

model of

Democratic

rible in its cruel suggestiveness.
This will probably be my last letter from
Philadelphia for the present, as 1 shall leave on
Monday for home. The trip has been an ex-

phia is particularly on her good behavior just
now, but certainly it is scarcely possible to
make apparent more considerate kindness towards strangers than her people, high and low,
have shown to visitor. I have not seen a single
act of discourtesy or rudeness, but on the con-

are

is sent.jfcflr

[Persona desiring Probate Advertising

lion protrudes his immense paws and shows
his horrid fangs. The picture is absolutely ter-

what to cull.

Among the muskets

i>ax»er

control to appear in the Journal, will need
that request of the Court.!

the arena, so soon to be the scene of agony*
Through the bars of his cage a huge and hungry

If lb. Pendleton of our city, with his love of
In Pan relic-, were here, he would certainly

lim8.

**jr*In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE

to which the

the stone ceil of the young convert, who slumbers on a heap of straw, with a rude cross
clasped to his breast. A slave is opening the
door, allowing the sunshine to light up the interior—while throughihe doorway is seen the
crowded ampitheatre and the yellow sands of

of from him.

a

is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 7G, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

that of any other state, I am told.
The Art galleries are continually receiving
addition', and attract crowds ot visitors. I
noticed to-day in the Belgian Gallery a large

that were used at Bunker Hill, and some
old French guns and pistols of the time
of i.oui- X\ I.. which are so constructed that
the flint lock snaps towards the soldier instead
^

as

The

111

i> a favorite with the Maine visitors and ollicials
—his keen observation and shrewd humor, delivered in his slow, dry way. always tending to

ceedingly pleasant one, and l only hope I have
conveyed to the readers of the Journal some
sati.'fiu tory ideas of the many pleasing and
wonderful things that have been brought to my
notice, The excess of material lias been so embarrassing that the trouble has been to know

straight

The people of New Orleans are happy
because the first Atlantic steamer has

The Cabinet held a session of three
hours duration considering the action to
be taken in relation to the rioting which

The Conventions.
Generalities,
News of the City and County.
Michigan Republican State convention
All! a voice from Minnesota, and it cries, “help!
Next Tuesday will bt“ Decoration Day.
was held at Grand Rapids on the 10th. The con- help! grasshoppers again!”
come safely over the bar. The ••Hudson”
The price of hay remains at $15 per ton for Rood,
THURSDAY, MAY 25, 1870.
The Kentucky Republican State Convention enwith a slight advance for extra lots.
lately broke out in Louisiana. The result j from New York steamed up the river be- vention elected delegates to Cincinnati, but dorsed
Grunt
before
its
adjournment.
waived personal preferences.
PUULLSHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING of the meeting was the sending of a tele- I tween the jetties in
You can blow your nose on the Declaration of In.
safety, where, only
The Gardiner Savings Institution now refuses deThe West Virginia Republican State convendependence in three languages, for a dollar.
gram to General Augur, commanding the i one year ago, there was only 7 or 8 feet tion was held on the lltli. A
posits of any considerable amount.
delegation
largely
WILLIAM
SIMPSON. United States forces in Louisiana, in- of water for a distance of 7000. The scour- in favor
Unity people are shipping staves from this port to
It is said that Mr. Wallaek has sunk $s,000 on the
of lllaine for President, was elected and
New York. They come over the railroad.
production of Mr. Wheeler’s Twins.’’
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
that
on
the
of
ollieer,
i
out
between
a
the
from
resolution adopted expressing the preference
structing
requisition
ing
jetties proceeds
SrnscuiPTioN Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
The Poland camp meeting in charge of Jlev. F.
Mr. Axel Hay ford has commenced the construe
the Governor,—and it appearing that the the upper end downward, and somewhat of the convention for lllaine.
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
Martin, will begin on the 22d of August.
tion of his new w harf at th*- foot of Spring street.
$3.00..
On
the
New
17th,
Jersey
Wednesday,
May
local authorities were not able to preserve irregularly, the softer part of the bed beOn a farm in Lancaster county, Pa., i* a fence of
A United States steam buoy tender visited thiAdvertising Terms. For one square, (one iuch
State convention elected Blaine del- chestnut rails made in 1700, or 110 years ago.
of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
order,—to give such aid as in his discre- ing worn out lirst. The east jetty is about republican
port Monday, ami painted the buoys in this vicinity.
egates to Cincinnati; the Alabama convention
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
The Lewiston companies who packed ice on the
tion was necessary t'> prevent bloodshed id,000 in
The Maine Central Railroad Company are deliver
square charged as a full one.
length, the west about 8,000, be- Bristow delegates, although another wing ot Kennebec last winter, have sold out their stock.
Airs. M. Pktengill be Co., G State St., lloston, and violence.
ing coal at the stations along the line, from a cargo
4000 feet further down the river. the party will elect delegates, and the Iowa
at. Newcastle, Damnriscntta, WaldoShipbuilding
ginning
and .‘{7 Park How New York, are our authorized
boro and Thomaston will be quite active this season. at Portland.
The row between the whites and negroes, i At the
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
upper end they are 1000 feet apart, democrats elected seventeen Tilden delegates
District of Indiana
is to be followed
a
advertisements.
The Democrats of tin*
The era of

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

in the

session will
Fountain

same

undoubtedly
at
Iroy.

be

Sparkliufollowing officer

held with
The

Lodge

to

elected for the ensuing quarter:
Fred >
Walls, Seursmont, County lemplar; Deo. M. Luc
Robert Litnburner, Belfast
Thorndike, Secretary

Itoom in a private house for one month c'lis no
do 00
Breakfasts and suppers at 00 cents each
Dinners on the ground at To cents cadi,
22 00
Thirty admissions to Exhibition, 50 cents to no
Street car fares
T 50
ID 00
Evening amusements
Incidentals.15 On

Treasurer.

-.

-------

were

—

A House

o\ tiie

horse owned

Tide, got loose in
and in

a

Rampaoi:.

by Luther

short time

demolished three

A four years uM
Emmons at the Head of the

.Saturday afternoon

our

streets

ran

iuto half

a

dozen

teams

and

The animal lir-t broke

carriages.

away from in front of Oakes Angier’s store and
Total.SI Jo 00 charged up street 10 Dr. Sylvester’s where he wa«
to which he wa
By taking regular board in a boarding stopped after sma-hing the wag
house or small hotel the cost of living can attached. Limuous then procured another carriag.
be so reduced that the tirst three items at 1'erkinC and started for home. When near th.
can be brought down from S~-> do to $10
I’liemx House the horse again became frightened
or
Sot), and perhaps even to $;>o. A and run away, again smashing tin wagon. The ter
week's stay at a tirst-class hotel and daily rilied animal with a portion of the ruined carriag*
visits to the fair may be estimated to cost dangling at his heels look to the sidewalk and dashed
down IMienix Row to the peril of pedestrians. Em
as follows:

Board seven days at 05.$;>5
Admission to Exhibition.d
-.1
Car fares
Incidentals.5

00
50
50
00

Total.$45 00

mens

jumped out to

save

his life.

At

Moody’*

coi

lady who was coining up Main street barely
escaped being run over by the maddened horse. The
animal kept on across the street and went head-fore
most iuto a team belonging to Alleu Simmons with
sufficient force to knock him down, after breakiug
the carriage, The animal was then secured, when
ner.

a

The maximum price for board is So per
day. There are plenty of excellent hous- Emmons made a third attempt to leave and succeed
es where the charge is from $d to 8-1, and
ed in getting out of town. The horse was somewhat
in many good comfortable hotels it is as
injured by his knock-down.
as low as $2 or $2 dO.
Boarding houses
L.U’NCH. Capt. E. II. Horriinan’s new ship «a*
charge from $(3 a week and up for room successfully launched from Carter’s yard on Wednes
and meals. At the Grangers’ encampThis is the largest vessel ever built iu Belfast,
ment about seven miles out on the line of day.
and is without doubt one of the finest ships ever
the Pennsylvania railroad, rooms in a
built in Maine. Her model is flue, very sharp, being
rough, shed like structure are furnished nearly a full clipper. She is in this respect In ad
for dO cents a night, and meals at an
She
vance of all ships heretofore built In this city.
equally moderate rate. In short there measures 1630 tons, and her dimensions are as folare all kinds of people, just as in other
lows —Length, 231 feet; breadth, -12 feet, 3 inches,
cities, where there is no World's Fair.
depth of hold, 25 feet, 3 inches with two decks, and

A memorial signed by a number of citizens
of California has been presented to the United
States Senate, setting forth the statement that
the Central Pacific railroad and its branches
are now controlled by 1,eland Stanford,
Mark
Hopkins, C. P. Huntington and Charles Crocker, who hold 054,000,000 of the capital stock,
which they have acquired dishonestly, having
received in subsidies and from the sale of bonds,
enough to build the road six times over, and
having conveyed the surplus into their own
[lockets by fraudulent construction contracts
with themselves. The memorialists ask for an
was only §100,000.
investigation of these transactions, in order that
the surplus thus stolen may be recovered and
the payment of the bonded debt, thus
The corn ami meal business of Lewiston is lively
applied to
as it origiJust now. One tirm has a sale on an average of placing the government claim first,
and protecting the right of I ona
seven hundred bushels
stood,
On
nally
the
Tuesday
per day.
orders of this tirm amounted to 1200 bushels.
fide subscribers to the capital stock.

beams in lower hold for third dock.
of

Her frame is

oak, planked with southern hard pine and thor

oughly

fastened.

She takes the

highest

rate in the

American, English and French Lloyds—13 years each
in the two former and 11 years in the latter. Her
cabin is a model of neatness and comfort, fitted with
all modern

improvements.

The woodwork is of

ma

pie, ash, black walnut, and California mountain lau
rcl
She is in all respects a perfect model of rnarin#*
architecture, and a fitting capstone to the labor* and
enterprise of the late C. I*. Carter, her builder, after
whom she will

undoubtedly

be

named.

She

was

launched without her masts, and will be rigged at
the wharf by Joseph Dennett. The painting, particularly of the cabiu, is very fine; it wa9 done by S. B.
Gillum. As before stated, she will load deals at

Bangor

for

Liverpool, England.

C. Barney, foundrymcn of Searsport hare
completed a two ton ship-casting lor parties in
aliforuia. It will be shipped by rail.
Next Tuesday. May doth, being Memorial Day and
W. o. k

(

holiday, tin* bank-will be closed; and note."
iiiing dne on that day should be paid on Monday.
,1

■

last week,Samriiurlow, of Ih lfa-t, was appointed guardian
l‘.;;a A. aud Julia M. Hutchinson,ol Rockland.

\t tlie rrobate Court in Rockland
ti.
r

v.

ked for a
ton ship was last wo k laid in
iiwrv’s y ard. Sear-port. She is to hi principally
1;•
1 in town, and will b<* commanded by (.‘apt- *1.

!

■

v
u

Nickels.
m-xt

Suud.i»■

evening

Third

lecture

ol

;'uoes

Miir.-h.
Wl.-at

begin

;«'»•>

-•

know

can we

7

at

now

the

at the T’nitarian

Subject

course.

—

Religion.”

in the realm of

o’clock.

!

at last been obtained from govern
place that lantern on the post office; and
■a that much delayed
appendage bangs over the
tin entrance, and at night easts illuminating rays

P.-rmi'-imi has
to

..•nt
■

..out the square.
live year old -on ol A. K. 1\ Moore, of this city,
hi' borne Saturday, and not returning fears were

A

safety. When found he was at
grandfather in Swamille, having

.teriaiued for his
house of his
d

.*

part of the way and begged rides for the

re-

mainder of the distance.
Mr-

Mary Jewett, wife ot Parker Jewett, former
ot Belfast, died at (henoa, Illinois, 4th Instant,
1 -A. She was the daughter of John Cochran,
the early settlers of Belfast, who was one of
number who threw overboard the British tea in
harbor

-stou

the

at

ot the revelu-

commencement

war.

nary

pupils of the Normal School at Castine sut
.d idu> for their photographs at the saloon of Mr.
demy Kilgore, in this city. The stereoscopic pict
m ide by this urti-t of the
young ladies who rep-unted the original States of the Puion does lull
to tlie beautiful b-dles ol Belfast.
Mr. Kil
is

progressive in h‘s art, and therefore his
'•k compares favorably with that of the metropole

photographers.
>.\ bit Alii

< "SV lnih.i.n.

*•■<_ tiO'd.

Jlie Maine

‘■'ubbath School Convention commenced Its

'.ate

.hth animal

s<
-ion at tie- Congregational church,
city, on Wednesday morning, and closed ou
-day evening, fhe njfieers were Alden Baker
ardiuer, President, and David Cargill, of Aun, Secretary, There were eighty delegates pres,
including many prominent clergymen and other
-ns from all parts of the state.
The object of
rm ention, a- stated last
week, was to promote
-ubbath school interests.

:hi'

Belfast, a workin Mathews
Bros, -udi and blind factory had
i11 hau l jammed Tuesday, between the rollers
a planing machine.
The space between the rolhut l!
eigii?hs of au inch and his hand was
vii in to the wrist. The flesh was torn from each i
Samuel

;!<!.NTs.

.«•.

Heath of

di.-dance of

ked
I

.!

distan

a

Bn:

\i:v in

cast.

Jiirty y eur.s.of
eitiz- n of this pla

past
aUl.v

v

home,

his

to

thirty-nine feet, and strange to
He got up and

seriously injured.

not

was

t

t-

«,f half

mile.

a

It has been the custom,
Mr. Paul It. Ilnzeltine, a
to

<

close hi-

summer

here

.iiuing the winter months and seek
< m the 1st of December
m r< genial climate.
: Mr. Hazel tine and his family started for Florid t,
o
il.ey have passed the winter. They returned
re last Monday, and found that
their house had
n burglariously entered and rilled of its most vulii

-.

:.

Mr. llazeltiue estimates his loss

contents.

$100f> and $1000.

'•<ii

mrlv all the solid ,-ilv.

at

carried oil

flic rascals

ware, part of the plated
> -ervivv, took the best blankets, silk dresses to

:

abac of

$u«.»i,

is

Attention

new

of the

called to

harness, etc., etc. No
burglars ha.- yet been

the

following

advertise,

& Son, boot and shoe dealers.
stock, and always sell at bottom

l)j ns more

nts

have

>

lin«•

a

identity

to the

as

e

r

a

new

—Great sale of

livery

stock

at

Bangor

May

on

—Boots, shoes, &e. at J. W. Clark’s. Mr. C. aditrices for cash.—Notice to
makers. Trusses, Sec., by W. O. l'oor & Son.—

i.-es remarkable low

r*
i;

ol Searsmont have*

•tmeu

notice

u

road build-

to

Carter, of this city, advertises to
vocal and instrumental music.
Mrs.
is
recommended as a music teacher.—Dr. Dari
I.ightfoot will be at the American House, June
!1 and 15. The doctor is said to perform wonMrs. II. A

a

a

Good

r-.—

pant liuislicrs wanted by Carter

&

Wuodward.
& Mack'

S it i; kid an

As will be

Combination

by advertlsc-nient in another column, this pop
troupe will give an entertainment at Hayford
11 ail, on Saturday evening, J7th inst.
t his is one ol
v a v•
><1 companies travelling, ami receives the
;.

o.ir

ndorsement from the press in places where
xhibited. The same bill will be played in
;:y that had
iV-t has the

..

long

a

The Bos-

in Boston.

run

following

to

say

regarding

one

of

perlormances in that city recently—
I he 1)111 merited an overflowing house,for it drew

the best talent of the company, and was in
r<->pect admirable. 11 lie Mimiques, or a Dress
n ai sitl,’ included the whole company, and some
music and fancy dancing. Miss Rosa Leigh
i:>j the popular ‘lviilarne.1 with succee-, and the
,••<• Singers
made u great hit. Miss B1 niche
r* 111 won repeated
applause in her sweet songs,
1 Mr. J. D.
Kelly de\eloped music from The
ringed woods and with '-killul e fleet. Sheridan
Miss Ali cia Juiirdan in ‘Married in Haste,’ in
•
hieing several well-rendered songs and countle.-s
and tunny turn-, was one of the very good
i:t
of the bill. Little Carrie Boshed sustained
•*:
part with iier usual graceful dancing. The enaiuineiit concluded with J. D. Kelly’s D»ntcn’’
inward, Still Onward.’
song and chorus,
•n

iir.iTDLKan

ning
rs

unusual number of sleek

an

looking beuv.
streets, which excited

observed about the

was

Tuesday

District Convention.

comment, until it was remembered that the
-if the Fifth Congressional District held aeon-

me
■

city, to choose

Don in this

iean National

u

opening was fixed at
:gh
congregated at that
had

nt

It

appearance.

to

The train composed ol the fastest engine
the Pennsylvania railroad, No. 100, one
express ear, one parlor car. and one Pullman palace car, is to start at 1 o’clock iu
the morning and cross the Mississippi before midnight of the same day. The fastest
continuous run is to be from New York to
Pittsburg, ill miles in ten hours. The
New York journals are to bo delivered in
Chicago lor once,on the day of publication.
Alter leaving Chicago the train is to stop
only at Omaha and Ogden, reaching San
To all, particularly invalids, spring is a tryFrancisco on Sunday,the start having been
on Thursday, in time for dinner.
There ing season. Indications of sickness should at
once he attended to.
Fatal diseases may be
can be only twenty passengers, each to
have a ticket in the form of a book 1 by caused by allowing the bowels to become con2 1-2 indies, with covers of solid silver, stipated, and tho system to remain in a disorengraved and embossed. The fare is dered condition, until the disorder has time to
$000.
develop itself. An ounce ot prevention is wortli
a pound of cure, is an old and truthful saying.
Tr.e report of the investigating Commit- Therefore, we adyise all who are troubled with
tee on the Government Printing establish- the
complaints now very prevalent—headache,
ment shows that the Congressional printindigestion, disordered liver, want of appetite,
er has charged for the work of the Execuor feverish skin, to take, without detive department an excess ranging from nausea,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
We know of
JO to 1:20 per cent, beyond the regular lay,
no remedy so harmless and decisive in its acrates; that ho lias paid more than the ordinary retail prices for articles purchased tion. It at once strikes at the root of the disfor the olliee; that lie has invariably pur- ease and produces a healthy tone to the system.
chased supplies from middlemen, allow- People never need suiter from any disease arising them a heavy profit; and that as now ing from a disordered condition of the liver If
managed, the printing and binding for they would take this excellent medicine when
Congress costs more money than it would they feel the tirst indications of the malady.
have done by private parties. The cost Families leaving home for the summer mouths
of gold leaf iii tlie bindery is estimated at should take three or four boxes of these
pills
$14,000 in seven years. It is not surpris- with them. They have an ulmost instantaneing that Republicans ate sick of investi- ous effect. They will relieve the patient of
gation, when it tells so terribly against headache in one or two hours, and will
rapidly
them in all its details.
deanso the liyer of surrounding bile, and will
•Some extraordinary revnlations were made efiectually prevent a bilious attack. They are
lately before the llouse special committee sold hv all druggists.
mi tin’ Federal offices in Louisiana.
Major
Wo ask attention to advertisement in special
Seelye, formerly u special agent of the l’ost
Olliee Department and later United Stales Dep- column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF
uty Marshal in Louisiana, was the witness, and and TROCHE POWDER—a reliable remehis testimony fully warranted the statement of
dy. tf
ex-Congressman Morey, who was present at
tlie investigation, that either he or Seelye should
Never Known to Fail.
goto the penitentiary. The crimes which this
witness swears have been committed by tlie
Du. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry
l’aekard-Casev ring in New Orleans range all and llOKEUOUND has never been known to fail
tlie way from embezzlement to conspiracy to in
pcrmanetly curing obstinate Coughs, Colds,
commit murder. Scclve declines to testily con- Croup, \\ hooping Cough, nor any disases of the
w
of
the
orst scandals, unless ascerning some
respiratory organs—and it does it too at once !
sured of immunity, lest he should criminate Il is not iiecessay to take it for a long time behimself, and tlie probability istliat anv approaeli fore you can discover its beneficial effects. Its
to exact justice would consign both Morey and
sale in this community is immense, and its popSeelye to tin* penitentiary to begin with.
ularity universal. It h positively guarranteed
to he composed of the purest and best materials,

Symptoms

was

]b

a.

in

of Catarrh.

but

hour to make

not
a

de-

eleven before the machine
called to order

whs

1 for the credentials of

delegates.

M. S.

D. N. Mort

I .-; of

Rockland, II. L. shepherd of Camden,
W. d. Frye, Esq. of Belfast, were made acorn-

•.

■vtU uli tlu- votes thrown

'■•

!

;.n

‘•pr.eh eulogizing Blaine and made one nllu
< hri-t, but when he touched
upon the .Scrip

•i<
Mi

.*8) for district deledeclared elected. Miilikcn made a

wits

ti*

In

res

made

attempts before he got the quota*
Ca»f, of Rockland, was
alternate delegate.
I he committee on resu-

right.
<en

two

Hon. .John S.

reported
.'city and presenting
then

lt.ons
;

liCern

then

a

series

-he show

dissolved, just as
delegates put in
Quite

a

some
an

of the

The
more

appearance,

but

passed
Thursday after-

smart shower

central

the

mi,

the

was over.

I.in< oi.nvii.i.i:.
v**r t ne

complimenting

Blaine for President.

tnlv back town

part of the town on
lsth in.-t., at about 5 o'clock.

There

were

spiteful discharges of electricity. The
ghtuingstruck the top of the chimney in the dwell*
some

■

•'g house of Mr. 1„. Miller and knocked a portion of
oil went down the chimney to where the stove
tunnel entered, turned at a right angle Into the fun-

nel, turned again and passed down to the cooking
-love, went through that into the cook room and
nded with
: ist

were

explosion, filling the room with
of a Mrong sulphurous smell. The

loud

und smoke

family
"

a

all in the house at the time, but

no one

injured, and the damage to the house was little.
A neighbor has a common sized lien that has laid

as

'ier Centennial egg, measuring 0 IT inches round
way and 8 the other.There is not so much

inking
r: esent

of metallic currency in this vicinity at the
time us there is noise of the bobo'link in his

morning song.

of the Portland Argus
writing of Salonica, the scene <1‘ the recent outrages by the
Mohammedans,
A

correspondent

say s:

—

S AI.OXIC A

beautiful city on the North of the Danube.
It is the old Tlicftsulonica of the New Testament.
It rises like an amphitheatre from the bay, and
the poetry of nature and art are combined by
mingling trees and domes, so as to make a suburb picture. It has many point** of interest;
among others, tiie fortress of seven towers
which stands on the site of the ancient Acropolis, and commands a glorious view bounded by
Mount Olympus.
The Chaonsh Monastery
•■lands on ii height above the city, and offers
healthy quarters for a traveller. Its present
eaboyers are Greeks of that servile type that
^•ts an American’s teeth on edge to listen to.
When 1 was there the chief inhabitants of
satonic
were Jews of a high
type, many of
them very wealthy und Franks of all sorts, as
western Europeans are called there.
The Hebrew element was the highest in point of culture and social display; and it was related to
me bv an aristocratic English visitor who was
putting up with the Consul of his country,
while there, that neither his family nor that of
a French Consul,
though both highly connected
could mingle in the first society there, because
of the inability of their families to compete
with the splendor of dress and jewels of the defendants of Abraham. It is well known that
Ihe Turks have had as much as they could attend to for years to keep the various Christian
*eets from destroying each other.
The Greek
Christian and Roman Catholics dislike each
other, and are in constant turmoil, fighting even
over the mouth of the Holy Sepulchre iu Jeruf lem for
precedence. Of course the Protestants
and Hebrew differ from these. The lower classes of Mohammedans are as bigoted as are those
of other
s.cts; but the government is tolerant
and tries to protect all.
a

iiax e
pain in your hack in the morning. and is it with difficulty that you move in
your lied '! If so, your Kidneys are diseased.
>

too

plasters, they

will do you no good;
take Hunt's Remedy and he cured. Hunt's
Remedy cures Dropsy, and all Diseases of the
Kidneys, Bladder and 1 rinary Organs.
Do not

use

[Boston Cultivator May 0 1870.]
Superphosphate of lime is one of the best of
the commercial or special fertilizers in the mark'd—mark what we say, one of the best, and of

this class we know ol none better than that
whi' h is sold under the trade mark. ‘BradleUs
XI..’
BRADLEYS

FERTILIZER FURTHER AP-

PROVED
The following shows what this fertilizer is
capable "f doing on poor land. There can be
no mistaking it* efficacy in a case like this:—
Bingham. Me., Sept. 30th, 1875.
I have used all the different kinds of commercial fertilizers sold in this vicinity, Bradley’s
Superphosphate of J.imc, with other kinds in
the same lield. at the same time, thereby giving
me a chance to decide what kind was the best
tor me to buy.
This season I bought one-half
ton of Bradley’s, of A. A A. Diiismore.
i
two
sowed
casks broadcast on two acres of poor
land, with no other manure, and sowed the
*amc with India wheat, the result was a very
heavy growth quite as much as could ripen
well. Where the Phosphate was not sown, the
wheat was not worth liarvesting, i use it with
very good results on mv corn and potatoes. Intend to use more next year and would recommend it to everv farmer. 1 contend that money
paid out for Bradley’s Phosphate is well invoked.
Yours truly. Chandler Baker.

Important

Persons Visiting;
or
the Centennial.

to

York

New

The Grand Union Hotel, Yew York, opposite
the Grand Central Depot, has over350elegantly
furnished room**. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better for less money at the
Grand Union than at any other lirst-class hotel.
Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the citv, and to Philadelphia Depot.
1 yr

man

always feels put

out

when he is taken

Postponement. The great laud sale of the
Boston Land Co., advertised for Tuesday, June
C, is unavoidably postponed until Saturday,
June loth.
Itch is unquestionably a cutaneous disease
that i** known to be prevalent among a populous class of the community. Glenn’s SulThe Board of Health
phur Soap will cure it.
should order a supply of the Soap for that purSold
at
public expense.
everywhere.
pose,
\\ by is a store that don't advertise like Enoch
Ard' ii? Because it “sees no sale from day to

day.”
I)o you l'eel languid, " ith no energy to apply
yourself to work or study? If so, use Talbot’s Ikon Tonic. Ii will infuse new life,
create an appetite for food, and cause sweet
sleep. The Ikon Tonic should he given to
pale and puny children. It is just what they
need.

3v\47

“For twenty years 1 have been very much
troubled with Sail Hheum on my arm, which I
have tried various washes and salves, besides
the treatment of a regular physician. These
have only driven it from my arm and caused it
to appear elsewhere. Alter using less than one
cake of your Forest Tar Soap, my arm is entirely well and 1 discover no symptoms of the
trouble elsewhere.” That is the testimony of
Mrs. if. S Hunt, of Portland Me. Get a cake
cents to the
of your Druggist, or by sending
Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me.
A Denver paper says that an Indian chief
left his sipiuw in a saloon there, the other day.
as security for the payment of a whiskey bill.
Probably one of the pawn-ee tribe.

Chesterfield, N. II., March 2G, 1SG7.
Messrs. Seth \V. Fowle ,fc Son:
Gentlemen
I feel in duty called upon voluntarily to give my testimony in favor of Dr.
Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry. 1 was taken
sick last October with a lung complaint, accompanied with a serious cough; and after having
been treated a number of weeks by the best
physicians, they gave me over as an incurable
case of consumption, and for about six weeks
my friends expected that I might die any day,
having entirely despaired of my recovery. At
this time 1 read the advertisements and certificates of the Wild Cherry Balsam, ami was induced to try it myself. 1 have taken five bottles, and from the commencement I have been
gradually recovering. My cough has now entirely ceased. 1 have regained my flesh and
strength, and am feeling quite well. I attribute
the cure to Dr. Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry, as I have taken no other medicine since I
commenced taking that.
Very respectfully yours, Mrs. Mila S. Smith.
Messrs. Fowle <fc Son :
Gentlemen—Mrs. Smith gives me the foregoing certificate of the efficacy of your medicine
in her case. She is an acquaintance of mine,
and took the Balsam on the strength of my certificate, which she saw in the papers. Her
Yours truly,
story is literally true.
W. II. Jones.

choose one delegate to the District Convention to be
held at Bangor, June 13, 187(5.
1’er < (order Town Committee.

expel worms, cure wind
colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting
teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil,
sure

Staples,

Baltimore.
Ar. at Jacksonville, May 15th, sch. Florida, Gil
more, Buck^port
Ar. at New York, May, 21st, brig J. C. Ilaztltine,
Ilodgsdon, Cieniuegos, 22 days.
Ar. at Gibraltar, previous to May 20th, sch. J. G.
Drew, Wadliii, Brunswick, Ga.
Ar. at Delewnre Breakwater, May 21st, brig Liberty, Devereux, Matanzas.
Notks. Sell. John McDonnell from Belfast, Me.
collided with bark O. M. Ilume oil- Thomas Point,
Maryland, on the night of the. 18th lust, doing con
siderable damage to both vessels. The MrDnnnHl
arrived in Baltimore, same afternoon having lost
mainmast, mizzen-topinast, foieboom, foregatf. fore
and main rigging, and chain plates on both sides.—
Ship Edward O. Brien, of Thonmston, Smalley,
which put into Valparaiso some time since, will have
to discharge for repairs.

-ryOUSE PAINTING, PAPERING
the best manner.
JLJL and Graining done in
Painting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and

a
Orders solicited and
be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to
price ami work assured by
M. A. CULLNAN.
Corner of .Miller and Cross Sts.
3\W5s
Belfast, May 10, 1*76.

3m41

taur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained
horses and animals. 3m41

haw* the Finest -Stock of Gentlemen's

Bress

will

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff
AND

TROCHE

DELIGHTFUL

A

AND

POWDER,

PLEASANT REMEDY

Ever offered in Belfast.
-O

Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but
LOOSENS it. frees the head of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; alia vs
and soothes the burning heat In Catarrh; is so mild
and

NEW

A. M., and 2 o'clock 1*. M.,

PENOBSCOT EXCHANGE STABLES
French Street, in Bangor, Me.

on

and popular

They keep

Bangor, May 19,

C-

33

—AND—

—__

fraction.
Russell A. Treat, Chairman, Waldo.
Arthur Moop.e, Washington.
Peltiah Moore, Hancock.
Edwin Rose, Knox.
IIamiltoo Joy, Hancock.
Democratic District Committe.

To the Ladies!

If

prices and a good assortment will inlluence tho trade to buy readily and
largely, now is the timo to purchase, for goods have never
been offered tlio public
at as LOW' bargains
as at the present

For Fanners and

Carpenters, they

have

solid

CUSTOM

MADE

will warrant to do

they

B O Y S

good

for

cheap

I I !

T. W. PITCHER & h,
Take pleasure in announcing to Ladies
and Misses of Belfast ami vicinity,
that they have engaged a lirst-class

Have just closed the most brilliant and profitable
engagement of the season, at BEETHOVEN HALL,
BOSTON, MASS. Opened for one Week, but by
universal desire, remained Three Weeks.
The entire Boston Press emhusiastie in their laudations of the relined and artistic excellence of this
superb Constellation of Brilliants.
AUGMENTED and ENLARGED for their Spring
and Summer Campaign by the addition of several
new artists.
Reserved Seats may now
cock’s Bookstore.
W. S.

The prices

make upon cur goods are
strictly reliable, and so LOW' in fact,
that we are neither ashamed nor
afraid to quote them publicly
through the press. If he
value of goods cannot stand a public announ-

cannot be

X L \V

S T Y L L

LOWEST PRICES!

WANTED!
Good Pant Finishers
Carter & .Woodward,

DRESSMAKER
—FROM—

Sanford’s Steamship Co.,
—for—

SIDE LACE BOOTS!
A

Only SI. 25

Miss E. A. Pitcher.

per

yd., valued

ARRAMEMENTlforliliS SEASON of 1876.
Two Steamers

the Route! Four

on

STEAMF.lt

have

we

Walking Shoes

and

We also have

vou

other

concern.

cts. per

Trips nor Week

Capt.

DRESSES,

with

entrusting their work
perfect fit will be
guaranteed.
also notify that we keep con-

us

Roix,

stantly

At 20 Cents per

We

Returning, will leave Boston
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 5
FARE TO BOSTON,

every Monday,
12 1’. M.

$2 50
3.65
LOWELL,
All freight mud be accompanied by Bill of Lading
in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on delivDANIEL LANE, Agent.
ery of goods.
Bellast, May 2o, 1370.

Trusses! Trusses!!
-:o:-

1ST ew

Tiling!

ISTiclsle 3?latedl

CLEAN,LIGHT, DURABLE!
ENAMELLED WOOD PAD!
JUST RECEIVED AT

POOR &

WM. O.

SON’S,
tri7

CARL B. LIGHTHILL.

DR.

Boots & Shoes
The

Largest Stock

Bargains

ever

Men's

Calf Boots from $3 to $5 ; Men's

Congress Boots from SI.75 to
$4.50; Men's Low Strap Shoes
from $1.60 to $4.

Ellsworth, May 12th, Mrs. Mary B. Tourtelotte,

J. W. CLARK’S

72 year.

Eden, April 17th, Onslow Emery, sou of Dea.
Jared and Mrs. Sophia Emery, aged 24 years.
In Orland, May 14th, Sarah J. wife of Charles M.
IIarriman, aged 33 years, 4 months.
In Koekport, May 0th, of paralysis of the brain,
Joshua (J. Norwood, aged 00 vears.
Mr. Norwood was the son of the late William Norwood of Camden, one of our most promineut busi-

FAMILY

Slid!:

stoke,

13 Phenix Row, Belfast.

valued citizen. He was born February 20th, 1810, and during his minority received
such an education as our common schools afforded.
In 1830, at the age of 23 years, he married Miss H.
M. Augusta, daughter of the late Hou. Joseph Hall,
then of Malden, Mass. The same year he connecte d
himself with Mr. J. D.Carleton in trade, and for the
past thirty-seven years has applied himself assiduously to business. He was an active and successful
business man, although very quiet in his demeanor,
and esteem of all who knew
commanding the
him. His position in the firm with which he was
was
connected, as book keeper and
very laborious; aud not until he was obliged by failing health, some few years since, would he relinquish
his labors to others; and in his profession he was
considered "lirst among his equals.” He was n man
of the strictest integrity, strongly devoted to his
principles, and was a very generous friend of the
poor.
In politics Mr. Norwood was of the old school line
of Democrats, and believed strictly in and adhered
to the
of our Democratic forefathers.
The funeral services were held at his residence on
Sunday 14ht, and was attended by a large concourse
of citizens, and a very large delegation of Masons,
of which order he was an esteemed member. The
funeral services by Rev. T. M. Davies, and the Masonic burial service at the grave, by D. D. G. M.
Clark D. Smalley, of Rockland, were very impressive.
Com.

American House, Belfast,
Tuesday, Wednesday ant! Thursday, June 13,11,13.

Soap Makers.

JUST

A

respect

ful

correspondent,

RECEIVED!

I.OT OF FI TEST KATE

andl'ure.
.'soap.

POTASH.

VERY STRONG-

WHITE
Mukc« bi-autl-

Mr. Win. II. llergom of this city, informs us that
he has hern afflicted with chronic catarrh for several
years, and it readied such a state as to deprive him
of the sense of smelling, and greatly impaired his
hearing, lie has been under Dr. LighthiH’s treatment for two weeks, and can now smell as well as
he ever could, and has regained his hearing.

GARMENTS & SUITS.

Dress Goods!
A great

T. W. PITCHER & CO.,

Neckties.
which

WM. O. POOR & SON,
Johnson’s Block, Belfast.

t«7

Ladies’ Boots.
I would call the attention of

SHIP NEWS.

the ladies of Belfast and vicin-

OF BELFAST.

ity to my large stack of BOOTS,

ARRIVED.

SLIPPERS, TIES, &c., which

May 17th, Br. schr. Cuba,(of St. John, N. B.) Bald
win, 25 days from Cienfuegos, to R. Sibley & Son;
sells. Matilda, Sprague, Swan Island; E. L. Wilson,
Patterson, Rock port; Waldermar, Duncan, Bangor,

offer at the very cheapest prices. I am receiving daily
splendid bargains in Kid, Serge,

I

Emma, Burgess, Carver’s
May 18th,
Harbor; Eveline, White, Salem; D. K. Arey, Ryan,
Boston; Mary Farrow, Foss, Bangor for New Lonsells. Martha

May 19th, Victoria, (of Stockton,) Treat, Bangor;
Young Chief, Frye, Camden; Isabel, Faruurn, Rock-

now

and Eoxed Button Boots.which
I

sonville.

am

selling very low. Call and

examine

Black Cashmeres!
CHEAPER THAN EVER.

Selling

from 75 cts. to $1.25 per

yd.

i

13 Phenix

Row, Belfast.

than

to

&

Hosery

sell at low

BUTTON

prices.

KID

ever

before offered in this

city.

Buttrick’s Patterns
Full line for

PRINT© !

Spring and

Summer.

Catalogue

free.

CHOICE

H.H. Johnson & Co.
Have

received their

just

Spring

MILLINERY!

(all perfect)

6 Cents per

MILLINERY!!

yard.

PATTERNS

8 Cents per

yard.

Stock of

Hats, Bonnets,

Brown & Bleached Cottons.

C :o:

Prices l

Lowest

Mrs.

-C

:o:

AND

Spring Sacques!

Laces,

Ready made at LO \VER PRICES than
customers can make them.

Silks,

Augusta.

Ribbons.

tf47

we

In

LOWEST

PRICES !

CARPETINGS

“

Pickle

Casters.”

Come and

SUPERIOR QUALITY

Frioes

AND FINISH.

Low,

Very

Us

Try

purchasing

JEWELRY

In the matter of

IlENRY

WYMAN, Bankrupt.

i

\

Weight Carpetings!

At 07 At 75 cts. per vd-

DRESSMAKING

DISTRICT OF MAINE, SS.—At Belfast, the 11th
day of May, A. D. 1870.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his apX pointment as assignee of Henry Wyman, of
Belfast, in the County of Waldo, and State of Maine,
within said District, who has been adjudged a Bankrupt upon Petition of his creditors, by the District
Court of said District, March 15th, 1870.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.

43

Best Quality $ Wool Superfine
81.00

per

tf-H

Lumber Yard

■>5 Different Patterns of

-I N-

Tapestry Carpetings
a

M. R.

HEREBY
public,

Cooper,

informs his old customers and
that he has opened a

^NOTICE.
mv wife, Sarah M. Martin, has lef,
board without justifiable cause
any person trusting her on my acI shall pay no bills of her contracting.

WHEREAS
my bed and
I
forbid
hereby

count,

as

Searwnont, May 20,

the

rare

opportunity for customers
good selections at

to

NATHANIEL MARTIN.
3w47*

1870.

Boston

Boots & Shoes
AT-

Prices!

W. T. COLBURN’S

NEW LUMBER YARD

City Block, High Street.

At the foot of Main Street, near the Railroad Depot,
where he will keep constantly on hand Sawed Timber of all dimensions, Pine, Hemlock and Spruce
Boards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities.

Larthes, Cement, Lime, Sand and Hair.
M. it.
tf-44

Belfast, May 1, 1870.

COOPER.

Oil

Oloths,
Hemp Oarperings,

on

of the New Road neat

3d,

Saturday,

Spccilications given

Searsmout,

on

the

ground at time of sale.

A L EX. WOO I) M A N. > Select men
I. A. MAURI NEK. }
of
O. D. WILLSON.
) Searsmont.
Iw47
May 22, lh?G.

Commissioners’ Notice.
SS.—We
subscribers, having
WALDO
appointed by the Hon. Wm. M. Rust, Judge
of
to receive
examine the claims
been

the

Probate, Esq.,

and SUMMK.lt STYI.ES

and

of creditors to the estate of Samuel Y. Runnels late
of Stockton deceased, represented insolvent, do
hereby give notice that six months are allowed to
said creditors to bring in and prove their claims;
and that we shall attend that service at 8. F. Ellis'
store at Sandy Point, on the first Saturday of July
LEVI STAPLES.
and December, A. D. 1870.
L. L. HALL.
3w*7

received,

ju«t
and .Selling at the Lowest possible prices.
Ivlattmgs. SPRING
Hags, Feathers, FINE BOOTS &
SHOES,
<5z^o-, tSc-o., eSc-o.
Of the Latest Stylos constantly
hand.

Straw

Notice to Road Builders.
will let the

to sell
Magic Chimney Cleaner, Dish
Washer, Egg Beater, Cork Puller and Duster (5 articles in
one). Sells at every house,
i_
store, saloon and shop at a BIO PROFIT. Everybody buys as soon as they see it. The best selling
article in the country. Samples and terms (very
liberal) postpaid 10c. 'Buy at Headquarters and get
bottom prices.
Manufactured by S. P. WORMWOOD, 0«>y Washington St., Boston,Mass.—S4w47

Forbes' Store.)

TAPESTRIES!

1ST E "W

in the east part of Searsmontr
AGENTS I WESain’l Donnellsbuilding
at 1 o’clock P. M. Plan and*
the
June
sow«■

(Over

ALT.

3w47

every

MRS. RICHARDS.
MISS SOUTHWORTH.
No. 11 Main Street, Belfast.

yard.

NOTICE.

I____
■

DEPARTMENT,

always ready with NEW STYLES
and good advice.
tyDON’T FORGET THE PLACE ja

persona who have unsettled accounts with
the undersigned are requested to call and settle before June 1st.
W. AT. GRIFFIN, Agt.
tf-10
Stockton, May 1C, 187G.

r«
Iu RonL-r.iTYti.tr

flMIE

MRS. lUCIIARDS IN THE

Is

Belfast, April 20, 1870.

STORE.

I!“"kruP«M-

Articles
-A X-

make

HERVEY'S

Choice

yard-

elsewhere.

H. H. Johnson & Co.

TABLE

KNIVES,
FORKS. SPOONS, &e„

at

selecting our Full Stock of Millinery,
and with our Popular Milliner, we
feel assured that we offer very

Yery Great Bargains
Extra

For Vocal Music alone, $0.00 per Quarter.
For Voeal and Instrumental Music, $10 per Qtr.
Thus placing the very best instruction within the
easy reach of all. Any person desiring further information will please call at her residence.
2w4?

Silver Plated Ware.

Ingrains

50 Cents per

Proposes

TERMS.

our

We intend to give all of our customers
perfect satisfaction.

Before

1’ltICES

ItlDIdl)

offer at the very

Mrs. H. A. Carter
to give instruction to a class in Vocal and
Instrumental Music in this city. After the most
faithful study of her art, having graduated from the
Chicago Opera House in 1808, and having the highest
recommendations from P. P. Bliss, Prof. Ludden,
II. P. Palmer and other eminent musicians; also,
having had fifteen years experience in teaching at
Chicago, Joliet, Lockport and Black River Falls, as
well as in the Fast, she flatters herself that she Is
amply qualified to teach sacred or secular music of
any grade.

just arrived.

All of

Look at

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC!

the Ladies of Belfast and
to inspect their

Which they will have constantly on hand
that customers may try style before
purchasing'; and having taken
advantage of the

Nottingham Laces ?
A new assortment

In tho most Desirable Shades.
which

Southworth,

Cordially invite

Trimmed Bonnets and Hats,

Maine.

Concern:—
Dr. C. 1C Lighthill a few years since treated one
of my sons for sore eyes, and it gives me
pleasure to
recommend him to all needing his services, as my
son was very much benefit ted by him.
D. AI DEN.
Augusta, Oct. 20th, 1875.

Miss

vicinity

—AND-

Cure of Diseased Eyes—Statement of Col.

Richards

O

during

it may

"■

SELLING AT THE

FLOWERS.

gladly testify, that Dr. Light hill completely cured
of deafness in my right ear, which lias troubled
for the past 20 years, and my left one, which also
became quite deaf
the past year. 1 will be
glad to give any information concerning the veracity
ot this statement to any one calling
upon me. I reside on brimmer St., Brewer, and have been a resident of this locality for 20 years.
Wm. F. Doe.
I

prices.

J. W. CLARK,

prepared

TWO

Cheaper

FULL BLOOD (Herd-book) Hereford Bull, 1 year old, of flood size
and build, will be sold or exchanged
fora good cow or pair ot oxen, ('all
on or address
FUKKJ1 AN ATWOOD.
3\v40*
Monroe, May 10, 1370.

me

District of Maine.
—or—

GOODS!

GLOVES!

A

me

In the District Court of the United States for the

principles

full line of

Hamburgs

we are

variety in Spring Shades,
25 Cents per yd.

Blooded Stock!

IIaxgor, Dec. 30, 1875.

OF

10 Cents pier Pound.

a

Agents.

COLLARS & CUFFS!

[Editorial from the Dally Kennebec Journal.]

a

For

have

the sole

ALSO A FINE LINE OF

hand every article wanted
for the manufacture of

and Best

offered.

BUSK

Can be consulted at the

To whom

MEN’S

we are

WHITE

yard.

on

4\v47

Johnson,

Capt.

style

trimming

DOUBLE

much called for

Knickerbocker Dress Goods!

a

DINSMORE & SON.

Belfast for Boston every Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, at 2. IV M.
Will leave

new

H. H. JOHNSON &c CO

Deafness, Blindness 1 Catarrh.

STEAMER

low.

CORS ET

and to all those

Notice.

Special

remarkably

full assortment of

a

yd.

81 Main St., Belfast, Me.

Dinsmore & Son are making a change in
their business, and all persons owing them
MUST SETTLE I T inside of THIRTY
DAYS or they will be obliged to leave
their accounts with a lawyer for collec-

are

everything pertaining

so

Cash

CHEATER than any

which

Worsted Fringes, Malta Laces, Gimps.
and
to the
line.

propose to cut aud manufacture

GARMENTS &

DINS MORE & SON
Will SLLL

WOOL

Balerua Bress Goods!

We would

Bring tlie

Plain

$1.75.

—

Only 20

Slippers!

good Hoe all wool

a

AND

Stripe

THE

KATAHDIN,
CAMBRIDGE,
Wm. R.
J. P.

In

Boston.

at

ENGLISH

s r 1: U I A I, T Y

Alden of

May 21st, schs. Sarah, Hamlin, Bangor; G. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth for Rondout.
May 22d, schs. Senator, Condon, Bangor; Banner,
Hodgdon, Portsmouth, N. H.; E. B. Stearns, Tripp,
Bangor for Bristol.
May 23d, schs. Nathan Clifford, Carter, Bangor for

in Plain and

BLACK SILKS !

tion.

and 3 months.

PORT

Drap'de'ete. Black Alpacas

Black Cashmeres, Black Mohairs, Black
Hernani, Black Grenadine.

KNICKERBOCKERS

SPLENDID QUALITY OF

—

lv\47

Ellsworth, May 11th, Miss Sarah E. Fox, aged

and

Goods cannot be surpassed.

Our stock of Black

Black

COTTON

BOSTON,

Phenix Row, Belfast,
3fay 2-1, 1870.

day.

ness men

REDUCED PRICES.

AT

la Dress Good,,

Am! under the charge of

NEW STYLES IN LADIES

SEALED

years.
Mr. II. has been a resident of the town some 35
years, and lias been a highly respected citizen. He
has frequently been called to till positions of responsibility in public affairs, and has always acquitted
himself with credit. He represented his district in
the State Legislature in the wi iter of 1871.
He was
a beloved husband and father, kind neighbor and
good townsman, and was always ready to help in
time of need, llis health has been gradually failing
for a number of years—during the last winter more
rapidly, with consumption. He was cheered and
sustained in all his sufferings by the Christian's hope,
and passed away in peace. His wife survives to
mourn his loss.
An only daughter and her husband
deceased ten years ago.
In Rockland, May 17th, Mrs. Susan C. Bryson,
aged (»(» years, 1 month 23 days.
In Rockland, May 15th, Frankie, son of Jacob and
Abby Winslow, aged 1 year and 1 month.
In Thomaston, May 13th, Mrs. Sarah A., wife of
('apt. Simon Shibles, aged 70 years, 1 month and 1

in

COTTONS I

Knickerbockers. De Beiges, Plaid

-AND-

Buckle Shoes

ss.

PROPOSALS for collecting the State,
County and Municipal 'faxes of said City for the
current municipal year will be received by the City
Clerk until six o’clock P. 31., of the 5th proximo.
The City Council reserves the right to accept any
one of said proposals or to reject all of the same.
Per < O der,
EMERY P.OARDMAX, City Clerk.
2\v47
Belfast, May 22, 1870.

Obituary not ices tbeyond the Date, Xante and Age
must be paid for.
In Union, May 4th, Mr. Levi V. llastinga, aged Co

aged

BROWN AND BLEACHED

cheap.

secured at WoodIRVING, Geu’l Agt.

Belfast,

of

cheap.

very

they

CLOAK

They

City

1JIED

years

selling

we are

we

be

Johnson’s Block. Belfast.

In

REMNANT PRINTS

cement

and Good School Boots lor Girls at

Specialty Stare,

In Lincolnville, May ^Otli.by Fred B. Dunton Esq.,
Mr. Emery Moraug and Mrs. Lovica Thomas, both
of Lincolnville.
In Montville, May 13th, by Rev. Wm. S. Stevenson,
Mr. Woodbery Marden nd Miss Sarah E. Gilchrist.
In Vinnlhaven, May 13th, Freeman N. Stover and
Elsie Crockett, both of Vinalhaven.
In Rockland, April 13th, Mr. Otis Lord and Miss
Lucy A. Spear both of Rockland.
In Thonmston, May 10th, Mr. James D. Ronimus,
of Boston, Mass., and Miss H. Florence Starr, of
Thonmston.
In Union, May 13th, Mr. Nathaniel D. Gould and
Miss Nellie K. Pavson. both of Warren.

22

NEW LOT OF

A

time.

Augusta, Nov. 24, 1875.

MARRIED.

PERCALES,

-A. T-

an<l

SHERIDAN! MACK’S

in

Prints, Cambrics, Cretonnes,

Rest quality made

majority

special bargains

We lia\e

which

iX ALL COLORS.

THE HEROES OF 76’

Fifth District Convention.

a

Y

R

NOTICK

Children’s Boots

service, and which they will sell

Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only 3b Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address

The members of the Democratic party of the Fifth
Congressional District of Maine are hereby notified
to choose delegates to attend a Convention to be
held at Noroinbega Hall, Bangor, June 13, 1876, at
1 o’clock, 1*. M.f to select twodelegates to attend the
Democratic National Convention to be held at St.
Louis, the 27th of June, 1S7G. The basis of representation w ill be a delegate for every City, Town and
Plantation in the District, and one delegate for every
seventy-five votes east for the Democratic Candidate
for Governor in 1872, and an additional delegate for

Goods!

Offer them at prices much LOWER than ever
offered in this city before. We refrain from
quoting prices, and the public can satisfy themselves by calling mid examining our well selected stock, that
our goods are Cheaper than
those who quote prices in
their advertisements.
We near. just what we say, and invite the
public to give us a call.

k. W. Burkett & Go’s.

Iw47.

1870.

full assortment of

a

1ST

O

T

Auctioneers.

For Ladies, which are the best fitting
boots in the United States.
-o'.

S

LARGE and varied Stock of

a

CarpetingS Dry

This sale presents a rare opportunity for those
wrauting a Horse or Carriage for their own use, or
such as want to replenish their Livery Stock.
THE STABLES and SHEDS connected therewith will be rented on reasonable terms, which
will at all times command the patronage of the
Hotel doing the largest business in Bangor with
which It has for so many years been connected.
Sale positive. Terms cash.
K. S. PRESCOTT.
EDWARD LEAVITT,

YORK

-C

O
with

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

Horses, many of which are very tine and valuable animals for family use.
G Plnetons from the best manufactories.
5 Rockaways of make well known.
G Carryalls a part of which are nearly new.
7 Top Buggies of good style and linish.
0 Open Wagons in good order.
4 Express Wagons.
23 Harnesses, many of which are of good stock and
in line order.
Also a great variety of Shawls, Blankets, Halters,
&c., &e.

French Kid Boots

Which

Is the best Voiee Tonic in the world!

W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros, &
Bird. Boston, wholesale agts.
Jy20

the oeiebraterf

SIL LIMAN’S

Night Only!

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort

COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Pliiladelpla.

O-

Saturday, May 27,1876. C A S

agreeable in its effects that it positively
Cures Without Sneezing!

As a Troche Powder, Is pleasant tothota^te,
and never iiam-eates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

:o:

They are thoonly Agents for

IN

Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, <jre.,
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in

Shoes

very

remedy ever put together by medical science land.
Mav 20th, schs. Lois V. Chaples, 3 m, (of Belfast,)
for Rheumatism, Wounds, Swellings, Burns,
Chaples, New Bedford, to load at Camden for JackCaked Breast, &c., is the Centaur Liniment.
There are two kinds. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Y'ellow Cen-

They

BOOTS 8c SHOES

don.

The latest, greatest, and most reliable

DINSMORE i SON’S.

13

ON Tin: PRICES OF

23

HA YFORD HALL

specialty.

sitting Rooms,

Wednesday, May 31st, 1876,

The entire stock of that well known
establishment, consisting of

somo

One

On

H. H. Johnson & Co.,
HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM

AUCTION!

at 10 o’clock

Rio Janerio.

Ar. at Seville, May 3d, sch. T. II.
Livingston, McDonald, New York.
Sid. from Cadiz, May 13tli, sch. Fred A. Carle,
Condon, Gloucester.
At Hong Kong, April loth, bark Wealthy Ten die
ton, Blanchard, uuc.
Sid. from Melbourne, March lvuh, ship Frank Pendleton, Nichols, London.
Cld. from Philadelphia, May 13th, brig I. W. Parker, Brackett, Cork for orders.
Ar. at New York, May 10th, sob. Dione, Warren,
Jacksonville.
Ar. at Cardenas, May 8th, bark Emma F. Herrimau, Whittier, Havana.
Ar. at Bangor May 17th, sell. Win. Stevens, Klwell,

AT

at the

Belfast.

Sid. from New Orleans, May 10th, sell. Jachiu,
Geteliell, Shieldsboro* Mass.
Sid. from Cardiff, May 18th, bark Helen Angier,

to

and for Costiveness in young or old there is
nothing in existence so effective ami reliable.

Stylish

Prices of Admission, 35 & 50c

Children Cry For C astoria. It is as
pleasant to take as honey, and is absolutely
harmless. It is

McKinley,

NOTICES.

XoiiTiiroKT. The Democrats of Xorthport arc
requested to meet in Caucus at the store of Win. A.
Pendleton, Saturday, the 3d day of June next, at 4
o’clock i\ M., to choose two delegates to the State
Convention to be held at Bangor, June 13th, also to

Pills, Potions unci Pungencies.
A
in.

LMORANDA
Ar. at Boston, May 17th, sell--. A. Hayford, Kane,
Jacksonville, having b«-en only 28 days on tin* round
trip from Belfast; 18th, Bride of the Fast, (of Ellsworth) Lord. Bennire.
Ar. at New York, .May ISth, sell. Annie L. MeKeen,
McKein, Jacksonville.
('id. from New York, May 17th, sell. Almon Bird,
Drinkwater, Queenstown for orders.
Ar. at Baltimore, May lath, sell. John McDonnell,

—O F—

Livery Stable Stock
It is an acknowledged fact that it' you want
the very nicest, best fitting, and most

Reduction

Continued

GREAT SALE

Mistake about It!

na

(Br. Baldwin, Sr. Steven-. N. B.

GRAND CONGRESS OF

SPECIAL

There is

M

prepared in a scientific manner and to alIt will not and cannot
ways give satisfaction.
disappoint you. Try it once. Ask for Dr.
Morris’ Svr'up of Tar, Wild Cherry and Ilorehound, and take no other. Trial size, 10 cents.
W. o. Poor & Son. sole agents for Belfast. A.
J. Jordan, agent for Orland. R. B. Stover,
agent for llucksport.

This

The

running.
by
'■•‘pie-, of Belfast, who called J'. U. Siinonton, Esq.,
f‘ aiinlen, to tin- chair; Geo S Silsbv of Winter's as made
Secretary. Some one wanted to pro! to business, but Siinonton was bound to run
ncern strictly according to National rules, und
It

t

-*

D

Bristol.
May 21 til, Cuba.
to repair.

and

clear tlie throat, ulceration.-, scabs from ulcers,
voice tillered, nasal twang, ollensive breath, impaired smell and taste, dizziness, mental depression. tickling cough, etc. Duly a few of the
above symptous are likely to he present in any
ea-e at one time.
When applied with Dr. Fierce's Nasal Douche, and accompanied with Dr. Fierce's Golden
Medical Discovery a- constitutional treatment,
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy produces perfect
cures oi tlie worst eases of Catarrh and Gama of
many years’ standing. This thorough course ol
medication constitutes the only scieutilic,rational. safe, and successful manner of treating lliis
odious di-ease that has ever been ottered to the
afllieted.

the Re-

Convention next month.

of

.■'i.r

delegate

SAILED.
May 17th, sch. William Tell, Mathews, Brewer.
May 18th, banjuentine I* red Eugene, Young,
Charlestown; sells. Forest Queen, Bobbins, Bangor;
Matilda, Sprague, Swan Island; Waldeinar, Duncan, Bangor.
May liUli. sells, Gentile, Barter, Isle au Hunt; Lillian, Kyat), Boston; Fannie \ Lilith, Bartlett, .New
York; Mary Farrow, Foss, New London, Conn.
Mav 20th, sell. l>a\ light, Reed, Bangor.
May 21st, brig B. W. Cochran, (Br.) Halifax, N. S.
sells. 1*. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carvers Harbor;
Martha F.mma, Burgess, fishing.
May 23d, sell. (*eo. Sliattuek, MoCartv. Boston;
Orion. l’atterson. New York; <ico. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Rondout; I). K. Arey, Ryan, Boston; Banner. Fattershall, Gloucester; F.. B. Stearns, Tripp,

Yon arc asked every day through the columns
of newspapers and by your Druggist to use
something for Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint
that you know nothing about, you get discouraged spending money with hut little success.
Now to give you satisfactory proof that Green's
Arnt's’i Fi.mvrii will cure you of Dyspepsia
and Liver Complaint with all its etl'ects, such
as Sour Stomach. Sick Headache, Habitual Costiveuess, palpitation of the Heart, Heart-burn,
Water brash, coming up of food after eating,
low spirits, ,tc., we ask you to go to your Druggist, It. II. Moody, and get a Sample liottle of
(i keen's August Flower for 10 cents and try
it, or a Regular Size for To cents, two doses
ti mos. 32 eow.
will relievo you.

on

Dull, heavy headache.obstructions of the naand the bones badly crushed. A grandson of ; sal passages, discharge lolling into the throat,
Jewett, on Tuesday was thrown from a horse j sometimes profuse, watery, acrid, thick and
tenacious mucus, purulent, muco purulent,
ingtip Cows, he was stunned. Augustus |
bloody, putrid, olfeiisive. He. In others, a dryof Jsearsport, on Saturday, fell from the
lies-, dry. w alery, weak, or inflamed eyes, ringof
a
in
Lane’s
in
ige
that ing in ears, deafness, hawking and coughing to
ship building
yard,
a

Sensible Advice.

Messrs, Jarrett and Palmer will on Juno
begin an attempt to travel from Jersey
City to San Francisco in 84 hours by rail.
1,

on

Constantly
prices ami

on

hand, and competition

assortment cannot

this locality.
We intend to make

department in
will always lind

be met in

Carpetings

manent

our

trade
hand.

a

on

BELFAST.

Travelling Hags

perStock, and the

good supply

on

Geo.W.Burkett& Co.
Hayford Block,

Trunks,

a

Church St.,
MAINE.

Anil Satchels,
Of all kinds, very LOW.
Come and get my Trices before buying, and I will
give you prices that will make it foV your interest
to

purchase.

W. T. COLBURN.
Belfast. May 3, 1876,

4w«

»

[The

ambitious

and

almost unintelligible

poem, written by Mr. Sidney Lanier for the
cantata sung at the opening ceremonies of the
Centennial Exposition, has been neatly travestied by the Arcadian as follows:]
The

Centennial
Resolution
Charcoal Men.

the

CANTATA

A
RKSPECTIH-I.Y

of

DEDICATED

TO THE

CENTENNIAL

COMMISSION.
1.
In this ancient caravan,

"Licensed vender, No. 10,”
Conic sweet thoughts of happier years,
Humbler smiles and dustier tears.
Grime and fail, grime and fall,
While tiie ylinkers run and call,
Y <*nder where my donkey goes

companion for

ofllciousness of service to strange young
ladies—for example, handing them into a
carriage, or offering them the side of the
walk to which they are not entitled—he
should be ready to give them a helping
hand in ease of au emergency, to pick up
whatever they may let fall, whether a
pocket hendkerchief or a toddling child,
and should finish the service with a polite
bow.

CATARRH.

Sweltering
Moving on

from his tail to nose,
with lazy pace,
below my resting place.
IL

Jus:

A Case of Six Years'

Standing,
accompanied by distressing
symptoms, cured by the

Charcoal! Charcoal! loudly here I’m crying,
While the boys are mocking me with glee;
Hearts within the tenements are sighing.
That my coal they cannot now be buying,
Some without Too dear are slow replying,
-Vo
It cannot be.

use

III.
Fourteenth street,

of thee—
Fifteenth, thee—thee, Avenue D—
Servants cry, ye cheat, atony
Younkers cry, charco*, atony !
Hunger cries, ye starve, atony
Donkey cries, Here will I stay

SANFORD'S

V.

December

VI.

praise to honest penny's grace,
praise to laborer’s blackened face.
Despite the du-t, despite the price,
1 now am sure of milk and rice.
How long, good shovel, O how long

Now
Now

most of any Medicine she ever used.

Sirs, Enclosed please find three dollars, for which
send three bottles of Sanford's Radical Cure
for Catarrh.
The last helped me the most of any
medicine I ever used.
Yours in respect,
Mrs. J.URA S. CHASE.
July 5, 1875.
Hardwick, Mass.
—

eharraun’s song
VII.

CATARRH.

range so high,
grows,
as the buzzards till the sky,
Long as the treasury leaks aud’flov, •»,
Long as poor Truth doth ling’ring lie,
Long a> tin* Thief to office goes—
long, dear coal-man, may thou cry
Thy con! through weary throat and iio:'

politician

From Gt;o. VV.

Shattuck, Esq., late Foreign
Entry Clerk, Boston Custom House.
Gentlemen,— I have boi n troubled with Catarrh
lor several years, tint by the use of your remedy it
has been greatly relieved. I his summer I have been
entirely

VIII.

Mister, I'm going to shut up shop; nevermore
You’ll see this chicken peddling coal from door
to

JHy

Helped her the

a* our Jaxe*
as the

mg

Long
Long

door.

heavens’ I’ll
tent as

run

for

office; I’m

as

they

That never saw a Sunday
senators' pay.

compe-

«chool,yet now
Kidney

A

Ire* from it.
I make use of it in my family
for cold- in the head, and find it au effectual remedy.
I can confidently recommend it to all who are simiYerv truly yours,
larly afflicted.
October 20, 1-74.
GEO. W. SIlATTUCK.

draw

PERSEVERE

Vener.

In the

of this remedy until
cured. It contains the great
healing elements of plants
in their essential form

Letter.

My promises,—Miss Molly,—No!

You shall not say I break them
And yet as men and women go.
It i* not wise to take them.
In Fashion’s hall.-, In giddy court-,
In tawdry show,—in pleasure,—
in every form that life disports,
Man fill* but one poor measure.
A god, to-day, in fond esteem
< >f
woman,—trusting creature—
To-morrow, sunk in vulgar dream
< *f low
exciting feature.
« die moment
soaring to the clouds
In lofty, bold conception,
Another, grovelling with the crowd.*
That skulk beneath deception.
Alike in fickleness,—beware
1 ru.-t you to no man’s seeming,
Lt-r your true heart should woo the air,
And sadly wake from dreaming.

<'*ntlemen,—I have kept Sanford’s Radical
r!:l ou hand since its first introduction in this vicinity, and the .sale and satisfaction in its use have
been unequalled by any other similar
preparation
within my knowledge.
\V. H. WILLIS, m. d.,
Druggist and Apothecary, Reading, Mas-.
September lu, 1"75.
(

and Devotion.

piety, temperance, health, cheerfulness,
a

Don’t fret; it only adds to your burden. To
work hard is very well, but to work hard and
worry too is more than human nature can bear.

Kach
Dr. Sanlord’s
lor sale by

package

tfSrUSE
the Great

Hope is the dawn of jov, and
light.

memory

Death. The author of “Aehsah” thus describes death:
He is a physician who comes
unbidden and to all alike. He has wonderful
power, and a clear vision that sees to the very
soul ol thing, lie tinds our hearts and
lays
them bare, lie lays his hands upon our weary
heads, and the tilings that have troubled us
trouble us no more. He conies with feet of
velvet, so softly, so swiftly, that even while we
sleep he may cure us without disturbing our
slumbers. Sent of (rod to rich and poor alike,
to kings and emperors and peasants, to all nation'- and peoples this good physician comes to
fultil Christ’s crowning peomise of rest to all
who are ‘weary and heavy laden.”1
The Best Loved Women*. It is the womanly women who are so tenderly reverenced
on earth, so
lovingly mourned and missed when
“lile’s littul fever over, they rest in peace.”
The mothers whose life and memory are God’s
instruments for tin- salvation of their sons, the
”believing wives who sanctify the unbelieving
husbands,” the sisters whose influence has
power to win a brother from his evil ways or
strengthen him in the path of light, thousands
ot women who have been to men
guardian angels In very truth, all belonged to the class of

womanly

SANFORD’S

Family

JAMAICA

Medicine.

at borne.
dayfree.

Agents wanted, Outfit and
XHLE it CO., Augusta, Maine.

a
terms

FOR THE CAMPIGN !
1 lie events of the Presidential
campaign w ill be so
and fully illustrated in ’I'll E keh
4 dll h 84 IT HI as to commend it to candid men of
all parties! We will send XHK WEEKLY EDITION
(eight pages) post paid, from now till alter election
lor iO CIS.; the SUNDAY EDITION, same
size,
at the same
price; or the DAILY, four pages, for
$3.00. Address T1IE 8l’y, New York City.

the

soul

remedies have

such

no

Words

cheap,

are

to the soul oi linn who loves what
is to the liotiv which it animates.

Words should ho subordinate to ideas. We
place the pedestal uu the head of the sta[Walter S. Lundor.

never
tue.

The trained intellect Is apt to eat out the
child's heart, and yet the “except ye become as
little children” stands unrepealed. [Professor
J. C. Sbairp.
In conversation shun the negative side. Nevej
worry people with your contritions, nor with
dismal views of politics or society. Never name
sickness; even if you could trust yourself on
that perilous topic, beware of unmuzzling a valetudinarian, who will soon give you vour iill of
it. [Emerson.

The

Polite

Thing.

etiquette of the street, says Harper’s Bazar, may be disposed of in a few
words
The privilege of recognition is
generally conceded to the lady, and when
she has made her salutation'the gentleman responds by
lilting his hat, and not
merely touching the rim of it, unless lie
desires to bo a llunkey. If only one of two
gentlemen in company be known and saluted by a lady, both should how. The
converse of this, however, is not
obligatory. Two ladies in company are not both
called upon to bow to a gentleman who is
known only to one.
A lady should rarely stop for, or be
stopped in the street by a gentleman. The
gentleman desirous of accosting a lady he
may meet, should turn and join her in
walking; and the lady, on the other hand,
if the wish for an interview originates
with her, should content herself with its
expression by a gesture, without a full
stop in the thronged street.
A gentleman walking with a young
lady, unless she is related to him closely
now or prospectively, does not otter his
arm unless some sudden emergency
may
arise which would seem to indicate that
its support or protection is required. The
left arm is ordinarily' given, with the obvious reason that the gentleman’s right
may be free for the defence he proffers.
The sandwiching of a gentleman between
two ladies has always an awkward look,
and seems to be opposed to all fitness of
things, by placing the man in his snug position apparently under the care of his female companions.
A gentleman may always leave another
gentleman with whom he may be in company to join a lady, and the act justifies itself; but he ought not to quit his male

he had in the market for

Farriers declare that
belore been in use.

and
ever

but the

proprietors

of these arti-

present trial bottles to medical men, gratis,
guarantee of what they say.

as a

The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper,

will cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Caked Breasts* Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet,
Chiilblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary
FLESH, BONE OR MUSCLE AILMENT.
We make no pretense that this article will

Cancer, restore lost bones,

key

soaked

give

But it wiJl

carcass.

flammation and

or

allay pain.
poison of

It will extract the
heal burns
Weak

scalds

or

health to

Over Coats

bites and

without

a

stiDgs,

to its

Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recommend your wonderful medicine to all our friends.”
James Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Centaur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.”

FASHIONABLE GOODS

FURNISHING GOODS

tough skin, flesh and musclc-s of

HORSES, MULES AND ANIMALS.
We have never yet seen a case of Spavin,
this Liniment would not
but

never saw

a

few

cure.

It will

spend $20, for

‘.o

cure
a

Sweeny,
Poll-Evil, which

speedily benefit,

cases

folly

or

we

wliicli it would not

when

anything

Farrier, when

can.
one

worth of Centaur Liniment will do better.

lowing is

and

C LT pr IT B
COLLARS!

time.”

“Yei.vmkton, o., March 2,1»74.
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling medicines we have ever had. The demand is very great
for it, and we connot alFord to be without it.
“P. II. HISKY & SON.”
Jefferson, Mo., Nov. id, isr.'i.
“Some time ago I was shipping horses to St. Louis.
I got one badly crippled in the car. With great difficulty 1 got him to the stable. The stable-keeper
gave me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which I
used with such success that in two days the horse
was active and nearly well.
I have been a veterinary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats
anything I ever used.
“A. J. M’CARTY, Veterinary Surgeon
postage stamp we will mail a Centaur Almanac, containing hundreds of certificates, from
every State in the Union. These Liniments are now
sold by all dealers In the country.
a

Al.L

OF

KINDS

stomjich und wind

sour

&\pel*

colic, regulates the bowels,

and may be relied upon in croup.
effective and perfectly safe ca-

And

anything you Want

XTECK: TIES!

I intend

Full

pleasant,
remedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cordials and Syrups. It does not contain alchohol, and
is adapted to any age.
By regulating the stomach and bowels of crow*
und sickly children they become good-natured
and healthy. They can enjoy sleep and mothers
a

bas e rest. The Castoria is put up at the Laboratory of,!. B. Kosk & CO., 4G Dev St., New York.

a

THIS

CLASS

OF

GOODS,
and Solicit Trade
L

LORD,

I^Terc-lrant. Tailor.
mi

Glorious News!

Large Decline

A. B.

MATHEWS,

No. 70 MAIN
Is

offering one of

STREET,

the Best Selected Stocks of

FURNITURE
USUALLY KEPT IN A

Furniture Store
CAN BE FOUND AT

J. <’ THOMPSON it SON'S

Ever offered in this city, at the Lowest L:
Prices. Walnut Goods, such as

*

ing

Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor
Tables Marble & Wood Top,
Hat Trees, Whatnots,Writing Desks, Looking Glasses, Extension Tables.
Side Boards, Ash and
Painted Setts.
-0-

AND WILL BE

SOLD

Constantly

hand all kinds of

on

CHAIRS, BEDSTEADS, BUREAUS,
JtC., &C. A GOOD ASS OR THE X11
SPRIXG BEDS, MATTRESSES

AXD

FEATHERS.

—AT-

EXTREMELY
Screw the

finger

tight

as
as you can,
that’s rheumatism; out* turn more, that’s gout,” ia a
familiar description of these two diseases.
Though
each may and does attack different parts of the
system, the cause, is believed to be a poisonous acid'in
the blood. Purify this by the use of

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.
do its work speedily and thoroughly.

It will
It is
the great friend of the sufferer from rheumatism and
SOLD in ALL DRUGGISTS.
gout.

THIS CLAIM-HOUSE ESTA8LISED IN 1865
obtained for Officers, Soldiers, and
PFN^IHNQ
T tllOlUllO

Seamen of Har
and
and tor their heirs. The law includes deserters and
those dishonorably discharged. If wounded,
injured, or have contracted any disease, apply at once.
Thousands entitled. Great numbers entitled to an
increased rate, and should apply
immediately. All
Soldiers and Seamen of the H All of l*]-£ w ho
served for any period, however short, whether disabled or not,—and all widows of such not now* on
the Pension rolls, are requested to send me their
address at once.
Man-V Who enlisted in 18G1-2 and 3
UUUI' 1 1
are entiled.
Send your discharges
and have them examined. Business before the P 4.
XE!W OI'FICE Solicited. Officers returns and
accounts settled, and all just claims prosecuted.
As I make no charge unless successful, I
request
all to enclose two stamos for reply and return of
papers. GEORGE E. LLMOX, Lock Box 17. Washington, D. C.
I recommend Captain Lemon as an honorable and
successful Practitioner.—s.A. Hurlbut.M. C.,4th Congressional District of Illinois, lato Maj.-’ieu’l U. S.
Vols. In writing mention name of this paper.

Hi

O

W

PRICES !
40

JUST RECEIVED

PICTURE FRAMES
Always on hand and made to order. Mouldings of the latest patterns, sueh as

Walnut. Rosewood and in Colors,
I would call

Metalic Cases, Caskets & Coffins
Which I tint prepared to trim in a manner
not to be excelled by any one, and at prices
warranted to suit. Remember the place, 70
Main Street. Granite Black, Belfast, Me.

A. B. MATHEWS.
3 os.'io

i. w. mm a col

EYES FOR THE BLIND!

m

ROIINTY'

Be Careful of Your

■

A

GREAT

OFFER !

.JLlflTS.iln
and lecond baud I»|.

dlnpoae of IOO new
VVOM A OlUvAlVS of fftr*t-clu**
niabers,
including WATERS’ (d lower price* than
•ver before offered.
H'ewfOctave Pi.
anoa/or$!OOBoxed andfthlpped. Term*

$40 caala and $10 monthly until paid. Hew
& Octave 4 Atop Orrana with book cloaeta
and atool warranted for
$100-$‘->0 caah
and $*montblj until paid. B lluatratealC'nta-

leg-uea mailed. AGENTS WANTED.

selecting Glasses

be sure they are well adapted
focus, and condition of your sight, i am
constantly adding to my large stock of

12s
In every Style and

Quality from

87 1-2 Cts. to

$50.00.

For Ladies and Gents 673 Dozen

HANDKERCHIEFS!
With slight Imperfections at

Half their "Value.

A TBTVCI
Your name on 60 Bristol
a AIJ Oa Cards for only 16c. Send
for them to-day. Agents wanted. Outfit loc.
Sample* free. Over 50 kinds. MEHKJLL
BROTHERS, Elm Block, Auburn, Ale.

-=0:0:0-

Spectacles
Making

it

50

with your name finely
printed, sent for 26c. We have 200 styles.
11 samples sent for
Wanted.
Ag-eut*

stamp.

A. II.

FULLER & CO., Brockton, Mass

TER WEEK GUARANTEED to
Agents, Alale and Female,in their
own locality.
Terms and Outfit
free. Address P. O. VICKERY &
Maine.
Ma

$77

CO., Augusta,
Augusta.

CC fn <tOn Per day at home.
IU
free.

Stikson &

Samples worth $1
Co., Portland, Ale.

OR SOUL CHARMING.’
“PSYCHOMANCY,
XT How either
may fascinate and gain the
sex

love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. This art ail can possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts;
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold. A
aueei* book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s.

Philadelphia.

as

complete

OE

CORSETS!
THAT BEATS THE WORLD.

be found in the State.

and Steel ISolvs.

A SEA-SIDE RESORT.
One of the most charming and healthful
the NEW ENGLAND COAST, within

locations

on

Four Miles of the State House in Boston,
has lately been brought into market by the
BOSTON LAND COMPANY,
who arc rapidly developing their immense
property
und throwing it open to the public. Bordered on the
one aide by the

BItOAD

ENQUIRE FOR OUR

LOT

on

ATLANTIC

the other

by the

inner

Harbor of Boston,

with all ita innumerable attractions, having
hourly
communication with the city, the heart of which is
reached in less than half an hour, by the new nnrrow-guage route of Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn
Railroad, it offers to all who are seeking health and
pleasure an opportunity which seldom occurs, to
possess
at

A SEA-SIDE RESIDENCE,

reasonable price. The Company are now preto offer at private sale many most desirable
ocatious; and on Tuesday, the sixth of June, they
propose to throw' open
a

f>ared

ENORMOUS STOCK OF

PR I NTS,CAMBRICS
AND

COTTONS
Prices Will be Made at the Counter.

I1K.VLKRS

AT PUBLIC SALE.
SEVERAL MILLIONS OF FEET,
which w ill be sold to the highest bidder, without
any reservation whatever, except suitable restrictions as to the style of buildings to be erected, etc.
Full descriptive circulars, with schedule of the
land to be sold and other days of sale, also free tickets from Boston to and from the sale, sent to
any
address on application to
Xo. 48

BOSTON LAND COMPANY,
Congress Street, Itoom 12, Boston. Mass.
4w45

be

G.

Court held
the County of Waldo,
A.
L).
1870.
May,

oil

T.

j

physicians,

most

clergymen,

eminent

and

entirely

are

$100,000 00 T J

Sold

Grand

nv

Agents wanted

rremium

AND

SOKES ON A LI,

n

ill to-

sell Tickets

whom

r.

Libera

a

t■ -i..'

-ix I ickets
Twelve Tick*-single Ticket.-. *
$10, Twent\-T ivt ! icket.- $ J"
Fur < irculars containing a full ii-* of Frizes, Mat:
ner of Drawing, See
address
Olhc-, Exchange Building, Lori* llo\ 44»
(.'••r. Kuce and Lungwort!;.
Cinriunati, O

CURES
OTHER ILLS OF

Capita!

■=

OINTMENT
AND

Irt

Prize. S25.000

0*8 1‘HIZi:.
flllOIIII
n
o.\K i-iiiai:
tt.tMio
in
t\io rm/i'«
«i ooo
nvt i-iii/iv.
Film
C;i»),
It *?-\Vhole number
rrlf.ee l.imo1
ftir’Tot.i! ainouut of <.»•»!» I*ri/«** <iO OOO
Aim*. 1,5'M) (>old and >ilver Level Hunting Watch
worth from $_•" •< 8 '•r"> each
Family Si-wm• each,
Gold Chain's, Silver
Machines, worth •?
w are. Jew in
V
iAggregate number of Gift

Lowell, Mass.,
Analytical Chemist'.
Druggists and Dealers in Medioin.

by all

IliNtrihuteil Tuetulay. July 4.

T« **e

harmless.

receive

«

s£CU R

■-

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
4^“ Wit ness the names of Gentlemen who testify
extraordinary merits
A. Ilayford, Esip, Ex-Mayor,
Belfast, Me.
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison Hayford, Farmer,
1’. M. Mood\, Horse trainer,
S. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery stub!**, Rockland
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No Searsport,
Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
.J. \V. Black, Deputy Sheriff,
J. M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop of Liv. Stable Stockton.

IN

boo pounds and is a very superior Jack.
Those who consider mules more protitable lor farm
stock than horses should improve this opportunity.
Terms $10 to warrant a foal;
for the season.
All mares disposed of considered with foal. Gash or
conditional note at time of first service. All mares
left with me, will be well cared for, but at the owner’s risk. Board
per week on liny; pasture SI
per week.
THOMAS STOKER.
4w44
Morrill, May 1, 1S7G.

G HOC I!

Belfast, within and for
the second'1 uesduy ol

17^LIZA

estate ol said deceased among his heirs.
Ordered, That the said Eliza J. Moody give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be served upon Mary M.llall and llenry
B
Hall, fourteen days before the 2d Tuesday of
June, and also published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of said June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—It. P. Field, Register.

HENRY H.
v

With late Hon. Win.

for

HOTH OltNA.MKNTAI

MARINE INSURANCE BROKER,

IM.

H8

AND

it.

0

L

t

P

I J l\

CALL and SEE
ot all

tut usso)

tniL-nt cl

/nid* *,

u*i;

i!!y found 1l

h

First-Class Tailoring Establishment

IMil-T],

,v

i

WOOLEN GOODS!

STew

AD* rrimmings to correspond. ntdch are belli,
manufactured to“ order by tii -t In— workimu at n
low prices a- the times will all*-i t
,'| ill
'I ancheby lu
PUT Tlisin du-lide.l
uU I I IKU
■

SEE

MAIN

FURNISHING

GOODS

ot all kinds. I \ 1 1 H **H.LAlts. in ail >)'.*,
..aaiall the uthei better ci.e!

IT

H.

LORD

L.

BOTTLE

Horse

FOR

A.

Rake !
<

'li cuhtr.

D.

ATWOOD, Wluterport, Me.

Mast, Spar

Agt.

FOR

SALE

JOINERS,
WORKS: Iinrtou sir,,

&C

i
i.

j

LIVERPOOL.

Ibis linn conlidentlv as>ure the masters and own
ers oi ships that they have the
of facilities hr
executing ever■> brunch of ship work. tor hot it wood
en and iron ships, in a uianio r
guaranteed to gi.
sat is fact it n.
tt'JO

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

Room

rs, SHIPSMITHS,

& Blockmakers,

OFFICE: o Wut.rl.,,,

Iron Ware!
D.

FRENCH'S Stove Store,

SHIPWRICH

<i« n.

GRANITE

A.

AT

HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO

Agents Wanted.
KltKl*

SALK

DEXTTISTRV!

Papers

DR. G. P. LOMBARD,

——AND-

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at tnc old stand or
in. Moore, corner of Church and
spring street-. Has all the latent
instruments
for operating upon teeth, iit
Improved

BORDERS

MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

VERY LOW AT

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

I

itud tedious titan bv the old methods. Teeth
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons
He has the country right for the use of

all Bilious Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss
Appetite, Jaundice, and every trouble caused
)y a disordered Stomach and Liver.

Carefully prepared
WM

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1870.

Where >ou

& II. W. BRACKETT, named Executors in
• a certain instrument
purporting to be the last
will and testament of Allen Brackett late of Lincolnville in said County of Waldo, deceased, huving presented said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said J. A. & ILW.Brackett give
notice to all persons Interested by
causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks successively
In the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for suid County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. P. Field. Register.

JA.

from the

original Keciple by
O POOR & SON,
Johnson Block,

can

And

a

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making and inserting

Paints, 0 ils & Varniskes
PURE LEAD AND OIL
X, MASURY & SONS Ready Made Colors Tor
interior and exterior oi’ Houses, Barns,
Fences, Ac. Call and see before purchasing else
J.

Fainting

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Mo.

LARGE STOCK of

3inf

Drugs. Medicines. Trusses, &c.

Millinery!

Geo. G. Wells
JJ

vhere

the estate of

j

are now

a

large

and fine lot of

FIVE CENTS EACH !

our

The

tf44

same

has been

selling

for ten.

A

good

asoit-

Piano for Sale !
f XCH1.LEN l l’l.Wo. OF liOUD MAKi.
\\ ill be sold at a bargain
anil in tine order.
the Journal < >tflo*
at
Applv
if 14
Belfast, Feb. 2V, 1870,

VN

Foreclosure Notice.
■lirilKULAS.I.l MAN SAIHiEAXTofMontvlIU-,
\\ in the ( ounty of Waldo, aud State of Maine,
du the twenty third day of October, A I). 1806, mort
gaged t me, the subscriber, h\ his mortgage deed
id that date, a certain parcel of laud situated in
Moutville, and fully described in said mortgage
ieed, which is recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
book 134, Page 4.VJ, to which record reference is
hereby made tor a description of the premises; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has beeu
aroken, I claim to foreclose the same, and tor that
purpose give this public notice according to the

Statute in such

cases

made and provided.
MARI A. FRAN AN.
3w45

Moutville, May 11, 1876.

inent of

Millinery Openings,

prepared to MAKE, TRIM or SHOW
is pretty styles of HATS, for about one half of the
uoney as cun be had in Boston, and at prices that
nn’t be surpassed in Belfast. Please give us a call
>efore you purchase elsewhere.
H£i“01d Bonnets Bleached, Pressed or Cleaned,
lemember the place.
B. F. WELLS,
tf42
17 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
tnd

just received

Different brands, which he is selling for

they visited several

Extensive

rITIIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
jL concerned that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of

popular Milliner Miss
just returned from Boston,

AS

CIG-ARS,

Millinery!
WELLS and
\yfltSBROWN, have

insert-

prefer

WARRANTED!

For

•—

„

iron Ware !

CLASS

Artificial teeth.

EVERY

and

GRANITE

STREET.

FIRST

INDIAN BITTERS!
Try

jfti

Sw G

WAPL1N & MERPILI/S

OSGOOD'S

An Old and Reliable Medicine.

(874

A T

The Great Spring Tonic!

WM-

%
\

_-=«J

tor

Iron Ware!

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I). 1870.
II. MANSFIELD, Executor of the estate
of \\ illium Mansfield late of
Winterport in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
uls second account for allowance.
Ordered, That tlie said Executor give notice to all
by causing a copy of this order to
persons interested
be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have,
the
same
should
why
not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. P. Field, Register.

...

»&• 5

*

■'

•Vi^OuWGIASS.BDTTLES&C.

Borns'

G R A XI T K

be<t
tie-

Agent of the Boston Marine Insurance Company,
For Skakspokt and Vicinity, and Agent tor the
sale of BITCH RINK LL’MBKK and UMBER, for
From W. L. BECKS’
Siiip Orders, Bridges, Stc.
Mills at liucksville, S. C.
ls?6.
?ml2*
Me.,
Searsport,
April 26,

KNOWLES, Creditor of Benjamin Sidelinger
• late of Trov, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition that he may be appointed Administrator on said deceased estate.
Ordered, That the said Knowles give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday oi
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

IfifMTJIIBM

j- i, AS:••?{.-• *,• tofiYUTeTVittttttrcussW MV£
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Agents

Send f\;r

past ten years)

«V,«
.•
•'••■•

i

MBfYSASS MFC CO

and

Tucker.

GRANT,

McGilvery

'•■

A-

Hotel.

rrillK BAII.V BENCH WRINGER.
The
X. clothes wringer in the market. Call and v
fore purchasing elsewhere. For sale at
1.. .J. MO BISON' A Co*s. 52 Main >!., Belfast.
3uio.sl3

S>'

,:tcV S’:
•-

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

Wringers.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
May, A. D., 1870.

with the

X

Globe Mills Standard Spices-

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1**75. -tfl3

J, MOODY, heir of Frye llall, lute of
Ll Belfast ill said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a peiiilon for partition of the real

Daily

Wholesale

CALL

B. f.

/*

*.•

Coffocs Roasted
Patent Roaster.

-r‘
.•IWBUIIHSTlTOTE

KS,

PORTLAND. MIL

HAVE

J. D. Tucker.

,.f

;?:!>-•

•:?l;

Nos. 175 A m Commercial Street.

ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
lirst days of June, July, August and -September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed ou* same, the first Mondays of Jum
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from y to TJ A. AL, and to 4 I*. Al.
Saturdays Bank closes at l c, noon.
J oin H. Qi imijy, Trens.
ASA FAUN< F, Prest.
Belfast, June 8th lb?4.
tf

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

PiVp.

& Co„

Champlin

WHOLESALE

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
In Custom House Square, are
prepared to re

American

ii«r>

Belfast. Me

Something

Savings Bank.

% -i:iLl i

RICHARD n. MOODY
€«ei»*»ral Auem
Apothecary

and
tfl5

Twitchell,

Jack

May. Kentucky Boy weighs

C^jgj^

SRAKSPOKT. M K.
Druggist

Spanish

i ll hill SAlllER,

SPECIALTIES.
KENTUCKY BOY!
ILL STAND AT THE STABLE OF Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses
J
W
/ the subscriber, in Morrill, during
Coffees.
the month of

Belfast

SWISS’

AND M \ N T OTHERS.

Fn pared Bv

*,‘Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Repairing, shot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot
clo?e.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, 1870—tf

MEULo

TSPS

•*

READ,

The Celebrated

rms

•*

Machine Attachments,

Sewing

of

LUTHEIt DAVIS, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo,deceased, by giving bond as the
aw directs; he therefore requests all persons who
ire indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to 1dm.
JAMES 1). LAMSON.

l'hev purge
stimulate tin-

ARABIAN

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

Belfast, within and for

at

blood; they

safe aud

are

best

vegetable, they

MACHINIST!

published

At a Probate

cure,

Practical and

Ship nml Carriage Trimming?, Agricultural Implement?, Paints Oils Ola-?, .4It. No.
Main
Street, Ilelt'ast, Me.
tfT!4

three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, ami shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest —B. I*. ITu.n, Register.
to

They

take, hut powerful to

citizen*, send certificate* of cures perform
Oil and of great benefits tin y have derived from
these Pills. They are tile safest and best physic for
children, because mild as well as effectual. Being
sugar coated, they are easy to take; and being pure

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

County

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing acopv of said petition, with this order thereon,

excel all other Pills.

only the every day complaints of v»-r\
body, but formidable and dangerous diseases. Most

((.Successors to Carle & Morlson,'

Tuesday

I

RIXQ

not

cure

E. J. MOEISON & CO.

for the County

the second

HAVE taken the Agency of the Belfast Mac.
BLE Works, Clark i Fern.dd. Proprietor*. 1'
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any 1
of me a- heap a- they can bn
seription can do
tinv where in this State
A i QITMBV
tfll
Searsport,Sept. If, :*~C.

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO..

MAINE.

tor pa-senge.

are

People of Soarsport.

To the

sluggish or disordered organ into action; and thev
impart health aud tone to the whole being. They

Boyle.

will

!

ilaradeua wharf.

at

.oj
(.apt. MIOS BIKGLsS
tfW
Belfast, March c7, 1875.

s

to its

interport,

on

him

packet

t'mio'41

ITUiKD

at

to

the foul humors ot the

out

at Law!

BELFAST,

Eye Glasses,

as can

If you are near sighted, old sighted, or troubled with
weak eyes. Give me a call, you cannot fail to be
suited.
CAI.VIX I1ERVKY, i'heuix Row.

and

JOB

and

Gold, Rubber,

_

Visiting* Card*,

Eyes !

to the

HOKACE WATERS k SONS, M Kroadwav, N. Y.
1

particular attention to my Stock of

AT

SHAWLS!

‘•oiling

A. RICH, of Winterport, Guardian of
Susan H. Rich, a non compos mentis, of said
\'
in said County, respectfully represents
that said ward is possessed of certeiu interest in
n al estate situate in said
Winterport, and consisting of her dower in a parcel of land and buildings
thereon standing, known as the homestead of James
P. Rich late of Winterport deceased, that the interest of said ward would be
promoted by an immediate sale of the same.
\\ iikrrfork your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a licence to sell and convey said interest
in the real estate of said w ard at priv ate sale.
I’ll KURIL A. RICH.
At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
May, A. U. lore.

ston- or
*

«

at t:ie

THOMPSON^ HORSE-FLESH!
Attorney\ t’oiinseiior fit Law,

Jib

of Probate

they

pleasant

WALLACE,

to

Harbor after this date
Country produce of all kinds will b*going prices. Ma> be found ut HuSc Baker, or on board the
Wood-' Matin w
•'

purchased

Tumors and Salt llhemu

W- P.

chatties and credits of said deceased are not suflicient to answer his just debts and charges of Administration. by the sum of four thousand dollars.
Whkrkfork your petitioner prays yourhonorto
grant him a license to sell ami convey so much
of the real estate of said deceased,
(including the
reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will
satisfy liis debts ami incidental charges, and charges
ot Administration from time to time, at
public or
J L). LA.VISON, Adm’r.
private sale.

Judge

E.

E. K.

1VIi; packet i' M. Bonn tv, Capt
Thomas
1
Bikgess, win inak*
weekly trips between this city an

Worms, Gout. Neuralgia, us a Dinner Pill, and Purilying the Blood, are tile most congenial purgative
yet perfected. Their effects abundantly show how

IIAIUDEN BLOCK, Belfast, lie.

RAMSON, Administrator of the estate of
• A. k. Bumps late of Thorndike in said
County,
dec used, respectfully represents that the goods,

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

formerly occupied by

A3“A11 business entrusted
rompt attention.

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of May, A. D. 1ST0.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition,with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. IU:sr, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fiiilu, Register.

in Prices of

EVERYTHING

Judge

of Probate fur the

j

at Law!

Attorney

PrtOBATE NOTICES.
To the Honorable
of Waldo :

j

JOHNSON,

GEO

my Ready Made Clothing are my own inaniifactor, which I warrant to give satisfaction.
Custom Work done in the latest
Style, In the best
manner at
SIDNEY K APISH,
•IS Main Street.
dnvl.'i
Belfast, April 2d, 1S70.

to Sustain it

H.

Office

$7 50.
3.25.

Pants,

,

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

All

Assortment
OF

3mos41

We Have Heard of it!!

keeping

All Wool

E.

Attorney

Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings
Hats, Caps and Gents Furnishing Goods, &c.,
Chevoit Suits at

Carver's Harbor Packet.

>. 'ost iveness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion. Dysentery, Foul Stomach and
Breath, Headache, Erysipelas, Files, Jtheumatism,
Eruptions and Skin J>iseases, Biliousness, Liver
Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter,

I’Ui.i'Aitni)

G.

OF

bought sit PANIC PRICKS. lam
them at Prices to meet the times.

RETURNING.
upper Steamboat Wharf, Bangor, ever
Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 0 o’clf;
lor ruKTLANP, touching at landings u*i above, ar
riving in Portland at 6 o’clock. 1*. 'I
Fur further particulars impure ot
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agt.
Railroad Wliarf, Portland, Me
CYKFS PATTERSON, Agent for Belfast.
Leaves

Fauiiiv Plivsir.
<

j
;
J

lv

ju>l returned from Boston whore I bought
large line of FORK I Li X ami DOMESTIC

Wlm*h 1

ornu,

thartic

in

a

Purposes of a

hr all the

our

MISS

have

I

touching

OF

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

|
j

much

ABB IE E. KELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon tin; Piano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. 1 <t
terms inquire at 143 Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—tfJl

C i othinC!

W E A. R !

Castoria.

CURE

Leaves roil I'l-A X I > e\ » ry Moxn.vv, Wi.nvr.sim
and Fitii'W ••v*-nings af I«» o'clock, commencing
at
Muxdav, April. In, 1**?'*. for It A NOOK,
Rockland, CumdeM, Belfast, Smrsport, Sandy
Bucksport. \\ in*-; j..,rr ami Hampden, arriving u
Bangor about i'J o'clock next morning.

RHEUMATISM ft NEURALGIA

skilful

Great Reduction
TRICKS

THE

if Wanted.

Musical Notice.

We still continue to manufacture Routs, Water
Casks, Junks and Lugs, Wedges, Ship Curving. &c.
Stock of Hoots constantly on hand. Also, Sloop
Rigged Yacht, for sale, centre board, L4 feet long,
10 feet wide, half decked over, cabin contains four
berths. Correspondence solicited.
COLBY, FLU FRY & CO.,
Mav 2, 1870.
tfU
Bucksport, Me.

IN

UlvTIDER

Pitcher, of Hyannis, Musa., experimented in hia private practice for twenty years to
produce a combination that would have the proper
ties oi Cantor Oil without its
unpleasant taste
and griping effect.
His preparation was sent for, near and far, till
Hastily he gave it the name of Castoria, and put it
up for sale. It is very wonderful in its effects, particularly with the disordered stomachs and bowels
of children. It assimilate* the food, cures

COLBY, EMERY & CO.
UK the licensed manufacturers and sole Agents
TJL h-i the >ule of the Neal Horst* Hay Kake in
Hancock County. We invite tie* uttt ntion of the
Fanners to our rock ol Rakes before making their
%

GLOVES

Immediately

rim E SUBSCKIBEU otters for sale a very
I. desirable farm in Northport, one mile
from the < amp Ground. Said larm contains
30 acres of land, good house and two barns.
It is a most desirable location for a watering place,
on the shore of the Ba»\ Will be sold
cheap lor cash.
J. C. BOBBINS.
Apply to
tl'40
Northport, April 0, 1&7G.

SHIP-BUILI )ERK.

SUSPENDERS

C.

&.
VI

Estate for

Farm for Bale.

purchases.

Sr., New York.

l‘r. Samuel

Rake!

-o-

of J. B. Rose & Co.,

Laboratory

Will be Sold

Thirty Dollars

Hay

of Richmond,
CityCAPTAIN
KILBY,

ft

Rent.

Also the property or. Miller Street, now occupied
by Lemiuo Colley, consisting of 8 acres gra^s laud
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn,
From y to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.
DA Vi. II A LADEN.
tfS3
Belfast. Feb. 15. 1870.

Farmers of Hancock Co.

Morse

HOSIERY !

B
FOR

Church Street, is now ottered for
sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
feet of Lund, 100 feet on Church Street, and more
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon In good
condition.

15KLL VIST.

Get the Best

The fol-

©

S T E A M E R

ft

or

HOMESTEAD of the late !
rpiIE
1 John llaraden situated on

It is

a

8

•H

Sale 1

MERRIL L5 S,
Hayford Block, Church St.
tl'U

or

Valuable Real

And everything in the Millinery Line which
are selling at the

dollar’s

sample of the testimony produced
W. P. Hopkins, Postmaster, Pi«jua, O., says :
“Centaur Liniment can’t be beat. It cures every

For

Belfast, Feb.

STYLES

—AT—

LINKN AN J PAPEli

©
©

HOUSE

BONNETS

&

OF ALL THE I. \ TEST

LOWEST PRICES

Liniment is increasing rapidly.

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

HATS

Consisting in part of Fine While

SHIRTS.

r—<

This remedy is the result of the research ot one of
the Proprietors who hud been u great >ulferer for
years aud who had tried all the advertised remedies
and skill of many physicians without obtaining relief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous Similar cures effected among his friends and acquaintanees without au exception, induced him to put it
before the public. That it will cure the most severe
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony
to show, which may be fonnd in our circulars. All of
which proof is bona tide und from those who have
with an Acre and a half been benefited bv its use.
of laud for sale or rent. One i
S A. HOWES & CO., Agents,
of the new houses on Belmont j
Belfast, Maine.
For sale by all Druggists, price oue dollar p<
Avenue. Terms easy. Enquire «>f ;
bottle. Liberal discount to the trade.
GEO. G. WELL:?.
PIERCE BROTHERS,
tfi5
29, 1370.
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
0ru22
Bungor, Maine

For Sale

Splendid Line of

Alferd Tush, of Newark, writes: “Send me one
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved
my leg. I want to distribute it, &c.”

Scratches

FULL LINE OF

I

a

load,

measureor

--oone and a quarter story house
with one story Ell, wood-shed
and small burn, with one and threequarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
which bears 30 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of
which was formerly the late Dr. Files* residence Ht
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale by
l IMOTHY MAYO
Monroe, Feb. 3. 1870.
tt'32

I
Also

P

•-

A

JUST RECEIVED

and

P

&

House for Sale.
A

Palsy,

scar.

Eruptions readily yield

Ring-bone, Wind-gall,

MERRILL’S

BUSINESS SUITS!
Sic, c.,

tons

Will be

TRIpYpER WEEK.

THREE

©

c«

sold cheap for cash
approved credit. Enquire of DAVID LIBBY
JoilX PEIRCE at the Dollar Store.
Belfast, April 24, 1S7G.
3w43*

always reduce in-

Henry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says:
“My wife has had rheumatism for live years—no
rest, no sleep—could scarcely- walk across the floor.
She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur

is for the

on
new.

DRESS SUITS,

cure

treatment.

The sale of this

found, sails fast, and carries good
WELL
deck, is about 50
old
mostly
ment and 35

e+

a
©
h

FOR SALE.
a

whis-

a

Back, Caked Breasts, Karaoke, Toothache,

Itch and Cutaneous

SPRING-

INSIDif LINE.

p

in lull

Sloop Excursion
—AT—

cles will

women.

[Due tie la Rochefoucauld.

The

Physicians recommend,

village,

lower

good well of water, and a cistern. The abov e
muation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale by
TIMOTHY- MAYO,
April 29, 1875.—tITT
Monroe, Waldo Co., Me.

of the Finest that

some

Cheap-

faithfully

cott.
is

And

iwit)

In the divine theocracy majorities do not
rule, but the private heart.
A. Bronson AlJ.ovc

The Quickest, Surest &
est Remedies.

LIS'! OBy or the JJ_ S.
interest

Cl 9
*■

v*

LARGE TWO STORY HOUSE
situated on a very sightly spot

A
at
•i

GI.VGFR,

1 be great
in our thrilling history makes
this tin- Iiistest selling book ever published.' It con
tains ufnll account of the Grand Centennial Exhibition.
CAUTION —Old.Incnmpiete andU'nreiiable works
are being
circulated, see that the books von buy contains 441 Tine Engravings and it4.'.
pugs...
Send for circulars and extra terms to
Agents. Address Natiunai. f n-.i.tsHtN., Co.,
Philadelphia, fa.

—

Pro Bono Publico. FOR BANGOR.

Bay and River, with a
small orchard and land enough for a large garden,

lEWTENRIIAL

i

IN

House for Sale.
view of the

agents wanted for the

/ i

on

its twi-

Treatise on c'ntarrii and
Tube. Trice j i.ou.
WFFKS &

gcto ^bbeitisemcnts.

To be happy a man must be good, and keep
himself busy in doing good.

A great mistake—to hold one’s self too high,
rate one's self too cheap.

a

Druggists everywhere.
1'OTTKR, Boston, General Agents.

Never forget that while you cannot joke an
enemy into a friend, you may easily joke a
friend into an enemy.

Hone never spreads her golden wings but
unfathomable seas.

contains

improved Inhaling

I

BARGAINS

Have Come !
can

■tri Dm-

By any other Preparation.

Goods

Spring

Liniments!

o n.

UNEQUALED.

chosen task, one pays the cheapest
fees for living, and may well* dispense with
other physicians.

or

t i

GREAT

Winterport,

As

Alas! you wicked mocker, you!
How ruthlessly you hold to\ iew
What Iam not'
I’.ut dare you mock again, I swear
I will be King, and you shall wear—
No matter what!

friends,

Centaur

distil-

bring

O’er what fair country ant 1 "King?”
Where i< my court?—the crown and ring
Of majesty ?
Where arc my subjects?—where
My courtiers and gilded chair,
And canopy?

Thought

a

by

(’atarrh, in its extent and destructive force, stands
next to ( onsumption and is closely allied to it, for
in certain constitutions the transition from one to
the other is only a que-tion of time, it is therefore
a singular thing that those afflicted with it should
not make it the object of their lives to rid themselves
of it. A single bottle of any remedy cannot, in the
chronic stage, effect a cure nor even
the svstem
under its influence fully,
in manv such cases the
bones and cartilage of the nose are eaten a wav, the
organs of hearing, of seeing and of tasting
affect
ed as to be rendered useless, the uvula so
elongated
and inflamed as to produce a constant and distressing
cough. The return to health must necessarily be
slow, under the most favorable circumstances, when
so seriously afflicted
but as the evidence of its great
value daily comes to hand, we become more and
more satisfied that there does not exist a case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured bv a judicious and persistent use of Sanford's Radical Cure for Catarrh.
I he relief in every case obtained from the
tir-t dose is an indication of what it will do when the
isystem
brought constitutionally under it-* influ-

And where my manor and e*tate?
Armorial halls, escutcheoned gate
And henchmen nigh?

With

obtained
I

Free, provoking, airy, light,
Vet pleasing too.
Hy what late patent am I "Lord?"
Achieved by what, or pen or sword?
Or purchase high ?

or

use

as

Hut moralizing now aside,
1 spurn grey Wisdom—sober guide
I answer you,
After the manner that you write,

Jewels

WM. XV. ARMSTRONG,
15J Harrison Ave., Boston.

25, 1874.

CATARRH.

—

a

CURE.

Respectfully vours,

Stop!
Grocery men whisper yea in the store,
Nurserymen whisper yea at the door,
Yea, like a swift sailing canal-boat to shore,
Dart* thro’ the tyrannous heart of Denial
They’ve concluded to stop me aud give me a trial.
Quickly beginning,
My basket I’m spinning,
foil through tlie cavernous maw of my cart,
1 oil where t lie coal-dust the red-eye doth smart,
Toil I with joy and prospect in heart.

aloud

RADICAL

Messrs. Weeks & Potter :
Gtnthmen,—PI* a«e allow im* to testify to the great
merits of jSanfok’s Radical Cure for Catarrh.
For six years I have sutiered greatly, particularly
while troubled with a cold. The accumulation of
mucus in my head and throat kept me constantly
hawking and spitting, rendering my presence in
company extremely embarrassing ti) myself and
friends. Six mouths ago 1 was induced to try Sanford’s RADICAL Cure. Alter using two bottles I
find myself nearly, if not quite, permanently cured.
I have since recommended over one hundred bottles
with the greatest success.

Then old shapes ana scraps of things,
rauied like shoes and hoops and rings—
Ghosts of goods once sound and fair,
Grown foul things in cellar air—
\V ar about my donkey’s frame,
And demoralize the same;
Leather! bottle-! stone and hoop.
All in a windy flight they swoop—
Shall 1 quickly stable he?
.Vo. It shall not be:

me

of two bottles of

out

IV.

>.'ig

ol his own sex without

one

giving: at the moment, or soon after, a
plausible excuse for it,
Although every gentleman should avoid

TOBACCO.
Fresh Stock of FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY,
Jy every boat. All kinds CANNED GOODS and
IELL1KS, SARDINES. PICKI.ES, KETCHUPS;
ill kinds DRIED FRUITS. Also, live Bbls. our
ouutry CIDER by tbe gallon or barrel for family

IV

lse.

GEO. G. WELLS,
No. 13 Phenlx Row.

CALL

Belfast Hardware Store
Before purchasing vour goods. There yon w ill
and General HARD WAR K, PAINTS, OILS
and VAltNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER'S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phenix Row.
U42
April 20 1875.

